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Executive Summary 
 
 
 Because knowledge has become a primary driver of economic growth, 
education has become the center of the knowledge society. Ongoing improvements 
in education from pre-kindergarten through graduate study are needed to provide 
the skilled workforce essential to Nebraska’s continued economic development and 
the well-being of its citizens. By 2018, over 66% of all jobs in Nebraska will require 
some postsecondary training beyond high school. (Source: Georgetown University 
Center for Education and Workforce, 2010 – Appendix 9) 
 
 State support for postsecondary education is a sound investment in Nebraska’s 
future and should be a top priority for the state. The investment in human potential 
has a high rate of return. Further, a state investment in higher education has a 
multiplier effect on the economy, quality of life, and prosperity of the people of the 
state. In the information age, a well-educated work force is without doubt a state’s 
principal asset. 
 
 As the Commission makes its 2013-15 biennial budget recommendations, it is 
aware that there are many demands on state revenues. It also knows that the state 
may face some financial challenges in the coming years. The Commission 
recognizes that the Governor and the Legislature will have to make difficult 
decisions regarding the best use of the state’s resources as they have done in 
recent years. However, the state Constitution and statutes require the Commission 
to review budget requests of public postsecondary institutions; statutes also identify 
the criteria the Commission is to use to determine the merits of the budget requests 
presented by the higher education institutions. It is on those criteria that the 
Commission evaluates each request. Therefore, the recommendations herein are 
based on the results of the evaluation and are separate from the availability of state 
funds.  
  
 In the process of developing the public postsecondary education budget 
recommendations for the 2013-15 biennium, the Commission reviewed 43 requests 
for additional funding from the University of Nebraska, Nebraska College of 
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Technical Agriculture (NCTA), the Nebraska State College System and the 
Community Colleges. Twelve requests were part of the continuation budget 
recommendation. There were also twelve requests for new building openings. 
 
 As shown by Chart II, page 10, the total for institutional new and expanded 
requests, including continuation costs and new building opening, is $42,664,510, or 
a 6.79% increase (over the current base of $628,724,674) for the total biennial 
period. The Commission’s recommendation is $26,355,663 or 4.19% for the 
biennium.  
 
 The Commission’s recommendations begin with a discussion of statewide 
funding issues and initiatives, as suggested by statute. This biennium, the 
Commission recommends that the state concentrate on four statewide initiatives: 
financial aid for needy students, Access College Early (ACE) program for needy 
high school students, maintenance of campus facilities, and Community College 
Funding Issues. The Commission suggests specific dollar amounts to be 
appropriated for some of the statewide issues. 
 
 The Commission’s recommendations regarding institutional requests do not 
endorse exact funding levels. According to statute, the Commission’s role in budget 
review is to analyze institutional requests in light of the Comprehensive Statewide 
Plan for Postsecondary Education, institutional role and mission, prevention of 
unnecessary duplication, demonstration of sufficient need for new and expanded 
requests, and necessity to maintain accountability. Therefore, although the 
Commission has referred to dollars requested by the institutions to make it easier to 
correlate specific requests with associated recommendations, the Commission’s 
recommendations should not be construed as endorsing an appropriation of 
those exact amounts. However, the Commission does specify an amount of 
appropriation to be funded for all requests. Further, not all requests should be 
funded solely with state-appropriated dollars. Actual levels of appropriation are 
determined by the Legislature and Governor. 
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Statewide Funding Issues and Initiatives 
 
 The Commission identified and made recommendations on four statewide 
issues and initiatives. (See Section 3) 
 
The Commission Strongly Recommends: 
 
 Student Financial Aid for Needy Students 

• Appropriate additional state general funds of at least $500,000 (7.8%) 
in 2013-14 and at least $500,000 (7.2%) in 2014-15 to help the state’s 
neediest students accommodate a 7.4% average increase in tuition 
and fees plus other cost of attendance increases this year at 
Nebraska’s public institutions, such as an average increase in the cost 
of books of 10.3% and program related fees of 7.2%. 

 
• Appropriate additional state general funds for need-based aid to make 

progress toward the regional average of need-based funds per 
undergraduate student. (Nebraska funding for need-based aid 
includes $6.4 million in state general funds, plus $9.5 million Lottery 
funds, for a total of $15.9 million. Reaching the regional average of 
need-based aid per undergraduate student would require about an 
additional $14.7 million per year.) 

 
 Access College Early (ACE) program for needy High School Students 

• Increase current state general funds by at least $65,000 for 2013-14 
and an additional $45,000 in 2014-15 to provide additional 
scholarships to low-income high school students who enroll in college 
courses while still in high school. 
 

Maintenance of Campus Facilities 
• Recommend that the Governor and the Legislature continue to 

recognize the importance of higher education in improving Nebraska’s 
economy and way of life and provide adequate and stable funding for 
university and state college facilities. 
 

• Provide for adequate maintenance of public higher education facilities. 
Recommend that the state reinstate the 1% depreciation charge and 
fund the depreciation with general funds. This would be an initial step 
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toward fully requiring and funding the needed 2% depreciation charge  
as specified in LB 1100. 

 
• Recommend that institutions increase allocations of operating funds to 

daily routine facilities maintenance, which will help maintain buildings 
for a longer period of time. 

 
• Recommend that a portion of the Facilities and Administrative (F&A) 

costs reimbursement from federal grant funds be utilized for 
maintenance of facilities since administrative overhead does include 
the maintenance cost of facilities. 

 
• Recommend increasing state appropriations to the Building Renewal 

Allocation Fund from $9.163 million to $14.5 million per year. 
 

Community College Funding Issue 
• Recommend the Legislature review fixed-percentage distribution and 

new funding formula 
 

 
Commission Recommendations on Institutional Budget Requests 
 
 Institutional Budgets Requests 
 
  The Commission reviews budget request for institutional continuation 
requests and new and expanded budget request. The Commission makes the 
following recommendations regarding the institutional budget requests for 2013-15: 
(Details for recommendations provided in Section 4 of the full document.) 
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Chart I: Commission Recommendation for State Funding – Details provided in section 4 
University of Nebraska System 
Continuation   Recommendation   
     Requests 2013-2014 2014-2015  2013-2014 2014-2015 

     Health Insurance $4,787,608 $5,170,617      Health Insurance $3,889,931 $4,142,777 

     Purchased Utilities $2,808,344 $2,567,587      Purchased Utilities $931,222 $949,847 

     DAS Accounting Fees $45,182 $0      DAS Accounting Fees $45,182 $0 

     DAS Workers’ Comp. $608,250 $0      DAS Workers’ Comp. $608,250 $0 

     Student Information System $76,000 $112,000      Student Information System $76,000 $112,000 

     New Building Openings O & M Requests $679,801 $528,333      New Building Openings O & M Requests $92,100 $83,200 

      
New and Expanded      
     Requests 2013-2014 2014-2015  2013-2014 2014-2015 

     Programs of Excellence $2,500,000 $2,500,000      Programs of Excellence $2,500,000 $2,500,000 

     Need-Based Aid $1,000,000 $1,000,000      Need-Based Aid             Appropriation to already established program. 

      
     University Totals $12,505,185 $11,878,537      Recommended Totals $8,142,685 $7,787,824 
Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture (NCTA) 
Continuation   Recommendation   
     Requests 2013-2014 2014-2015  2013-2014 2014-2015 

     Health Insurance $25,457 $27,494      Health Insurance $20,708 $22,030 

     Purchase Utilities $27,816 $29,208      Purchase Utilities $27,816 $29,208 

     Workers’ Comp. $2,207 $0      Workers’ Comp. $2,207 $0 

     New Building Openings O & M Requests $116,277 $0      New Building Openings O & M Requests $116,277 $0 

      
New and Expanded      
     Programs of Excellence $0 $40,000      Programs of Excellence $40,000 $40,000 

     Addition to base budget $0 $0      Addition to base budget $500,000 $0 
     NCTA Totals $171,757 $96,702      Recommended Totals $707,008 $91,238 
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Nebraska State College System 
Continuation   Recommendation   
     Requests 2013-2014 2014-2015  2013-2014 2014-2015 

     Health Insurance $459,581 $494,050      Health Insurance $367,664 $389,725 

     Purchased Utilities $175,817 $186,366      Purchased Utilities $56,671 $57,804 

     DAS Accounting Fees $39,521 $0      DAS Accounting Fees $39,521 $0 

     Inflationary Increases $271,056 $275,122      Inflationary Increases $271,056 $275,122 

     New Building Openings $0 $61,301      New Building Openings $0 $61,301 

      
New and Expanded      
     Requests 2013-2014 2014-2015  2013-2014 2014-2015 

     Music Theory Faculty $67,756 ($2,676)      Music Theory Faculty $67,756 ($2,676) 

     Instructional Design Coordinator $89,529 $0      Instructional Design Coordinator $89,529 $0 

     Coordinator of Multicultural Affairs $50,480 ($2,676)      Coordinator of Multicultural Affairs $50,480 ($2,676) 

     Security Proposal $680,638 ($460,454)      Security Proposal $577,819 ($475,000) 

     Student Retention Initiative $159,033 $458,967      Student Retention Initiative $150,000 $0 

     Enhance Athletic Programs and Women’s 
          Opportunities 

 
$291,410 

 
($6,873) 

     Enhance Athletic Programs and Women’s 
          Opportunities 

 
$63,970 

 
$0 

     Faculty to Support Growth at PSC $170,884 $170,884      Faculty to Support Growth at PSC $83,442 $0 

     Emergency Mgmt.  & Campus Security $91,669 ($2,541)      Emergency Mgmt. & Campus Security $0 $0 

     Institute for Community Engagement $92,861 $50,000      Institute for Community Engagement $0 $0 

     New Market Development $648,820 ($75,000)      New Market Development $0 $0 

     Marketing Initiatives $50,000 $50,000      Marketing Initiatives $0 $0 

      
     NSC Totals $3,339,055 $1,196,470      Recommended Totals $1,817,608 $303,600 
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Community Colleges 
New Funding Requested 2013-2014 2014-2015 Recommendation 2013-2014 2014-2015 
     15.4% increase in State 
     Appropriations 

 
$13,500,000 

 
$0 

   
     Increased State Appropriation 

 
$3,959,000 

 
$4,046,700 

      
      
      
Commission Recommendations on Statewide Funding Initiatives 
 2013-2014 2014-2015 

Strongly Recommend New General Funds   
   Financial aid for needy students $500,000 $500,000 

   Access College Early (ACE) program for needy high school students $65,000 $45,000 

   
Recommend New General Funds   
   Maintenance of Campus Facilities   

          Reinstate 1% depreciation funding Unknown 
at this time 

Unknown 
at this time 

          Appropriation to Building Renewal Fund $5,340,000 -- 

Recommend Review of Statewide Funding Issue   

   Community College Funding Issues   
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Chart II: Total Institution Requests for New and Expanded Budgets for Additional State Funds 
(Including Continuation Costs) 

 
2013-2015 Biennium 

 2012-13 
Current 

Appropriation 

2013-14 
Increase 

Requested 

2014-15 
Increase 

Requested 

Total Biennial 
Increase 

Requested  

Total Biennial 
Percent 

Increase over 
Current 

Appropriation 

Commission 
Dollars and 
Percentage 

Recommendation for 
Biennium 

Includes new and inflationary       
University System (Excluding NCTA)       

Subtotal $495,403,534 $12,505,185 $11,878,537 $24,383,722* 4.92% $15,930,509      3.62% 
Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture (NCTA)       

Subtotal $2,595,156 $171,757 $96,702 $268,459* 10.3% $    798,246      30.7% 

Nebraska State College System       
Chadron State College $15,621,107 $1,636,632 $254,413 $1,891,045 12.1%  

Peru State College $8,674,024 $650,264 $515,545 $1,165,809 13.4%  
Wayne State College $19,672,567 $1,039,769 $415,706 $1,455,475 7.40%  

Subtotal $45,450,893 $3,326,665 $1,185,664 $4,512,329* 9.92% $ 2,121,208     4.66% 

Community Colleges (state aid formula funding)       
Subtotal $87,870,147 $13,500,000 $0 $13,500,000** 15.4% $ 8,006,300       9.1% 

 
Total Higher Education Increase Requested 

 
$628,724,674 

 
$29,503,607 

 
$13,160,903 

 
$42,664,510 

 
6.79% 

 
$26,856,263***    4.27% 

 
Note: * The dollars requested for the University and the State Colleges do not include salary increases. Requests for salary increases will be submitted  

     after collective bargaining is complete. 
 

** The funding requested by the Community Colleges and recommended by the Commission does include funds available to be used for salary                                       
    increases. 
 
 
*** The recommended dollar amount by the Commission does not mean the Commission believes the amount should be funded solely from state  
     appropriation dollars.
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Introduction 
 
 The Coordinating Commission for Postsecondary Education is directed by the 
Nebraska Constitution, Article VII, Section 14(3) to “review and modify, if needed to 
promote compliance and consistency with the Comprehensive Statewide Plan and 
prevent unnecessary duplication, the budget requests of the governing boards” prior 
to the budget requests being submitted to the Governor and Legislature. Section 
85-1416(2)(c), Neb. Rev. Stat (2008) further directs the Commission to: 
 

“…analyze institutional budget priorities in light of the Comprehensive 
Statewide Plan, role and mission assignments, and the goal of prevention of 
unnecessary duplication. The Commission shall submit to the Governor and 
Legislature by October 15 of each year recommendations for approval or 
modification of the budget requests together with a rationale for its 
recommendation. The analysis and recommendation by the Commission shall 
focus on budget requests for new and expanded programs and services and 
major statewide funding issues or initiatives as identified in the Comprehensive 
Statewide Plan.” 

 
 The Commission’s role regarding public postsecondary institution budget review 
is to provide an independent, broad, policy-based review consistent with the above 
statutes. The Commission does not provide a detailed analysis of line items in the 
operating budgets of the state’s 13 public colleges and universities. 
 
 Consistent with this charge, the Commission develops its recommendations 
based largely on information provided by the institutions. The Commission conducts 
its budget reviews with efficient allocation and use of state resources in mind, thus 
helping to ensure that our higher education system meets the needs of our state as 
reflected in the Comprehensive Statewide Plan. 
 
 The statutes direct that the University and State Colleges are to submit a 
summary of their budget requests on August 15; the Community Colleges’ requests 
are due September 15. The full budget documents are to be submitted on 

SECTION 

1 
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September 15, with the Commission’s recommendation due to the Governor and 
Legislature on October 15. As a result, the Commission and its staff complete their 
reviews of institutional budget requests in less than a month. 
 
 As required by statute, the Commission will address statewide funding issues, 
review continuation requests and focus on new and expanded programs in its 
budget review and recommendations. The following chapters contain an overview of 
the status of Nebraska public higher education, the Commission’s analysis of 
statewide funding issues and its related recommendations, and the Commission’s 
analysis and recommendations on institutional requests for new and expanded 
funding. 
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How Are We Doing? 
 
 This chapter provides an overview of the status of higher education in Nebraska 
as context for the biennial budget requests currently under review. When available, 
regional and national comparisons are provided. 
 
Nebraska State Appropriations for Higher Education 
Nebraska has a long history of providing strong financial support for higher 
education. However, due to challenging economic conditions and the state’s 
budget difficulties, State general fund support for high education decreased 
last year, but over the past two years has increased slightly. 
 

• In 2011-12, the state appropriated $650,437,323 for public higher education, 
down 0.5% from 2010-11 and up 1.4% from 2009-10. The one-year negative 
change ranks Nebraska 10th when compared to other states in percentage 
change. (Appendix 1a and 1b) 

 
• Over the past five years, the state appropriation for higher education 

increased by 7.7%; the national average was a 3.8% decrease. Inflation 
during this five year time period was about 11.0%. The five-year percentage 
increase ranks Nebraska 12th in the country in general support for higher 
education. (Appendix 1b) 

 
• Nebraska continues to rank high in comparison to other states in 

appropriations for higher education per capita, for which Nebraska currently 
ranks 7th in the country, and appropriations for higher education per $1,000 
of personal income, for which Nebraska ranks 11th. Two years ago, Nebraska 
ranked 7th for per capita funding and 10th in appropriation per $1,000 of 
personal income. (Appendix 1d) 

 
• According to the National Association of State Budget Officers’ 2010 State 

Expenditure Report, Nebraska’s 2010 expenditure for higher education was 
22.4% of the total state expenditures, for which Nebraska tied for the rank of 
2nd in the country. (Appendix 1e) 

SECTION 

2 
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• The University of Nebraska at Omaha is the only four-year college below its 
Commission-established peer groups’ average in state appropriation per full-time 
equivalent (FTE) student. (See Charts 2-1 and 2-2 below)  
(More detail is available in the 2012 Tuition, Fees and Financial Aid Report-
www.ccpe.state.ne.us) 

 
 

 

$10,379 

$7,207 

$4,609 

$4,935 
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$4,825 

$0 $5,000 $10,000 $15,000 
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Lincoln 

Peer Group Average* 

University of Nebraska 
at Omaha 

Peer Group Average* 

University of Nebraska 
at Kearney 

Peer Group Average* 

Chart 2-1 
2011-2012 State Appropriation per FTE 

Student: University of Nebraska 

*Peer group average based on  
institutions reporting data for 2011-12 

 
(See CCPE 2012 Tuition, Fees and Financial Aid Report) 
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Student:   
Nebraska State College System 
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Chart 2-3 
2011-2012 State Appropriations per FTE 

Student:  Community Colleges 

 
                 State             State and Local 
 

*Peer group average based on 
institutions report data for 2011-12 

 
(See CCPE 2012 Tuition, Fees and Financial Aid Report) 

*Peer group average based on  
institutions reporting data for 2011-12 

 
(See CCPE 2012 Tuition, Fees and Financial Aid Report) 
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• For the Community College sector, Chart 2-3 shows state appropriation per 
FTE enrollment. Also included is the property tax contribution to operational 
funding of the college. In comparison to Commission-established peers, 
three of the six Community Colleges were below their respective peer 
averages with regard to state tax appropriations. Western Nebraska 
Community College, Mid-Plains Community College, and Northeast 
Community College were above their peer group averages in state 
appropriations per FTE student. 

 
• When property tax revenue is added to state tax dollar allocations, four of the 

six Community Colleges were above their respective peer averages. 
Southeast Community College and Metropolitan College were below their 
peer group averages in state and local tax appropriations per FTE student. 

 
Students’ versus State’s Share of Educational Costs 

 
• The state contributed between 40% and 52% of the cost of students’ 

education at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL), the University 
of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO) and the University of Nebraska at 
Kearney (UNK) in 2011-12. In contrast, peer institutions received an 
average of 35% to 40% of students’ cost of education from their 
respective states. 

 
• The state’s share of the cost of education at Nebraska State Colleges 

ranged from 50% to 57%. The State Colleges’ peers received an 
average of 34% to 46% of students’ cost of education from their 
states. 

 
• For the four-year public institutions, the state paid the smallest share 

(40%) of students’ cost of education at the University of Nebraska at 
Omaha in 2011-12. Wayne State College received the greatest 
percentage of the cost of their students’ education through state 
funding (57%). 

 
• Overall, the student share of the cost of education ranges from 21.0% 

at Western Nebraska Community College to 59.7% at the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha. (See charts on the following page) 
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• For resident, undergraduate enrollments, students pay a lower share 
of the cost of education at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln than at 
the University of Nebraska at Omaha and University of Nebraska at 
Kearney. Peru State College students pay the highest percentage of 
costs when compared to the other State Colleges. Students at 
Southeast Community College and Metropolitan Community College 
pay a larger percentage of education costs than students at the other 
four Community College campuses. Students at Western Nebraska 
Community College pay a lower share of the cost of education than 
students at all other public higher education institutions. (See charts 
below) 
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Higher Education Affordability 
Several indicators suggest that Nebraska higher education is less 
affordable than in the past. 

 
Tuition & Fees Comparisons 

 
• For 2011-12, undergraduate students at all Nebraska four-year public 

institutions, except the University of Nebraska Medical Center nursing 
students, paid less than the national undergraduate average of 
$8,244*

 

 for full-time, annual tuition and mandatory fees. The Medical 
Center’s nursing students pay $8,403 for tuition and mandatory fees, 
which is 1.9% above the national average. 

• In 2011-12, all of Nebraska’s Community Colleges charged resident 
tuition and mandatory fees that were below the national Community 
College annual average of $2,963*. Specifically, Nebraska Community 
Colleges charge between $2,351 and $2,760 for Nebraska residents. 

 
• During the five-year period from 2006-07 through 2011-12, 

undergraduate tuition and mandatory fees for full-time students at all 
Nebraska public institutions increased. The range was from 21% at 
Southeast Community College to 41% at Peru State College. The 
inflation rate for the same five-year period was 11%. The national 
average increase was 42%* for four-year institutions and 32%* for 
two-year institutions.  

 
• Except for students at WNCC, tuition and mandatory fees for 

Nebraska resident students are below those charged resident 
students by those institutions’ peers. (See charts on the next page and 
the CCPE, 2012 Tuition, Fees and Financial Aid Report for details – 
www.ccpe.state.ne.us) 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
* Trends in College Pricing, 2011 

http://www.ccpe.state.ne.us/�
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Percentage of Family Income Required as a Measure of Affordability 
 

• In 2011-12, the percentage of family income required to pay tuition 
and mandatory fees at all Nebraska public four-year Colleges and 
Universities was higher for all income levels than in 2008-09. (See 
CCPE, 2012 Tuition, Fees and Financial Aid Report-
www.ccpe.state.ne.us) 

 
• The Community Colleges’ tuition and fees required a larger 

percentage of income for all income levels in 2011-12 compared to 
2008-09.  

 
Financial Aid for Needy Students 

 
• In 2007-08, Nebraska ranked 41st nationally in the amount of state-

provided need-based financial aid per full-time undergraduate student. 
By 2008-09, Nebraska ranked 38th. In 2010-11, Nebraska had 
improved its ranking to 33rd. (Source: National Association of State 
Student Grant & Aid Programs, 42nd Annual Survey Report, 2010-
2011.) 

 
• CCPE estimates that at least $242.7 million of annual unmet student 

financial need exists for Nebraska low-income postsecondary 
education students. (Source: CCPE 2012 survey) 

 
• In 2010-11, Nebraska’s state grant program assisted about 35% of 

Nebraska Pell Grant recipients, who are the lowest-income students. 
A little over 48.3% of recipients and their families earn less than 
$20,000 annually. Another 26.8% of recipients were from families with 
incomes between $30,000 and $40,000. Approximately 24.9% of 
recipients were from families that had incomes over $40,000. 
Nationally, 63% of need-based aid recipients came from families with 
incomes of $30,000 or less. 

 
Student Loan Volume 

 
• From 2006-07 to 2011-12, the Nebraska student loan volume 

increased 51%, from approximately a total of $233.8 million to more 
than $350.8 million. In that same period, the number of loans 
increased from 98,740 to 139,120. 

http://www.ccpe.state.ne.us/�
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• According to the Project on Student Debt, students who graduated in 
2010 from a Nebraska public or private 4-year institution had an 
average student loan debt of $21,227. This compared to the national 
average of $25,250 and ranked Nebraska 36th in the nation. (Project 
on Student Debt, 2010) 

 
• Of the students who graduated in 2010, approximately 62% graduated 

with debt. This compared to the national average of about 66% and 
ranked Nebraska 18th in the nation. (Project on Student Debt, 2010) 
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Higher Education Access 
Nebraska has always enjoyed high college-going rates—69.1% in 2010. 
However, there is concern that Nebraska is not keeping pace with other 
states in higher education participation. 

 
Higher Education Enrollment & Participation 

 
• Enrollment increases from fall 2001 to fall 2011 by sector: 

– Community Colleges: 33.5% (up 11,938) 
– State Colleges: 12.7% (up 982) 
– University of Nebraska: 8.8% (up 4,072) 
– Independent Colleges and Universities: 48.4% (up 10,862) 
– For-Profit/Career Schools’ enrollments: 46.8% (up 1,287) 

 
• In fall, 2011, the University System had the largest headcount 

enrollment (50,363), followed by the Community Colleges (47,542). 
 

• Minority enrollment in Nebraska institutions was 15.4% of total 
enrollment in fall 2011, with two-year and four-year for-profit/career 
schools having the highest minority enrollment as a percentage of 
their total enrollment. (Source: 2011-2012 Factual Look at Higher 
Education in Nebraska-Section A: Enrollment) 

 
• Nebraska’s college-going rate has improved over the past 20 years, 

rising from 58.7% to 65.5% of recent high school graduates enrolling 
in college. However, the state’s ranking fell from number one in 1988 
to 18th in fall 2008, the latest year for which state-to-state comparisons 
are available.  (See Appendix 4) 

 
• In fall 2010, Nebraska’s college-going rate was 69.1%. 

 
• In fall 2010, 83.7% of Nebraska first-time college freshmen attended 

college in Nebraska, compared to 81.5% in fall 2002. (Source: 2012 
Nebraska Higher Education Progress Report, CCPE data on page 
61). 

 
• Nebraska had 21,513 high school graduates in the 2009-10 school 

year. Of those high school graduates, 29.9% did not go on to college 
within 12 months of graduation. This compares to 36.5% of the 
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graduating class of 2001-02. (Source: 2012 Nebraska Higher 
Education Progress Report, CCPE data on page 61). 

 
• The in-migration and out-migration of first-time college freshmen in 

Nebraska fluctuates each year. Fall 2010 figures indicate that 
Nebraska had 527 more students coming to Nebraska to attend 
college than leaving the state to attend a non-Nebraska degree-
granting college. (Source: 2012 Nebraska Higher Education Progress 
Report, CCPE, page 85). 

 
 

Community College Transfers 
 

• Academic transfer FTE enrollment at the Community Colleges 
increased 213% between the 1993-94 academic year, when the 
Commission expanded the Community Colleges’ academic transfer 
authority, and the 2011-12 academic year. During the same period, 
enrollment in applied technology programs increased 39.5%. 

 
• Over the same 18-year trend period, the percentage of students 

enrolled in academic transfer programs increased from 12.6% of total 
enrollment in 1993-94 to 22.7% in 2011-12, an increase of 10.1%. 
Meanwhile, applied technology’s share of enrollment declined 11.1 
percentage points, from 56.5% in 1993-94 to 45.4% in 2011-12. 
However, enrollments in both programs grew. (See Appendix 8) 

 
• During the past 18 years, Foundations Education (also referred to as 

developmental or remedial education) has shown a steady increase 
from 4.6% of total enrollment in 1993-94 to 7.4% in 2011-12. Although 
the numbers are relatively small (936 in 1993-94 and 2,586 in 2011-
12), the percentage increase over the 18 year period was 176.3%. 
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Higher Education Accountability 
Nebraska higher education demonstrated some improvement in areas 
such as retention and graduation. 
 

Student Retention/Completion (IPEDS) 
(IPEDS retention and completion numbers are based on 
full-time, first-time freshmen remaining and graduating from 
the same institution) 
 

• The retention rate for Nebraska first-year Community College students 
returning for their second year of college was 63.9% in fall 2010. The 
national average is 60.1%. (Source: 2012 Nebraska Higher Education 
Progress Report www.ccpe.state.ne.us, page 127) 

 
• The retention rate for freshmen at four-year colleges and universities 

in Nebraska returning for their sophomore year was 78.6% in fall 
2010. The national average in 2010 was 79.5%. (Source: 2012 
Nebraska Higher Education Progress Report www.ccpe.state.ne.us, 
page 126) 

 
• Nebraska’s overall Community College graduation rate (defined as 

graduating within 150% of the normal program length) was 30.4% in 
2009-10, with Northeast Community College having the highest rate of 
49.2% and Metropolitan Community College having the lowest rate at 
11.3%. The overall 2009-10 graduation rate was 7.4% lower than the 
2002-03 graduation rate, with Southeast Community College showing 
the largest decline. (Source: 2012 Nebraska Higher Education 
Progress Report www.ccpe.state.ne.us, page 292) 

 
• Baccalaureate graduation rates at the University campuses in 2009-10 

ranged from 44.8% at UNO to 64.2% at UNL. NCTA, which offers two-
year programs and certificates, had a graduation rate of 50.5%. The 
overall graduation rate for NCTA, UNK, UNL, and UNO increased 
from 52.2% in 2002-03 to 57.7% in 2009-10, or by 5.5%. (Source: 
2012 Nebraska Higher Education Progress Report 
www.ccpe.state.ne.us, page 292) 

 
• The State College graduation rates for 2009-10 were 36.9% at Peru 

State College, 45.7% at Chadron State College and 47.5% at Wayne 
State College. The overall graduation rate for the Nebraska state 

http://www.ccpe.state.ne.us/�
http://www.ccpe.state.ne.us/�
http://www.ccpe.state.ne.us/�
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colleges increased 1.8% from 2002-03 to 2009-10. (Source: 2012 
Nebraska Higher Education Progress Report www.ccpe.state.ne.us, 
page 292) 

 
• The independent colleges and universities had some of the highest 

graduation rates in 2009-10, with three having rates over 70% and five 
with rates over 60% for students graduating within six years. The 
overall graduation rate increased 5.1%, from 57.0% in 2002-03 to 
62.1% in 2009-10. (Source: 2012 Nebraska Higher Education 
Progress Report www.ccpe.state.ne.us, page 292) 

 
Degrees Awarded 

 
• Many foundations, state governments, national higher education 

associations, and now, President Obama, have issued calls for 
increasing the proportion of Americans with high quality degrees and 
credentials. The goal, established by Lumina Foundation and 
endorsed by national leaders, has been set at 60% of the population 
holding degrees, diplomas, or certificates by 2025. (The 60% goal has 
been widely misunderstood to refer to bachelor’s degree holders. That 
is not the case.) 
 

• About 42% of Nebraska’s 936,486 working-age adults (25-64 years 
old) hold at least a two-year degree. (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 
2010 American Community Survey) 

 
• Nebraska public, independent, and for-profit colleges and universities 

awarded 29,208 degrees and other awards in 2010-11. This was an 
increase of 35.6% over 10 years. Of those degrees, 14,061 were 
bachelor’s degrees, 8,613 were less-than-four-year degrees, 5,163 
were master’s degrees, and 1,371 were research/scholarship and 
professional practice doctoral degrees. (See CCPE, 2011-2012 A 
Factual Look at Higher Education in Nebraska, page B2.5) 

 
• The University of Nebraska awarded 35.4% of all degrees in 2010-11, 

the Community Colleges awarded 21.8%, and the State Colleges 
awarded 6.0%. The Independent Colleges and Universities awarded 
an additional 30.0% of the degrees awarded, and the for-profit/career 
schools awarded 6.8% of the degrees and other awards. 

http://www.ccpe.state.ne.us/�
http://www.ccpe.state.ne.us/�
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• Nebraska could reach the 60% goal by increasing the number of 
degrees awarded by a manageable 4.6% per year between 2010 and 
2025. Such an increase will require greater attention to adult 
Nebraskans who have some college experience, but no credential. 
(Source: Lumina Report: A Stronger Nation through Higher Education, 
2010) 

 
• In 2010-11, the highest percentage of degrees were awarded by the 

public and independent institutions in the following areas: 
Four-year degrees: Business 
 Social Sciences 
 Health Education 
 Humanities 
 
Less-than-four-years: Health Professions 
 Vocational 
 Arts & Sciences 
 Business 
(Source: Coordinating Commission for Postsecondary 
Education Factual Look Excel workbook 
2011_2_completers_LvL_Discipline.xlsx) 
 

Revenue and Research Dollars (Appendix 6) 
 

• In 2009-10, the latest year for which data are available, total spending 
for university-based research and development for UNL was $191.3 
million, ranking UNL 103rd among the country’s 700 institutions and 
systems. Of that, 50.2% was federal government funding and 49.8% 
was from internal or other external sources. The University of 
Nebraska Medical Center’s (UNMC) total spending for research and 
development was $138.2 million, resulting in a ranking for UNMC of 
122nd. (Source: National Science Foundation, FY 2010)  
 

• For 2009-10, federally financed research and development funding at 
UNL was $96.1 million, with a ranking of 111th. For 2009-10, 
University of Nebraska Medical Center’s federally financed research 
and development funding was $80.8 million, ranking the Medical 
Center at 120th among the country’s institutions. (See Appendix 6) 
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Institutional Expenditures per FTE Student (Appendix 5) 
 

• In 2010-11, UNL’s expenditures on instruction per FTE student were 
in the middle of its 12 Commission-established peers. Eight years ago, 
UNL spent less per FTE student on instruction than nine of its peers. 
In 2008-09 UNL spent less on instruction than all of its peers. 

 
• While receiving less appropriation per student than the other 

University campuses, UNO’s expenditures on instruction per FTE 
student were the midpoint of its peer group in 2010-11. 

 
• In 2010-11, Peru State College and Metropolitan Community College 

spent less on instruction per FTE student than all of their peers. 
 

State Appropriations per Degree Awarded (Appendix 7) 
 

• One of many possible measures of productivity is a comparison of the 
dollars allocated to an institution and the number of degrees it awards. 

 
• Western Nebraska Community College receives the largest state 

appropriation per degree awarded of any of its peer institutions, and 
has been for the past eight years. UNK and Southeast Community 
College are almost at the top of their peer groups in state 
appropriations per degree awarded. UNO and Metropolitan 
Community College are about at the midpoint in appropriation per 
degree awarded. Peru State College and Central Community College 
are near the bottom of their peer groups. (Appendix 7)  

 
• UNMC has the highest state appropriation per degree awarded 

($84,938) followed by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln ($45,896 – 
second from the top of its peer group) and Western Nebraska 
Community College ($43,552 – the top of its peer group). (Appendix 7) 
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General Statewide Funding Issues and Initiatives 
 
 
 Access and affordability are important issues in higher education. In Nebraska, 
shifting demographics are creating an increased need to provide support to the 
growing number of ethnic minorities whose incomes often trail the white majority. 
Projected growth of Nebraska’s white, non-Hispanic population will be modest, and 
ethnic minorities, particularly Hispanic, will account for nearly all of the state’s 
population growth and pool of additional high school graduates during the next 
decade. Our economy will increasingly rely on this growing population. (Appendix 2) 
 
 Unfortunately, much of this important population group is plagued by low 
incomes, language barriers, and low high school and college graduation rates. 
Hispanics make up most of Nebraska’s minority population, accounting for 16% of 
Nebraska’s K-12 public school enrollment in 2010-11, up from 7% in 2000-2001. 
That’s almost 48,000 students—2.3 times as many as a decade ago.  
 
 Future jobs increasingly will require at least an associate or bachelor’s degree, 
yet in Nebraska, 48% of Hispanics over the age of 25 have not completed high 
school, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. This compares to 6% or 7% of white, 
non-Hispanics and about 17% of blacks. Nationally, 38% of Hispanics have not 
completed high school. (2008-10 American Community Survey 3-year estimates) 
 
 In Nebraska’s high school class of 2010-11, 74.0% of Hispanics and 66.8% of 
black, non-Hispanics graduated, compared to 89.9% of white, non-Hispanics. 
Nationally, approximately 60% of Hispanic high school graduates continued on to 
college in the fall 2010. (Source: 2012 Nebraska Higher Education Progress Report 
www.ccpe.state.ne.us, page 33) 
 
 Nebraska cannot afford to let this population fall behind. These students must 
not only graduate from high school, but receive an education that prepares them for 
higher education and/or the workforce. And once college is possible, many of these 
students will need reasonable tuition rates and substantial financial aid to make 
college attendance and success a reality. 

SECTION 

3 
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 Affordability and access are strongly addressed in Nebraska’s Comprehensive 
Statewide Plan for Postsecondary Education. The Commission is charged by 
statute to develop and update the Plan in consultation with the institutions and 
others. In it, the Coordinating Commission has stated its shared belief with the 
leaders of Nebraska higher education institutions and their governing boards that 
“All Nebraska citizens deserve reasonable and affordable access to higher 
education opportunities appropriate to their individual needs and abilities, 
unrestricted by age, culture, disability, color, national origin, gender, 
economic status, or geographic location.” 
 
 Also important to students and the state of Nebraska are high-quality, well-
maintained facilities to support institutional efforts in offering educational programs 
in a conducive, safe environment. The Commission has been a long-time supporter 
of well-maintained and efficiently utilized buildings. The Commission believes it is 
critical that proper planning be initiated for the maintenance of educational facilities 
to protect Nebraska’s considerable investment in state-supported facilities. 
 
 To address these and other concerns, the Commission has identified three 
major statewide issues to bring to the attention of legislators for the 2013-2015 
biennium. They are: 

• Financial aid for low-income college students 
 
• Financial aid for low-income high school students to take and receive 

credit for college courses taken while still in high school 
 

• Funding for maintenance of higher education campus facilities 
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Student Financial Aid for Needy Students 
 
 Despite some increased funding provided in the past couple of years, by almost 
any comparative measure, Nebraska provides less financial aid to support its needy 
students than do most states. While tuition at Nebraska’s public colleges continues 
to increase at or near the rates of other states, Nebraska offers less financial aid 
than most other states. Nebraska ranks 33rd in the country in need-based financial 
aid per full-time undergraduate student. (Source: National Association of State 
Student Grant & Aid Programs, 42nd Annual Survey Report, 2011) 
 
 The Commission’s Comprehensive Plan states that any increase in tuition and 
fees calls for an increase in financial aid funding to assure that needy students, both 
full-time and part-time, are provided educational opportunities. In fact, major goals 
in the Plan are to increase participation and success in higher education and 
to ensure that access to higher education programs and services is not 
restricted by factors such as economic status.  
 
 Increasing state support for state-administered, need-based financial aid so that 
it is above or equal to the regional or national average would help achieve this goal. 
By identifying financial aid for needy students as one of our statewide funding 
issues for 2013-2015, the Commission hopes to draw attention to Nebraska’s 
neediest students and to increase access to higher education. 
 
Recent Funding History 
 Over the past decade, Nebraska’s public institutions significantly increased their 
tuition and mandatory fees, partly to counter decreased state appropriations during 
a time of economic challenge for the state. Unfortunately, even as the tuition and 
fees increases rose significantly, because of those economic challenges, the state 
did not appropriate a corresponding increase in need-based financial aid. In fact, 
state general funded financial aid, which had been receiving steady increases, was 
cut in 2009-10 and 2010-11. (Some institutions, notably NU, have been able to 
provide some additional institutional and/or private funds to help address the 
shortfall. The larger problem remains, however.) These factors have provided low-
income students and their families too few available dollars to meet their needs. 
Increased reliance on federal student loans, family support, and the subsequent 
increase in student loan debt confirms the need for more financial aid. 
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 In 2003, the Legislature created the Nebraska State Grant Program (renamed 
the Nebraska Opportunity Grant in 2010) as its sole financial aid program, replacing 
three prior programs. The enabling legislation provided a funding mechanism that 
included significant increases to the financial aid program from lottery funds. 
According to current statutes, 24.75% of the education trust fund (funded with 
lottery funds) helps support the Nebraska Opportunity Grant (NOG) program. As of 
2011-12, approximately $9.5 million in lottery funds were available for need-based 
grants. In addition to Lottery funds, state general funds are currently at $6.4 million. 
 
 Inherent in lottery-based funding, however, is the fact that the amount of 
funding fluctuates depending on lottery sales. Therefore, a steady level of financial 
aid funding is not guaranteed. 
 
Where We Stand 
 

• Median family income from 2001 to 2011-12 increased about 28% while 
tuition and mandatory fees, over the same time period, increased an 
average of 87.8% at Nebraska’s public institutions. Because of this, the 
percentage of annual family income needed to pay only for tuition and fees 
at these schools has increased by 49%. (Source: CCPE, 2012 Tuition, 
Fees and Financial Aid Report). 

 
• Percent of income needed to pay for college expenses minus financial aid: 

 Medium-Income Low-Income 
at community colleges   4.6%   8.6% 
at public 4-year colleges/universities   9.4% 17.8% 
at private 4-year colleges/universities 10.6% 20.1% 
 

• Nebraska ranks 33rd among states in need-based, student financial aid per 
full-time undergraduate student. (Source: National Association of State 
Student Grant and Aid Programs, 42nd  Annual Survey Report, 2011) 
 

• Unmet need, an indicator of insufficient support, for Nebraska’s Pell 
eligible students was $242.7 million in 2010-11, compared to $117 million 
in 2006-07 and $151 million in 2008-09. (Note: The federal Pell Grants 
specify the financial criteria that determine eligibility for federal financial 
aid.) (Source: CCPE, 2012 Survey of Unmet Need.) 
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• According to the Project on Student Debt, students who graduated in 2010 
from a Nebraska public or private 4-year institution had an average student 
loan debt of $21,227. This compared to the national average of $25,250 
and ranked Nebraska 36th in the nation. (Project on Student Debt, 2010)  

 
 
Pell Grants 
 The federal government uses Pell Grants to provide financial assistance to low-
income students. The Pell Grant, initiated three decades ago, was originally 
designed as the foundation for student aid packaging. Today, however, the 
maximum Pell Grant has far less purchasing power than it once did. 
 
 For example, in 1976, Pell Grants paid for more than 72% of a student’s cost to 
attend a public four-year institution. (The Power of Pell Grants, 2009) Pell Grants 
now cover less than 35% of the average cost of attendance at a four-year public 
college and only 15% of the cost at a private four-year college. (Source: College 
Board – Trends in Student Aid, 2011) 
 
 This change in Pell Grant buying power puts a greater financial burden on 
students and families and has contributed to the need for greater state aid. 
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State Financial Aid Comparisons 
 State financial aid varies by state. Some provide no aid, such as Alaska, while 
some provide considerable aid, such as California, Illinois, Minnesota and New 
York. Measuring Up 2008 gauged the amount of state-provided, need-based 
financial aid as compared to the amount provided to students by the federal 
government through Pell Grants. The following chart shows how Nebraska 
compares to other states in the region. (Source: Postsecondary Opportunity, No. 
232, October, 2011, most current available data) 
 
 

 
 

State 

State Spending 
on financial aid 
as percent of 

Pell Grant aid – 
2007-2008 

State Spending 
on financial aid 
as percent of 

Pell Grant aid – 
2008-2009 

State Spending 
on financial aid 
as percent of 

Pell Grant aid – 
2009-2010 

Illinois 89% 58% 36% 
Minnesota 84% 57% 42% 
Iowa 33% 37% 19% 
Colorado 41% 35% 20% 
Missouri 29% 27% 14% 
Nebraska 19% 14% 10% 
Kansas 17% 13% 8% 
South Dakota* 0% 0.4% 0.3% 
Average 
percentage 44.6% 33.4% 21.3% 

*South Dakota is developing a financial aid program for needy students. 
 
 
Aid Awards in Comparison to Tuition 
 In 2010-11, 44,476 Nebraska students (30.4%) qualified for federal Pell Grants. 
Of those, 35%, or 15,556, received state grants. The range of Pell grants awarded 
to Nebraska-resident students was $659 to $5,550 per year. The maximum Pell 
Grant available per student is $5,550 per year for 2012-13. 
 
 The average state award in 2010-11 from the Nebraska State Grant (NSG) 
program was $960.89, about $317.43 more than in 2000-2001. This represents a 
49.4% average increase in awards while tuition and fees increased an average of 
87.8%. 
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 A comparison of the 2010-11 state and federal grant award averages ($961 and 
$3,425, respectively, for a total average grant of $4,386) to our public institutions’ 
tuition and mandatory fees for 2010-11 shows that financial grant aid for low-income 
students does not cover tuition and fees at Nebraska’s four-year, but does cover at 
least tuition and fees at the two-year institutions. 
 
  Four-year public institutions’ resident tuition and mandatory fees in 2010-11 

   UNL      $7,382 
   UNO      $6,626 
   UNK      $5,959 
   CSC      $5,053 
   PSC      $4,966 
   WSC      $5,071 

 
 
  Two-year public institutions’ resident tuition and mandatory fees in 2010-11 

   CCC      $2,430 
   MCC      $2,385 
   MPCC      $2,550 
   NECC      $2,612 
   SCC      $2,205 
   WNCC      $2,550 

 
 
 The discussion in this section represents only tuition and mandatory fees. 
Additional costs for room, board, books, program related fees, living expenses, and 
transportation (also known as “costs of education”) are not included here, but 
increases in those expenses have added significantly to the cost of attending 
college at all levels. 
 
 
Unmet Need 
 An indicator of sufficient or insufficient support for needy students is the amount 
of unmet need that exists after students have accessed all available aid. To 
calculate this amount, the Commission requested information from all of Nebraska’s 
postsecondary education institutions regarding the amount of unmet financial need 
for Pell Grant students who were residents of Nebraska in 2010-11. All of the public 
institutions reported the unmet financial need at their institutions, and more than half 
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of the independent colleges and universities and the private career schools reported 
their students’ unmet need. The following table shows the amount reported by each 
sector. 
 

 
Institution 

 
Amount of Unmet Need  

(in millions) 
 

Dollar Amount of 
Unmet Need Per 

Low-income student 

 (2006-07) (2008-09) (2010-11) (2010-11) 
University of Nebraska $18.6 $18.2 $31.8 $3,073 
Nebraska State College System $3.1 $2.6 $5.0 $1,961 
Community Colleges $52.8 $48.4 $78.7 $3,655 
Independent Colleges & Universities $25.7 $27.1 $50.6 $9,527 
Private Career Schools $16.8 $55.5 $76.6 $16,820 
Total Unmet Financial Need $117.0 $151.8 $242.7 $5,458 

 
 
 This unmet need of more than $242.7 million represents only the unmet 
financial requirements of the most needy students, that is, those receiving Pell 
Grants. For these students, unmet need has increased from $69 million in 2001-02 
to $130.8 million in 2005-06, then decreasing to $117.0 million in 2006-07, 
increasing again in 2008-09 to $151.8 million, and reaching its highest level in  
2010-11 at over $242.7 million. Many other students, of course, have some degree 
of financial aid. Institutional representatives and the Commission are increasingly 
concerned about those students, as well. To bridge this large gap, students are 
borrowing increasing amounts.  
 
 
Increased Tuition, Increased Student Loan Debt 
 In 2010, the average Nebraska undergraduate borrowed $4,728 per year, more 
than $1,000 above the national average of $3,650. The average Nebraska college 
or university graduate in 2010 had amassed nearly $21,227 in student loan debt. 
Nebraska’s statewide average student loan debt ranked 36th among the states. 
(Source: Project on Student Debt, 2010) 
 
 One reason for increased student loan borrowing is the significant increase in 
tuition and fees at Nebraska institutions. These increases make higher education 
less accessible for Nebraska students—particularly low-income students, many of 
whom are from minority populations already underrepresented in higher education. 
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 Below are the 2011-12 tuition and mandatory fees (undergraduate, resident for 
Nebraska’s public institutions and how they compare to the national average. 
 
 

Four-year public institutions’ tuition and fees 
Institution 2000-01 2005-06 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2011-12 

UNL $3,522 $5,540 $6,205 $6,585 $6,857 $8,396 
UNO 2,970 4,550 5,466 5,879 6,229 6,969 
UNK 2,873 4,492 5,020 5,426 5,635 6,199 
CSC 2,480 3,661 4,148 4,489 4,740 5,331 
PSC 2,379 3,638 4,066 4,343 4,583 5,371 
WSC 2,513 3,975 4,322 4,571 4,805 5,318 
National average $3,508 $5,491 $6,185 $6,584 $7,020 $8,244 

 
 

Two-year public institutions’ tuition and fees 
Institution 2000-01 2005-06 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2011-12 

CCC $1,440 $1,860 $2,170 $2,190 $2,310 $2,580 
MCC 1,350 1,868 2,070 2,160 2,160 2,385 
MPCC 1,396 1,950 2,220 2,370 2,430 2,650 
NECC 1,478 1,965 2,190 2,340 2,430 2,744 
SCC 1,341 1,800 2,070 2,160 2,160 2,351 
WNCC 1,440 1,860 2,220 2,370 2,430 2,760 
National average $1,642 $2,191 $2,361 $2,402 $2,544 $2,963 

 
 The Commission is not alone in recognizing the correlation between increased 
college costs and decreased access for low-income students. 
 
 Tom Mortenson, higher education policy analyst, author of Postsecondary 
Education Opportunity and Senior Scholar of the Pew Institute, states that student 
demand for higher education is strong, but the financial aid system needed to 
support students’ educational ambitions has failed. In response to a lack of financial 
support, student enrollment patterns are changing. 

• High school graduates are moving down the price ladder of 
higher education to the lowest-priced rung – community 
colleges. 

• The shift from 4-year to 2-year colleges is now occurring across 
all income levels – even among students from the richest 
families. 

• The share of undergraduates with Pell Grants that are enrolled 
in public and private 4-year colleges (as opposed to 2-year 
colleges) has declined from 60% in the 1970’s to a record low 
of 41.3% in 2009. 
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K.R. Rogers, assistant professor at the University of Buffalo and researcher on 
college affordability, discovered in her research on low-income students that timing 
of financial aid was important – most important in the first two years of college. The 
research also indicated that receipt of financial aid mitigated the negative effects of 
race/ethnicity on attainment. (Source: College Affordability and Low-income 
Students, Kimberly R. Rogers, presentation at Opportunity in Education Annual 
Conference, 2006) 
 
 A key question in the debate over higher education policy is whether student aid 
increases college attendance and completion or simply subsidizes colleges. In a 
paper written by Susan M. Dynarski for the National Bureau of Economic Research 
(2000), the research determined that aid eligibility can have a positive effect on 
college attendance. Every $1,000 increase in grant aid for which a person is eligible 
increases ultimate educational attainment and the probability of attending college by 
about 4%. (Source: Does Aid Matter? Measuring the Effect of Student Aid on 
College Attendance and Completion, Susan M. Dynarski, Working Paper 7422, 
www.nber.org/papers/w7422) 
 
 Equally important, the research showed that aid continues to pay dividends in 
the form of ongoing educational investment, even after a student stops receiving 
aid. A student who has started college with financial aid is more likely to continue 
schooling later in life than one who has never attempted college. 
 
 In a more recent study completed in 2012 by Michael Hurwitz, Associate Policy 
Research Scientist at the College Board Advocacy and Policy Center, Mr. Hurwitz 
identified the causal effect of institutional aid on college enrollment behavior. 
According to Mr. Hurwitz, the study showed that for a student with a family income 
of less than $50,000 per year, an additional $1,000 in grant aid increased the 
probability that the student would choose to enroll in college. Wealthier families are 
less sensitive to grant aid. (Source: www.collegeboard.org) 
 
Participation, Retention, and Completion 
 By substantially increasing funding to the state grant program, the state would 
be able to increase the percentage of needy students served, increase the average 
grant award, or both. Any of these increases would likely support an increase in 
college participation or retention among those students in the lowest-income 
brackets who often do not go on to college or complete a college degree. Low 
income families and students are significantly more sensitive to grant aid. 

http://www.nber.org/papers/w7422�
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 In the 2010-11 academic year in Nebraska, about 52.3% of low-income 
public high school graduates attended college. This is significantly lower than 
the 77.3% college participation rate for non-low-income Nebraska public high 
school graduates and the 71.2% college participation rate of all Nebraska 
public high school graduates. (Appendix 3)  
 
 According to national studies, retention and completion rates for low-income 
students are compromised by the lack of financial aid. Nationally, only 20% of 
people from the lowest income quartile are able to earn any kind of postsecondary 
degree, compared to over 76% of people from the highest income quartile. 
 
 These statistics are stark reminders that significant numbers of low-income 
students do not enroll in college; even if they do, they are less likely to earn a 
degree. As stated by the Gates Foundation, “We console ourselves that we’re going 
to be fine in the world because we have this great higher education system and all 
our kids are going to college. But they’re not and they’re not finishing if they do 
enroll in college. That is enormously debilitating for young people.” 
 
 Research also shows that the lack of a higher education degree or credential is 
particularly debilitating in a recession. According to Dr. Anthony Carnevale, director 
of the Center on Education and the Workforce at Georgetown University, the people 
who survive the best have always been and continue to be the ones with 
postsecondary education. Dr. Carnevale said, “the unemployment rate for people 
without a college education was generally four times as high as for those with a two 
or 4-year degree. Income and education are more closely linked today than at any 
time in our history.” 
 

In 2010-11, Nebraska students eligible for state-based aid came from families in 
the state’s lowest income quartiles. 
 

• 48.3% from families with annual incomes of $20,000 or less 
• 26.8% from families with annual incomes between $20,000-$40,000 
• 24.9% from families with annual incomes above $40,000 
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The Commission is concerned that insufficient state funding of need-
based financial aid, increases in tuition and fees, and the need for increased 
borrowing  will contribute to reducing enrollment, retention, and graduation 
rates in Nebraska as more needy students have to drop out, attend part-time, 
work more hours, take fewer courses and/or take longer to graduate. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

• Appropriate additional state general funds of at least $500,000 (a 
7.4% increase over current funding) in 2013-2014 and at least an 
additional $500,000 (7.2% increase) in 2014-2015 to help the state’s 
neediest students accommodate the increases in tuition and fees 
plus other cost of attendance increases at Nebraska’s public 
institutions, such as an increase in the cost of books of 10.3%, cost 
of room and board of 4.1%, and program related fees of 7.2%. 

 
• Appropriate additional state general funds for need-based aid to 

make progress toward the regional average of need-based funds per 
undergraduate student. (Nebraska funding for need-based aid 
includes $6.4 million in state general funds, plus $9.5 million Lottery 
funds, for a total of $15.9 million. Reaching the regional average of 
need-based aid per undergraduate student would require about an 
additional $14.7 million per year.) 

 
Such commitments are important investments in our students and their 

contributions to the future of the state. In an era of persistently high unemployment, 
family incomes that fail to keep up with inflation, savings that have been eroded by 
the decline of stock market values, and rising college prices, student financial aid is 
more important than ever. 
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Access College Early (ACE) Program for Needy  
High School Students 

 
 Despite the increase in funding provided by the state the past three years for 
the ACE program, there still are not sufficient general funds to accommodate all 
needy high school students wishing to take college courses while still in high school. 
In prior years, the Commission was forced to limit the number of courses taken by 
students each semester due to lack of funding. 
 

In 2006-07, about 9,300 Nebraska high school students took college courses 
and earned college credit before they received a high school diploma. By 2008-09, 
about 11,460 students enrolled in a college course while still in high school. For the 
2010-11 academic year, 13,443 students enrolled in college courses while still in 
high school. The courses range from Advanced Placement (AP) courses taught in 
high schools, for which University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO) awards college 
credit, to dual enrollment courses where students receive both high school and 
college credit. 
 
 Dual enrollment and AP courses provide a significant advantage to students 
and the state. The most current research on high school students taking college 
courses while in high school indicates that academic rigor is increased during high 
school, college can be completed faster, money is saved, transition from high 
school to college is streamlined, students have a head start on their chosen 
programs, and students enroll in college and graduate at an increased rate than 
students who do not take such courses.  
 
 In Nebraska, high school students qualifying to take college courses while still 
in high school generally must pay the colleges for the college credit. Since no 
federal financial assistance is available, this has usually meant that only those who 
can afford to pay for these classes are benefitting.  
 
 It is in the state’s best interest that all students have equal access to these 
programs in high school regardless of their financial situation. In most cases, 
students must pay to take advantage of these opportunities that can jump-start their 
college careers. For students who are economically disadvantaged, the financial 
constraints are great. While some colleges offer classes at a reduced price to high 
school students, there is still a significant financial need for the low-income student. 
The Commission believes there likely are thousands of Nebraska high school 
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students who are academically prepared to take college courses, but are financially 
burdened by or prevented from taking college courses early due to finances.  
  

In Nebraska, we know our low-income students are graduating from high school 
at lower rates and continuing on to college at much lower rates than those coming 
from more affluent families. In 2006, the Commission believed strongly in the 
opportunity that dual enrollment courses offered to high school students and wanted 
a program that made dual enrollment courses available to all qualified students 
regardless of family income. 
 
 In 2007, the Commission proposed a need-based scholarship system available 
to all needy high school students taking college classes, whether through their high 
school or directly from the postsecondary institution. This new program, known as 
the Access College Early (ACE) program, was introduced as a bill by Senator John 
Harms and strongly supported by the Legislature. The ACE program is now funded 
with general funds at a current annual level of $500,000. 
 
 The ACE program first began in fall 2007. The first year the program awarded 
363 scholarships to low-income students to take courses at public and private 
postsecondary institutions of the students’ choosing. The 363 scholarships included 
220 seniors; 84.1 percent of those seniors enrolled in college after graduating from 
high school. Students were allowed to take as many courses as they qualified for 
per semester. 
 
 For the 2008-09 academic year, the state increased state funding for the 
program. The number of low-income students applying increased to 825, with 
seniors accounting for 438 of those students. In 2009-10, the state, again, 
increased its funding to the program. Over 1,300 low-income students received 
awards from the ACE program, including 548 seniors. In 2011-12, 2,310 low-income 
students received awards, including 1,495 seniors.  
 
 The outcomes of the ACE program are impressive and demonstrate the 
remarkable success of the program. In 2007-08, 83.7% of ACE high school 
graduates enrolled in college. The overall low-income college-going rate was 50.5% 
and the non-low-income college-going rate was 74.1%. ACE program males 
enrolled in college at the same rate as females, which is not true for any other 
grouping of 2007-08 high school graduates; females generally enroll at higher rates. 
(See charts on pages 44 and 45) 
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 In 2008-09, the number of students receiving ACE scholarships almost doubled 
but the outcomes changed very little. Almost 81% of the low-income ACE seniors 
enrolled in college, compared to a 51.1% for other low-income seniors. The overall 
college continuation rate for all Nebraska high school graduates in 2008-09 was 
70.1%, and the non-low-income college-going rate was 75.5%. ACE male students 
again enrolled at almost the same rate as female ACE students. (See charts on 
pages 44 and 45) 
 
 In 2010-11, the number of students again almost doubled, going from 1,302 in 
2009-10 to 2,273, with the outcomes remaining basically the same as in prior years. 
Almost 82% of the low-income ACE seniors enrolled in college compared to 52.3% 
for other low-income seniors. The percentage of ACE students going on to college 
in 2010-11 was higher than the overall college continuation rate of 71.2% for all 
Nebraska public high school graduates, and higher than the non-low-income 
college-going rate of 77.3%. Although ACE male students enrolled at a rate almost 
6% less than female ACE students in 2009-10, ACE male students in 2010-11 are, 
again, enrolling in college at almost the same rate as female students. (See charts 
on pages 44 and 45) Clearly, the ACE program is remarkably successful in 
achieving its important goals. 
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College Continuation Rates for High School Seniors 
Who Received Access College Early (ACE) Scholarships 

by Type of School Attended:  2007-2008 through 2010-2011 

 
 Data Source:  Records for the Nebraska ACE Scholarship Program maintained by Nebraska’s 
 Coordinating Commission for Postsecondary Education and enrollment records from the Nebraska 
 Department of Education and the National Student Clearinghouse, April 7, 2009, April 20, 2010, 
 April 28, 2011, and April 24, 2012.  
 
 
 

College Continuation Rates for Public High School Seniors 
Who Received Access Early (ACE) Scholarships 

and Other Graduates of Nebraska Public High Schools 
by Student Income Status:  2007-2008 through 2010-2011 

 
 Data Source:  Records for the Nebraska ACE Scholarship Program maintained by Nebraska’s 
 Coordinating Commission for Postsecondary Education and enrollment records from the Nebraska 
 Department of Education and the National Student Clearinghouse, April 7, 2009, April 20, 2010, 
 April 28, 2011, and April 24, 2012. 
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College Continuation Rates for High School Seniors 

Who Received Access College Early (ACE) Scholarships 
by Gender:  2007–2008 through 2010–2011 

 
 Data Source:  Records for the Nebraska ACE Scholarship Program maintained by Nebraska’s 
 Coordinating Commission for Postsecondary Education and enrollment records from the National 
 Student Clearinghouse, July 21, 2009 (for enrollments as of May 31, 2009), April 20, 2010, 
 March 25, 2011, and March 26, 2012. Note: For both of the classes of 2009-2010 and 2010-11, the 
 number of college-going females included one home-schooled ACE scholarship recipient, as well 
 as the ACE scholarship recipients who graduated from public and nonpublic high schools. 
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The Commission believes financial support should be offered to needy students 
regardless of the means of access to college-level courses offered in a student’s 
high school. The opportunity to take college classes in high school streamlines the 
transition from high school to college and gives students a good start on their 
chosen college program, usually at a reduced cost. Students can graduate sooner 
and spend less money completing their degree. 
 
 Because of the outstanding results of the ACE program, the Commission is 
requesting increased state support for it. Increased support for this scholarship 
program would allow 200 to 300 more low-income students to enroll in dual 
enrollment courses and permit students to take more than one class per semester. 
 
 By increasing support for the ACE scholarship program, the state could reap 
rewards in higher college attendance, increased high school rigor, and a more 
efficient use of state dollars to help needy students through college. High school is 
the least expensive time to help needy students get ready to attend college. If we do 
not help them in high school, financial aid will help pay for the same class later at 
full tuition rates.  
 
 The Commission is concerned that a lack of available state funds to pay for low-
income students to take college courses while still in high school will discourage 
low-income students from pursuing a college education. Nebraska’s low-income 
students go on to college at a much lower rate than non-low-income high school 
graduates. This program reverses that trend, but demand is high and state funding 
is limited. 
 
  
Recommendation: 
 
Increase state general funds by at least $65,000 for 2013-2014 and an 
additional $45,000 in 2014-2015 to provide additional scholarships to low-
income high school students who enroll in college courses while still in high 
school. 
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Maintenance of Campus Facilities 

 
 Most institutions do not spend sufficient dollars on facilities maintenance to 
keep their facilities in a well-maintained condition. Day-to-day maintenance is 
critical, but the state and the institutions also need to commit funding as a set aside 
for future repairs and renovations. 
 

The Commission recognizes the importance of high-quality, well-maintained 
facilities to support institutional efforts in offering exemplary programs and has been 
a consistent and ardent supporter of well-maintained and efficiently utilized 
buildings. It is critical that proper planning for construction, efficient use, and 
maintenance of educational facilities be accomplished to protect Nebraska’s 
considerable investment in state-supported higher education facilities, presently 
valued at $2.8 billion. 
 
 The chart in Appendix 10 provides definitions and evaluations of three important 
components of building maintenance and renovation/remodeling. Briefly, the three 
components are: 
Routine day-to-
day maintenance 

Funding in this component provides systematic day-to-day 
maintenance to prevent or control the rate of deterioration of 
facilities. These are annual institutional operating dollars used 
for repetitive maintenance, including preventative maintenance, 
minor repairs, and routine maintenance such as changing 
filters, cleaning and oiling motors, and so forth. 

Addressing 
Deferred repair 

Funding in this component involves major repair and 
replacement of building systems needed to retain the usability 
of a facility. This work includes roof and window replacement 
and so forth. These items are not normally contained in the 
annual operating budget. Sources of funding could be 
institutional, the LB 309 Taskforce or a combination of sources. 

Renovation/ 
remodeling 

Changes in use of a facility or a change in program can create 
the need to remodel a building. Renovations may also include 
deferred repair work in fully bringing a building up to a new and 
more functional state. Renovations can provide modern flexible 
and functional facilities designed to use the latest instructional 
technologies. Funding sources could be the institutions, the 
state, LB 309 Taskforce or a combination of sources. 
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 The Commission addresses educational institutions’ maintenance of their 
physical plant in its current Comprehensive Plan. The Plan states that: 
 

• Adequate and stable funding will be available for maintenance, repair, 
renovation, and major construction projects as identified in the 
comprehensive facilities planning and review processes. 
 

— The state and institutions should provide adequate funding for 
appropriate maintenance of facilities and utility and infrastructure 
systems and to provide a safe, accessible, and energy-efficient 
physical environment. 
 

— The Commission will consider national standards and work 
collaboratively with the public higher education sectors and other state 
policymakers to set standards for appropriate levels of funding for 
routine maintenance, deferred repair, and renovation/remodeling 
projects. This will help ensure that campus facilities are well-
maintained and that deferred repairs and needed renovation and 
remodeling projects are completed. 

 
 Eight years ago, in a statement about statewide funding issues, the 
Commission suggested that a financing strategy should be developed to produce a 
permanent solution to the problem of maintaining the state-supported physical 
assets at public postsecondary institutions. The suggested strategy required that 
the institutions meet certain standards of expenditure to adequately maintain 
existing campus buildings. It also suggested that the state assist with the major 
backlog of deferred repair and maintenance. These suggestions, along with strong 
institutional support, led to a bill in 1998, LB 1100, and a subsequent bill in 2006,   
LB 605, which resulted in an appropriation of funds for major deferred maintenance 
and renewal needs of the institutions. (LB 1100 led to $121,174,533 in 
appropriations; LB 650 led to $288,650,000). 
 
 Another important part of facilities maintenance is the need for annual 
expenditures on building upkeep and maintenance. After many years of the 
Commission suggesting and requesting that four-year institutions and the state 
provide some dedicated funding for facilities maintenance and renovation, the state 
began in 1998 to provide funding at a rate of 2% of the value of the new or newly 
renovated building, set aside in a separate account in the state treasury for future 
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repairs and renovation. However, when the state experienced significant budget 
problems, the state set-aside funding for repair and maintenance was completely 
discontinued from July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2005. Beginning July 1, 2005, 
one-half of the 2% depreciation charge was reinstated and was continued through 
June 30, 2009. However, in 2010 another state budget crisis developed and the 
state, again, discontinued the depreciation charge through the current budget year 
(2012-13). The Commission strongly advocates the state’s support of the 2% 
depreciation charge for future repair and renovation of facilities. 
 
 Routine day-to-day maintenance is an important element that is largely the 
responsibility of the institutions. Based on the Commission’s review of industry 
recommendations for allocation of funds to daily building maintenance (Appendix 
10), the Commission believes the institutions should expend annually about 1.25% 
of the replacement value of the buildings. Institutions presently allocate slightly 
more than half of this amount to routine maintenance. If day-to-day maintenance is 
not sufficiently funded, facility conditions begin to decline at a more rapid pace than 
the normal wear and tear experienced with aging of facilities. The creation of 
incentives and monitoring guidelines as a means of increasing institutional 
expenditures on routine maintenance would provide long-term cost savings. 
 

The Commission recommends increasing appropriations to the Building 
Renewal Allocation Fund from the current $9.163 million annual appropriation to a 
minimum of $14.5 million per year to address the most urgent fire & life safety, 
deferred repair, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and energy conservation 
requests. The increased appropriations are needed to stem a steady decline in the 
ability to address deferred repairs over the past 10 years. This decline is due in part 
from flat appropriations to the Building Renewal Allocation Fund that have not kept 
up with the rising inflationary costs for repairs. 
 
 Another potential source of funding for day-to-day maintenance is the Facilities 
and Administrative (F&A) reimbursement funding. F&A costs reimbursement is a 
percentage ranging from 10% to 50% of each research grant award that is intended 
to reimburse an institution for use of facilities and operating overhead associated 
with a research grant. The Commission believes it is reasonable to expect more of 
the F&A should be expended for maintaining the buildings used for the research 
grants and ancillary buildings used to support the operations of the grants.  
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Recommendations: 
 

• The Commission recommends that the Governor and the Legislature 
continue to recognize the importance of higher education in 
improving Nebraska’s economy and way of life and provide adequate 
and stable funding for university and state college facilities.  
 

• The Commission believes strongly in providing for adequate 
maintenance of higher education facilities. Therefore, the 
Commission recommends that the state reinstate the depreciation 
charge beginning with 1% and fund that 1% depreciation with general 
funds, as it has in prior years. This would be an initial step in fully 
reinstating and funding the needed 2% depreciation charge as 
specified in LB 1100. 
 

• The Commission encourages the institutions to increase allocations 
of operating funds to daily routine facilities maintenance, which will 
help maintain buildings for a longer period of time. 

 
• Further, the Commission recommends that an increasing portion of 

the Facilities and Administrative (F&A) cost reimbursements from 
research grants be utilized for maintenance of facilities. The research 
F&A reimbursement rate does include administrative overhead that 
contains the maintenance cost of most facilities and research 
facilities. 

 
• The Commission recommends increasing appropriations to the 

Building Renewal Allocation Fund from the current $9.163 million 
annual appropriation to a minimum of $14.5 million per year to 
address the most urgent fire & life safety, deferred repair, Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) and energy conservation requests. 
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Community College Funding Issues 
 The Commission believes it is important that the Legislature be actively 
involved in determining state aid distributions to the Community Colleges. The 
Colleges have their own interests and local concerns, whereas the Legislature can 
more impartially develop methods of distribution of state funds that best serve the 
State and its residents. 
 
 In April 2010, the Education Committee of the Legislature expressed its belief 
that a supportable funding formula for the community colleges should contain three 
essential elements. The first is an equalization framework that acknowledges the 
variability of local resources and provides “equity in services statewide, creates 
greater uniformity in property tax rates, and makes efficient use of the state’s limited 
resources.”  Secondly, the committee stated a viable formula must recognize and 
account for differences between college areas, including their individual needs and 
financial resources. And finally, a viable formula must be financially sustainable by 
the State. The Commission supports many of those points, but believes there is a 
limit to how far any one factor in the formula should be utilized. 
 
 The funding formula prior to 2010-11 was based on equalization (18%), share 
of REUs – Reimbursable Education Units (12%) and three-year average REUs 
(70%). Distribution of state dollars per FTE is shown below, along with associated 
local tax revenue per FTE: 
 

 2009-2010 Formula Distribution 
Institution State Tax Dollars 

Per FTE 
State & Local Tax Dollars 

Per FTE 
Central Community College $1,875 $7,249 
Metropolitan Community College $1,337 $4,621 
Mid-Plains Community College $4,560 $8,982 
Northeast Community College $3,805 $8,072 
Southeast Community College $2,632 $4,919 
Western Nebraska Community College $5,790 $9,437 

 
 The current fixed percentage distribution of state dollars based on the last year 
of formula funding with additional state dollars added the past two years is shown 
on the next page: 
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 2012-2013 Fixed-Percentage Distribution 
Institution State Tax Dollars 

Per FTE 
State & Local Tax Dollars 

Per FTE 
Central Community College $1,667 $8,038 
Metropolitan Community College $1,620 $4,336 
Mid-Plains Community College $4,610 $9,242 
Northeast Community College $3,430 $7,590 
Southeast Community College $2,278 $4,446 
Western Nebraska Community College $5,613 $9,065 

 
 Under current law, the above fixed-percentage distribution will not change 
regardless of student growth, changes in costs of programs, property tax changes, 
or inflation of operating costs. A large contributor to increases in costs for the 
community colleges is growth in enrollment. Below is a chart showing enrollment 
growth the past three years. We have used headcount enrollment instead of FTE 
because headcount more directly indicates the number of students accessing and 
utilizing the services at the colleges. As a reference point, we have followed the 
headcount chart with an FTE chart. 
 

Fall Headcount Enrollment at Nebraska Community Colleges by Institution 
Fall 2001–Fall 2011 

 
 

Institution 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Central  6,399 6,417 6,483 6,524 6,564 6,543 6,531 6,885 7,320 7,527 7,521 
Metropolitan  11,704 12,253 12,838 12,961 13,237 14,098 14,804 15,055 17,003 18,523 18,518 
Mid-Plains  2,816 3,020 3,084 2,957 2,607 3,030 2,715 2,708 2,765 2,987 2,623 
Northeast  4,600 4,832 4,858 5,053 5,101 5,261 5,149 5,140 5,205 5,377 5,161 
Southeast  7,935 8,912 9,672 10,079 10,059 9,594 9,603 10,419 11,556 12,242 11,479 
Western NE 2,150 2,152 2,640 2,659 2,283 1,918 2,233 2,939 2,304 2,395 2,240 
Total 35,604 37,586 39,575 40,233 39,851 40,444 41,035 43,146 46,153 49,051 47,542 
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Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) Enrollment at Nebraska Community Colleges by 
Institution 

2001–02 through 2011–12 

 
 

Institution 2001-
2002 

2002-
2003 

2003-
2004 

2004-
2005 

2005-
2006 

2006-
2007 

2007-
2008 

2008-
2009 

2009-
2010 

2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

Central  3,532 3,698 3,780 3,859 3,680 3,687 3,753 3,880 4,369 4,545 4,555 
Metropolitan  7,444 8,064 8,246 8,493 9,244 9,837 10,118 10,865 13,224 13,667 13,344 
Mid-Plains  1,597 1,627 1,644 1,428 1,458 1,607 1,584 1,644 1,763 1,773 1,919 
Northeast  2,695 2,803 2,777 2,925 3,062 3,113 3,173 3,133 3,368 3,485 3,283 
Southeast  7,326 7,986 8,753 9,011 8,864 8,377 8,553 9,221 10,124 10,348 10,020 
Western NE 1,292 1,284 1,396 2,057 1,728 2,648 1,810 1,803 1,874 1,921 1,963 
Total 23,886 25,461 26,597 27,774 28,035 29,269 28,991 30,546 34,721 35,739 35,084 

 
The fixed-percentage distribution does nothing to accommodate growth, but 

does protect those colleges that have experienced declines in enrollment. It is 
difficult to explain – and even harder to justify - why a fixed percentage distribution 
would be an appropriate long-term funding mechanism for the community colleges. 
The Commission believes state aid to the community colleges should be based on a 
rational, policy-based set of criteria focused on Nebraska’s higher education needs. 
The degree of funding variance, as shown on the prior page, is unjustifiable and 
should not be sustained. Therefore, the Commission recommends that the fixed 
percentage distribution be reviewed by the Legislature and appropriate changes be 
made to reflect factors already changing that cannot be addressed by the fixed-
percentage distribution. 
 
 The new formula (in LB 946, as approved by the 2012 Legislature) also 
presents some concerns. One is the 25% equalization factor. The fixed-percentage 
distribution already has 18% ($15,816,626) of current funding allocated equally 
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among all six community colleges. Adding 25% of any new state funding to the 
equalization factor seems unnecessary and may not encourage colleges that are 
not growing to recruit as aggressively as they should. This would be 
counterproductive to the state needing additional educated workers. There are 
many available students in our rural areas who need to further their education, who 
are place bound, and who need to upgrade their skills. State funding should 
encourage Nebraska’s community colleges to aggressively recruit students.   
 
 An additional concern with both the fixed-percentage distribution and the new 
formula (LB 946) is the reliance on REUs to allocate state funds. In the fixed-
percentage distribution, the allocation in 2009-10, which set the dollars for each 
community college (and later percentages) was based on 82% being determined by 
REUs. (REUs are weighted FTEs depending on the costs to provide particular 
courses and programs.)   
 

The Commission believes there should be a weighting of courses and 
programs.  However, the current method for determining the weights is problematic. 
The weightings have been in place for many years and were developed through 
assumptions and estimates of differential costs. Actual assignment of course 
weightings is done by the colleges themselves through the Council of Instructional 
Officers (to which MCC no longer belongs). There is no independent oversight of 
the course weightings; no outside entity reviews the assigned weights. When 82% 
of the old formula distribution was based on REUs and 30% of the new formula 
distributes state aid based on REUs, it concerns the Commission. Therefore, the 
Commission recommends that the state assign a third-party, outside the 
community college operations, to review and approve the REUs. 

 
The Commission does not believe the fixed-percentage distribution should be 

a long-term method for distributing almost $88 million dollars, especially when there 
are big and changing differences among the community colleges such as 
enrollment growth and property taxes. The Commission recommends the 
Legislature revisit this distribution method in the very near future.  Further, 
the Commission believes the new formula (LB 946) is problematic in regard to 
the 25% equalization portion. This should be removed and the funding divided 
among FTEs and REUs as the Legislature deems appropriate. If the 
Legislature does remove the equalization portion of the new formula (LB 946), 
the Legislature should review the entire distribution of state aid within five 
years to determine if equalization is still sufficient to accommodate the 
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smaller colleges. And finally, the Commission encourages the Legislature to 
designate an entity to oversee and approve the assignment of weights to the 
courses offered by the Community Colleges for the purpose of building integrity into 
the REUs process. 
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Institutional Budget Request Recommendations 
 
 As the Commission has said for the past decade, higher education is becoming 
more of a necessity. Despite prevalent questions about whether and for whom 
college is really “worth it”, most people agree that their lives and their children’s 
lives will be much easier if they successfully complete postsecondary credentials. 
 
 As stated in A Systemic Solution, a report by the State Higher Education 
Executive Officers (SHEEO – 2007), “our nation must become better educated in 
order to thrive and prosper in the knowledge economy in the twenty-first century.” 
Higher education, which was once a luxury for some, is increasingly becoming a 
necessity for most. 
 
 This is evident in Nebraska from data analyzed by the Nebraska Department of 
Labor. As shown below, Nebraska’s estimated employment projections through 
2020 indicate that the most annual openings with a growth rate of about 8% are for 
individuals with some college, no degree, followed by those with postsecondary, 
non-degree awards. 
 

Nebraska Projected Employment Change by Education Level 
  

Education Level Required 
2010 

Estimated 
Employment 

2020 
Projected 

Employment 

Average 
Annual 

Openings 

10-Year 
Growth Rate 

Doctoral or professional degree 23,602 26,574 755 12.59% 

Master's degree 16,419 18,645 587 13.56% 

Bachelor's degree 146,704 165,461 5,090 12.79% 

Associate's degree 51,472 56,769 1,477 10.29% 

Postsecondary non-degree award 90,652 102,826 2,996 13.43% 

Some college, no degree 6,086 6,938 252 14.00% 

High school diploma or equivalent 435,218 471,507 13,704 8.34% 

Less than high school 292,201 315,709 11,250 8.05% 
Source:  https://neworks.nebraska.gov/. Occupational Employment Projections Data Files for Nebraska 
Statewide, Data Download Center, Labor Market Data. Produced by The Nebraska Department of Labor, Office 
of Labor Market Information, August 2012. 
 

SECTION 

4 

https://neworks.nebraska.gov/�
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 While jobs requiring a high school diploma have the most annual openings, the 
growth rate is very small; 68% of those jobs do not pay a “living wage”, as defined 
by the Commission to be $28,850 per year. Of the jobs projected to be available for 
those with less than a high school diploma, 81% of those jobs do not pay a living 
wage. Higher education is important for Nebraska and will continue to be vital for 
Nebraska’s economic growth. 
 
 Fortunately, most states (including Nebraska) understand this important 
concept. Although most states have experienced fiscal problems in the past three to 
four years, many are trying to maintain funding of higher education. In 2011-12, 
states provided (in the aggregate) more than $72 billion in funding for higher 
education — $3 billion less than in 2009-10, or a decrease of 1.7% during the past 
two years. 
 
 While Nebraska is one of the states that has done well in providing state funds 
to support the operations of its public institutions, Nebraska also has experienced 
some fiscal challenges; consequently, funding decreased from 2010-11 to 2011-12. 
State funding for 2011-12 was 0.5% below state funding in 2010-11. For the two-
year period, higher education funding in Nebraska increased by 1.4% and ranks it 
17th among the states in percentage of change in funding to higher education over 
that period. Of concern for higher education in the coming biennium is the weak tax 
revenue growth and the growing competition for those limited state resources. The 
Commission encourages the Legislature and Governor to consider the importance 
of higher education in providing an educated workforce that will benefit the state’s 
economy, as they have done in prior biennia.  
 
 Investment in human potential has a high rate of return. As we move forward in 
this uncertain fiscal environment, the Commission believes it is crucial for 
policymakers and those balancing the state’s budget to remember the vital role 
postsecondary education plays in fueling economic growth and individual prosperity 
to make Nebraska’s economy and society work effectively. It is also of equal 
importance in this current economy that our higher education institutions be efficient 
with limited resources and exceptionally concerned about their productivity.  
 
 Although the Commission has addressed the issue of the number of degrees, 
diplomas or certificates produced by Nebraska’s public postsecondary institutions 
for the last four biennia, this issue of completion and attainment as it impacts the 
economy is now a national theme of foundations, state governments, national 
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higher education associations, and national leaders. The need for more degreed 
people is evident. Nebraska must hold its colleges and universities accountable for 
producing more degree holders. 
 
Institutional Requests 
 
 The University, the State Colleges, and the Community Colleges requested 
expanded budgets beyond their continuation budgets for the 2013-2015 biennium. 
Expansions included requests for student retention, increased need-based aid, 
investment in specific programs to lift those programs to a level of excellence, 
general operating expenses, new faculty, and improving campus security. 
 
 The University and the State Colleges each requested funds as a total system 
rather than as individual campuses. (The University system includes the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, the University of Nebraska at Omaha, the University of 
Nebraska at Kearney and the University of Nebraska Medical Center. The State 
College system includes Chadron State College, Peru State College and Wayne 
State College.) The Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture (NCTA) in Curtis is 
affiliated with the University system. However, statutes require that its budget be 
reviewed separately and receive a separate Commission recommendation. The 
Commission analyses and recommendations generally refer to the system rather 
than individual campuses, but the State College recommendations relate to 
individual campuses. 
 
 This year, unlike prior years, the Community Colleges submitted one request 
from the Nebraska Community College Association (NCCA) and one request from 
Metropolitan Community College. Although the Community Colleges are not 
currently funded through a formula, the NCCA and Metropolitan Community College 
each requested a flat amount of increase in state general funds. Current funding of 
$87,870,147 is distributed by the prior year’s percentages. New funding over 
$500,000 is to be distributed by a formula.  
 
 Of course, not all institutional programs or activities should be funded 
solely from state appropriations. Some portion of most categories of 
institutional expenditures are shared by the state, institutional resources, and 
student payments of tuition and fees. The Commission has kept this shared 
burden in mind in reviewing the institutions’ requests. 
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Higher Education Funding 
 
 As the state begins the 2013-2015 biennial budget considerations, there may 
not be sufficient state revenues to provide funding at the level requested by the 
institutions. However, the Commission makes a strong plea on behalf of 
postsecondary institutions and the students they serve for the Governor and 
Legislature to at least provide a significant portion of the funds necessary to 
continue operations at the current level of effort. This dollar amount is reflected in 
the modified continuation budget recommendation. 
 
 In Nebraska, 47.1% to 61.7% of public 4-year higher education general 
operating funds are supported by state appropriations. In the case of the 
Community Colleges, state general funds range from 18% to 56.4% in total. The 
state provided $628,724,674 in general fund support for all public higher education 
institutions in 2012-13. In addition, the Community Colleges receive about $117.1 
million support from local property taxes. Tuition and mandatory fees also contribute 
to the operations of the institutions.  
 
 While the dollars for continuation are significant, higher education is a large 
operation that requires some minimal inflationary increases just to continue opening 
the doors and turning on the lights. If the state decides not to fund a portion of the 
continuation level and instead holds funding at the current 2012-13 level, it is, in 
reality, asking the University, the State Colleges and the Community Colleges to 
take a budget cut or to get increases from students. This would likely translate into 
higher tuition and fees for students, which may result in fewer students being able to 
afford higher education. 
 
 The Commission understands and empathizes with those trying to balance the 
state budget and satisfy an ever-growing demand for scarce resources. However, 
the Commission believes state leaders understand the value of higher education to 
the residents of the state, employers and the state’s future economy and will strive, 
now more than ever, to keep our higher education institutions strong, affordable, 
and able to provide an educated workforce. 
 
 Providing high-quality higher education is expensive. We must find ways to 
stem the growth in both the costs - the resources invested - and the prices paid by 
families and students. But even if that effort is successful, the priority placed on 
investing in education will have to be greater at all levels of government, as well as 
among students and families, in order to improve the quality of education, prepare a 
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better-educated labor force, and create a stronger economy and healthier society. 
Postsecondary institutions will have to find ways to offer high-quality education in a 
more cost-effective manner. Further, state and federal governments will have to 
improve their systems for supporting both institutions and the students they 
educate. 
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Continuation Budget Recommendations 
 
 
General Observations 
 
 Continuation budget requests are for those items necessary for the institutions 
to maintain operations. Some of those items are health insurance, utilities, property 
insurance, accounting fees, workers compensation and other miscellaneous costs. 
Although the State has not defined categories of costs and requests, the 
Commission believes it is important to identify those requests that are operationally 
necessary.  
 
 The University and NCTA requested additional funding for purchased utilities, 
an 8% increase for health insurance and an increase for the student information 
system. The University and NCTA also requested continuation funding for workers’ 
compensation, and DAS accounting fees. 
 
 The State Colleges requested additional continuation funding of 7.5% for health 
insurance, 6% for utilities, and 1.5% for other operating expenses. An increase in 
DAS accounting fees was also included in continuation funding. 
 
 
Health Insurance 
 
 The University and NCTA requested an 8% increase for health insurance. The 
State colleges requested a 7.5% increase for anticipated increases in the cost of 
health insurance.  
 
University and NCTA: 
 
 An 8% increase in health insurance for the University would total $4,787,608 in 
2013-14 and $5,170,617 in 2014-15. NCTA’s requested increase is $25,457 for 
2013-14 and $27,494 for 2014-15.  
 
State Colleges 
 
The 7.5% increase in health insurance for the State Colleges would be $459,581 for 
2013-14 and $494,050 for 2014-15.  
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The requests are based on prior years’ health insurance increases and 
estimated market increases for the biennium. 
 
Analysis: 
 
 The University of Nebraska and NCTA are requesting an 8% increase in 
funding for health insurance costs for the 2013-2015 biennium. A review of the 
University’s and NCTA’s operating budgets for 2010-11, 2011-12, and projections 
for 2012-13 shows that health insurance expenditures have increased, on average, 
2.1% to 8.7%. Because the University is self-insured, the University has, in prior 
years, used an actuarial consultant, Milliman, to help it establish its annual premium 
prices for its health plan. The University continues to utilize the services of Milliman. 
The dollars requested for the 8% increase would be $4,787,608 in 2013-14 and 
$5,170,617 for 2014-15. It is reasonable to conclude that insurance costs will 
continue to increase during the biennium. However, it is difficult to estimate how 
much the increase will be and analyses of prior years show that recent annual 
increases have been less than 8%. The University’s request of an 8% increase is 
probably high, because rates have increased less than 8% over the past three 
years including the estimate for 2012-13. The Commission recommends funding 
the health insurance request for the University system and NCTA at the rate 
of 6.5% for each year of the 2013-15 biennium.  
 
 The state Colleges are requesting a 7.5% increase in health insurance funding 
each year of the 2013-15 biennium. The State Colleges participate with Nebraska 
State Education Association for health insurance through Blue Cross/Blue Shield. 
The dollars necessary to fund a 7.5% increase would be $459,582 for 2013-14 and 
$494,050 for 2014-15. In the past six years, the health insurance increases for the 
State Colleges have ranged from 0.0% to 7.9% with a current year projected 
increase of 3.0%. The actual negotiated rates for the 2013-15 biennium are not 
available until late spring 2013. Although these are uncertain times regarding health 
insurance increases, it appears the State Colleges’ request for a 7.5% increase may 
be higher than necessary when analyzed against the past six years’ increases. The 
Commission recommends a 6.5% increase in health insurance funding for 
each year of the 2013-15 biennium for the State Colleges. 
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Purchased Utilities 
 
University of Nebraska and NCTA 
 
 The University and NCTA are requesting an increase of 5.9% in funding for 
purchased utilities for 2013-14 and a 5.4% increase for 2014-15. For the University, 
the requested amount is $2,808,344 for 2013-14 and $2,567,587 for 2014-15. 
NCTA’s request equates to $27,816 for 2013-14 and $29,208 for 2014-15. The 
University based its request on informal conversations with local utility providers 
who are concerned about federal requirements to reduce air pollution at older coal 
plants that affect the production of electricity. The University also estimated there 
will be a significant increase in water/sewer rates for UNMC and UNO as a result of 
the city of Omaha’s sewer separation project. The University estimates natural gas 
prices will remain flat during this next biennium. 
 
Analysis: 
 
 The Commission reviewed utility expenditures for the past four years for each 
University campus to determine the actual base, the actual expenditure of 
appropriations, and the projected increase in utilities for the 2013-2015 biennium. 
All the University campuses ended the 2009-10, 2010-11, and 2011-12 fiscal years 
with a surplus from the budget amounts in their utilities budgets. The University 
campuses used those surpluses for infrastructure projects, life safety projects, and 
energy projects.  
 
 According to prior DAS guidance, the institutions are to use surplus utility funds 
for energy conservation projects, fire and safety issues, and utility infrastructure 
projects. All the University campuses utilized their surplus funds according to that 
established state guidance. 
 
 The Commission examined predictions from the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook 2012 (June). The price predictions for 
electricity and natural gas indicate that electricity prices will remain stable while 
natural gas prices will decrease slightly. Heating oil prices are uncertain as a result 
of determining the pace of the economic recovery. Although EIA estimates a 0.1% 
to 0.5% increase in electrical rates, a 1.0% to 2.2% decrease in natural gas prices 
and a 2.0% to 2.9% increase in heating oil rates, they express some uncertainty in 
the energy markets due to the economy recovering at a slower pace than has 
happened after other recessions. 
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 Another variable in determining utility costs is consumption. The University’s 
consumption has decreased in the past few years due to the extra and admirable  
measures taken by the University in the past two or three years, in particular at 
UNMC, to cut energy consumption. However, measures taken to decrease energy 
consumption, at some point, may reach the saturation point and then begin to 
increase. It is difficult to determine when that saturation point will be reached, but 
the Commission does not believe it will happen in the 2013-15 biennium.  
 
 In developing its request, the University assumed commodity rates would 
increase in 2012-13 and would increase by 5% to 6% in the 2013-15 biennium. The 
University also indicated consumption would increase during the biennium.  
 
 At this point, it is somewhat difficult to determine if a 5% requested increase in 
utility funding is aggressive or insufficient. Our best professional judgment with the 
current market conditions, the Energy Information Administration predictions, and 
the slow recovery of the economy is that 5% to 6% is probably quite aggressive. 
 
 The Commission recommends a 2% increase for utilities for the University 
campuses. Because of the Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture’s 
(NCTA) location and its significant involvement in agricultural practices where 
prices for utilities are expected to increase more than residential and 
commercial prices, the Commission recommends a 5.5% increase in utility 
funding for each year of the biennium for NCTA. 
 
 
State Colleges 
 
 The State Colleges requested a 6% increase in funding for utilities for the  
2013-15 biennial budget process. This increase equates to $175,817 in 2013-14, 
and $186,366 in 2014-15. 
 
Analysis: 
 
 The State Colleges provided some information indicating how it arrived at its 
6% request level. The Commission’s prior year analysis of the State College 
budgets indicates that utility expenses have been declining or had a small (2%) 
increase the past two years. 
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 The Commission examined predictions from the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook 2012 (June). The EIA estimates for 
electricity and natural gas indicate that electricity prices will remain stable while 
natural gas prices will decrease slightly. Heating oil prices are uncertain as a result 
of determining the pace of the economic recovery. 
 
 Further, the college and university Higher Education Price Index (HEPI) 
estimates utilities will decrease by 4% during the first year of the biennium. HEPI 
does not indicate long-term predictions, but an analysis of prior years indicates the 
average increase was about 2%. 
 
 The other variable in determining a potential increase in utility costs is 
consumption. Although the State Colleges have experienced increases in 
consumption, they have indicated a study has been completed and they are looking 
at efforts to control consumption. 
 
 The Commission does not see any indicators that would lead it to believe a 
request for a 6% increase in utility expenses is warranted. Also of concern is the 
State College’s projected increase for the 2012-13 fiscal year of 6%. The projected 
increase adds to the base utility expenditures thus inflating the base upon which the 
2013-15 requested rate is applied. This leads to more requested dollars than would 
be expected if the base was the prior year actual expenses plus a projected rate of 
increase determine by prior year increases. The Commission’s recommended 
dollars are determined based on actual prior year expenditures plus a 2.5% inflation 
adjustment prior to applying the recommended 2% increase. 
 
 Consequently, the Commission recommends a 2% increase in utility 
funding, as it did for the University. Further, the Commission recommends 
that the 2% increase be applied to a base funding level that reflects actual 
prior year expenditures. 
 
 
DAS Accounting Fees 
 
 The percentage increase in accounting fees are set by DAS and are based on 
DAS Accounting Division’s identification of additional resources needed to meet 
current demands related to accounting processes and transactions. DAS indicated 
in its budget instructions the assessment for each agency.  
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 The University’s DAS accounting fees will increase by $45,182 in 2013-14 and 
will remain the same for the 2014-15 fiscal year. NCTA did not list any new DAS 
accounting fees. The State Colleges indicated a $39,521 increase in DAS account 
fees for 2013-14, and no additional increase for 2014-15. 
Analysis: 
 
 Little analysis is required for either the University, NCTA, or State College 
request. DAS has set the rate and assessment for each item and the agencies are 
required to pay the assessments.  
 

Therefore, the Commission supports the University and State Colleges’ 
requested increases in the DAS accounting assessment.  
 
 
 
Workers’ Compensation Assessment 
 
 The University’s workers’ compensation assessment will increase in 2013-14 by 
$608,250 and remain at this increased level for 2014-15. The University is still 
negotiating with DAS regarding the significant increase. NCTA’s workers’ 
compensation will increased $2,207 in 2013-14 and remain at this increased level 
for 2014-15. 
 
Analysis: 
 
 DAS has not provided reasonable explanations of how increases or decreases 
are determined, other than to say that all state agencies share in the increase. 
Requests by the Commission for details regarding the setting of assessment have 
been denied and only general descriptions are provided. If the University’s 
discussions do not produce a savings, the Commission recommends the 
University’s request of $608,250. The Commission also recommends the 
$2,207 requested by NCTA. 
 
 The State Colleges did not specifically request additional funding for worker’s 
compensation, but rather combined its request with other DAS fees represented by 
the $39,521 requested for DAS Accounting Fees. 
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Inflationary Increases for Operations 
 
 The University and NCTA did not request inflationary increases for operations 
for the 2013-15 biennium. 
  
 The State Colleges requested a 1.5% inflationary increase for each year of the 
biennium amounting to $271,056 in 2013-14 and $275,122 in 2014-15. 
 
Analysis: 
 
 A 1.5% requested increase for inflation seems appropriate. A review of inflation 
through July 2012 shows inflation has increased about 1.4% since July, 2011, and it 
is doubtful inflation will decrease in the remaining months of 2012. The 
Commission recommends a 1.5% inflationary increase in operational costs 
for the State Colleges for 2013-14 and 2014-15. 
 
 
Student Information System 
 
 The University is requesting funding for ongoing operating or continuation costs 
of the Nebraska Student Information System (SIS). According to the University, 
most of the increase is related to annual software and hardware maintenance fees 
and anticipated hardware growth. The University is requesting $76,000 in 2013-14 
and $112,000 for 2014-15. 
 
Analysis: 
 
 In 2008, the Governor and the Legislature provided a deficit appropriation of 
$20,000,000 for the University and State Colleges to jointly purchase and 
implement a new Student Information System and for the State Colleges to install 
the University’s SAP financial accounting system. The new student system cost 
$29,761,493 for software and implementation. 
 
 The Commission supported the purchase and implementation of a new SIS 
system and the movement of the State Colleges to the University’s SAP system. 
 
 Compared to other infrastructure (buildings, etc.), technology systems have 
shorter useful lives and little residual value. Funding to keep technology current 
often requires a coordinated effort by many beneficiaries.  
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 The SIS system processes student information for both the University and the 
State Colleges. This has been a cost effective and efficient method to keep 
technology systems up-to-date. The Commission recommends that the state 
fund the $76,000 for 2013-14 and $112,000 for 2014-15. 
 

 
Commission Recommendations on Continuation Budgets 

 

 
 
 

Institutions Institutional 
Request 
2013-14 

Commission 
Recommendation 

2013-14 

Institutional 
Request 
2014-15 

Commission 
Recommendation 

2014-15 

 
University of Nebraska 

Health Insurance $4,787,608 $3,889,931 $5,170,617 $4,142,777 

Purchased Utilities $2,808,344 $931,222 $2,567,587 $949,847 

DAS Accounting Fees $45,182 $45,182 $0 $0 

 Workers’ 
Compensation 

 
$608,250 

 
$608,250 

 
$0 

 
$0 

Student Information 
System $76,000 $76,000 $112,000 $112,000 

University Totals $8,325,384 $5,550,585 $7,850,204 $5,204,624 

 

Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture (NCTA) 
Health Insurance $25,457 $20,708 $27,494 $22,030 

Purchased Utilities $27,816 $27,816 $29,208 $29,208 
Workers’ 

Compensation $2,207 $2,207 $0 $0 

NCTA Totals $55,480 $50,731 $56,702 $51,238 

 

State Colleges 

Health Insurance $459,582 $367,664 $494,050 $389,725 
Utilities $175,817 $56,671 $186,366 $57,804 

DAS Accounting Fees $39,521 $39,521 $0 $0 
Inflationary Increase $271,056 $271,056 $275,122 $275,122 

State College Totals $945,976 $734,912 $955,538 $722,651 
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Operations of New Buildings 
 
 As shown in the statutes printed on the following pages, the Commission is to 
approve Operations and Maintenance (O&M) requests that are an incremental 
increase in appropriation or expenditure of tax funds and are a direct result of a 
capital construction project. 
 
 The Commission believes it is very important to have sufficient O&M dollars to 
adequately maintain newly constructed or newly renovated facilities. Prior to 2007-
09 biennium, the state funded an increase in appropriations for operating and 
maintenance costs that were associated with new building openings. However, for 
2007-09 and thereafter, the state has not provide additional O&M for new or 
renovated buildings. 
 
 The Commission addresses maintenance of educational facilities in its current 
Comprehensive Plan. The Plan states that: 
 

• Adequate and stable funding will be available for maintenance, repair, 
renovation, and major construction projects as identified in the 
comprehensive facilities planning and review processes. 
 

– The state and institutions should provide adequate funding for 
appropriate maintenance of facilities to provide a safe, 
accessible, and energy-efficient physical environment. 

 
 Without the state’s financial support of new and renovated buildings, particularly 
academic facilities, there may not be sufficient funds to maintain the facilities in the 
“as new” condition provided by renovation or new construction. This lack of funding 
could reverse much of the gains made over the past decade from LB 1100 and LB 
605. It is vital for cost efficiency and effectiveness, as well as long-term 
stewardship, for the state to provide ongoing state support for approved capital 
construction projects. 
 
 The Commission recognizes the importance of high-quality, well-maintained 
facilities to support institutional efforts in offering exemplary programs and has been 
an ardent supporter of well-maintained and efficiently utilized buildings. It is critical 
that proper planning for operations and maintenance be accomplished to protect 
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Nebraska’s considerable investment in state-supported facilities, presently valued at 
$2.8 billion. 
 
 Prior to the 2007-09 biennium, the state funded operations and maintenance 
(O&M) requests for new construction or renovation, including research facilities. 
Beginning with the 2007-09 biennium, the state has not provided increased funding 
for any new building openings. While it might be reasonable to expect the 
institutions to fund some or all of the O&M for research buildings from the Facilities 
and Administration (F&A) funding received from research contracts, it is quite 
detrimental to the upkeep of academic facilities if the state does not provide some 
additional funding for the operations and maintenance of new or renovated 
academic buildings. 
 
 The most important part of this scenario is the need for a consistent state 
policy which allows the institutions to plan for the ongoing operations and 
maintenance of all their facilities within their available resources. The 
Commission is not advocating that the state necessarily needs to fund all of 
the O&M for new building openings, but is advocating for a consistent policy 
of some funding so the institutions can plan their budgets accordingly. 
 
 According to statutes, the Commission can modify the University and State 
College continuation budget requests and remove funds requested for new building 
openings for buildings that have not been approved by the Commission during the 
capital construction approval process. The Commission cannot recommend funds 
for projects it has not yet reviewed or approved during its construction review 
process. Also, the Commission cannot recommend more funds than the original 
program statement cited as O&M costs for those projects unless the Commission 
reviews the projects again. These requirements are detailed in statute 85-1402 as 
shown below. 
 

85-1402. Terms, defined. For purposes of the Coordinating 
Commission for Postsecondary Education Act: 
(1)(a) Capital construction project shall mean a project which utilizes 
tax funds designated by the Legislature and shall be: Any proposed 
new capital structure; any proposed addition to, renovation of, or 
remodeling of a capital structure; any proposed acquisition of a 
capital structure by gift, purchase, lease-purchase, or other means of 
construction or acquisition that (i) will be directly financed in whole or 
in part with tax funds designated by the Legislature totaling at least 
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the minimum capital expenditure for purposes of this subdivision or 
(ii) is likely, as determined by the institution, to result in an 
incremental increase in appropriation or expenditure of tax funds 
designated by the Legislature of at least the minimum capital 
expenditures for the facility’s operations and maintenance costs in 
any one fiscal year within a period of ten years from the date of 
substantial completion or acquisition of the project. No tax funds 
designated by the legislature shall be appropriated or expended for 
any incremental increase of more than the minimum capital 
expenditure for the costs of the operations and utilities of any facility 
which is not included in the definition of capital construction project 
and thus is not subject to commission approval pursuant to the 
Coordinating Commission for Postsecondary Education Act. No 
institution shall include a request for funding such an increase in its 
budget request for tax funds designated by the Legislature nor shall 
any institution utilize any such funds for such an increase. The 
Governor shall not include in his or her budget recommendations, 
and the Legislature shall not appropriate, such funds for such 
increase. 
(1)(b)(ii) Incremental increase shall mean an increase in 
appropriation or expenditure of tax funds designated by the 
Legislature of at least the minimum capital expenditure for a facility’s 
operations and maintenance costs, beyond any increase due to 
inflation, to pay for a capital structure’s operations and maintenance 
costs that are a direct result of a capital construction project. 

 
 This year, all O&M requests but one, over the $85,000 threshold level, which 
triggers Commission review, were submitted or are in the process of being 
submitted as required by statute. Some requests this biennium are for projects with 
O&M requests below the threshold. The Commission is not required to approve 
O&M requests below the threshold but has the responsibility to recommend a level 
of funding for each request.  
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Analysis of New Building Openings Requests: 
 
University of Nebraska 
The following requests are below the Commissions threshold of $85,000 for O & M: 
 
UNL:           2013-2014  2014-2015 
 Lied Commons        $20,000   - 
 Life Sciences Annex Phase I – West Wing $41,600   - 
 Thermal Energy Storage     $20,000   - 
 Behlen Collaboratory      $10,500   - 
            $92,100   - 
The Commission recommends O & M funding for these facilities up to the 
$92,000 requested. 
 
 
UNL Life Sciences Annex Phase II – North Wing & 
UNL Life Sciences Annex Phase III – East Wing 
 The Commission approved the West Wing renovation of the Life Sciences 
Annex (Phase I) on January 31, 2008. The requested O & M is listed above and the 
Commission recommends funding. 
  
 Renovation of the North and East Wings is being proposed by the University as 
two separate projects, resulting in O & M requests below the Commission’s 
threshold for review. The Commission has informed the University that the 
renovation of the North and East wings will be considered one project by the 
Commission because the two phases are going to be completed at the same time 
by the same contractor. 
 
 The Commission is waiting for a proposal to be submitted by the University. The 
Commission cannot recommend funding for a project it is required to review and 
has not reviewed or approved. Therefore, the Commission does not at this time 
recommend funding for the requested O & M of $100,000 for the North and 
East wings of the Life Sciences annex. 
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UNO Biomechanics Research Facility 
 This proposed project will construct a research facility of 23,000 sf. to 
consolidate research on human movement patterns. The project will provide 
laboratory and support space designed to expand research in biomechanics. 
 
 A complete proposal recently was submitted and is under review by the 
Commission. The Commission has not finished the review, nor has it approved the 
project. Therefore, the Commission does not recommend funding for the 
requested O & M of $200,068 in 2013-14 at this time. 
 
 
UNO Community Engagement Center 
 The project proposes to construct a 60,000 sf. two-story building with an 
additional 30,000 sf. parking and storage space on the lower level. The facility will 
increase UNO’s capacity to support faculty seeking to integrate community service 
into the faculty’s activities. 
 
 A complete proposal recently was submitted and is under review by the 
Commission. The Commission has not finished its review of the project, nor has it 
approved the project. Therefore, the Commission does not recommend funding 
for the requested O & M of $287,633 in 2013-14, and $287,633 in 2014-15 at 
this time. 
 
 
UNK Wellness Center – Academic Human Performance Lab 
 The 2014-15 request for O & M of $83,200 is below the Commission’s threshold 
and consequently does not need Commission approval. The Commission does 
not object to the funding of the O & M request and therefore recommends 
funding the requested $83,200. 
 
  
University of Nebraska Central Administration (UNCA) 
 
UNCA Military Building Renovation 
 The proposed project will renovate 31,200 gsf. of The United States Property 
and Fiscal Office building. The renovated facility will allow for co-location of the 
three groups responsible for the University’s SAP R/3 financial system as well as 
the central repository of all student data. 
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 A late proposal was submitted and is under review by the Commission. 
Commission staff has yet to determine if a complete proposal has been submitted. 
The Commission has not finished a review of the facility, nor has it approved the 
project. Therefore, the Commission does not recommend funding for the 
requested O & M of $157,500 in 2014-15 at this time. 
 
 
Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture, Curtis 
 
NCTA Education Building 
 This project constructed a 37,030 gsf. education center. The cost of the facility 
was $9,762,000. 
 
 NCTA is requesting $116,277 in 2013-14 for O & M. The Commission approved 
the project and O & M of $99,529 at its September 16, 2008 meeting. NCTA 
requested funding, and the Commission recommended funding for this O & M 
request in the 2011-2013 biennial request. Funding was not provided by the state. 
 
 The Commission evaluated the O & M request and determined that the 
requested increased amount was appropriate due to inflation. Therefore, the 
Commission recommends funding of the $116,277 in 2013-14. 
 
 
Nebraska State Colleges 
 
Chadron State College – Rangeland Center – Phase I 
 Phase I of the project would construct a live animal building for the Range 
Management program and intercollegiate rodeo team. A future phase would provide 
class laboratories for animal and plant study, a herbarium collection room, and 
faculty offices. 
 
 The Commission approved the combined project at its October, 2006 meeting. 
The requested amount of $61,301 is more than the Commission approved, but 
reasonable taking into account inflation the past few years. Therefore, the 
Commission recommends funding of the requested $61,301 in 2014-15. 
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Commission Recommendations on Additional O&M for New Building Openings 
 

 

University Budget Request Commission Recommendation for Funding 
Project Requested  Project Recommended  

2013-2014 2014-2015 2013-2014 2014-2015 
UNL Lied Commons $20,000 $0 UNL Lied Commons $20,000 $0 
UNL Life Science Annex 
     Phase I – West Wing 

 
$41,600 

 
$0 

UNL Life Science Annex 
     Phase I – West Wing 

 
$41,600 

 
$0 

UNL Thermal Energy 
Storage 

 
$20,000 

 
$0 

UNL Thermal Energy 
Storage 

 
$20,000 

 
$0 

UNL Behlen Collaboratory $10,500 $0 UNL Behlen Collaboratory $10,500 $0 
UNL Life Science Annex 
     Phase II – North Wing 

 
$75,000 

 
$0 

UNL Life Science Annex 
     Phase II – North Wing 

 
$0* 

 
$0 

UNL Life Science Annex 
     Phase III – East Wing 

 
$25,000 

 
$0 

UNL Life Science Annex 
     Phase III – East Wing 

 
$0* 

 
$0 

UNO Biomechanical 
Research 

 
$200,068 

 
$0 

UNO Biomechanical 
Research 

 
$0* 

 
$0 

UNO Community 
Engagement 

 
$287,633 

 
$287,633 

UNO Community 
Engagement 

 
$0* 

 
$0* 

UNK Wellness Center 
     Academic Human 
     Performance Lab $0 $83,200 

UNK Wellness Center 
     Academic Human 
     Performance Lab $0 $83,200 

UNCA Military Building 
Renovation 

 
$0 

 
$157,500 

UNCA Military Building 
Renovation 

 
$0 

 
$0* 

University Totals $679,801 $528,333 Commission Totals $92,100 $83,200 
 
 

* Pending submittal of complete proposal and/or Commission review and approval 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture, 
Curtis 

Commission Recommendation for Funding 

Project Requested Amount Project Recommended Funding 
2013-2014 2014-2015 2013-2014 2014-2015 

Education Building $116,277 $0 Education Building $116,277 $0 
NCTA Totals $116,277 $0 Commission Totals $116,277 $0 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

State College Budget Request Commission Recommendation for Funding 
Project Requested  Project Recommended  

2013-2014 2014-2015 2013-2014 2014-2015 
CSC Rangeland Center 
     Phase I 

 
$0 

 
$61,301 

CSC Rangeland Center 
     Phase I 

 
$0 

 
$61,301 

State College Totals $0 $61,301 Commission Totals $0 $61,301 
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New and Expanded Requests 

 
 The Commission examined each institutional request in reference to the 
Comprehensive Statewide Plan for Postsecondary Education and its guidelines. 
The Commission looked at each institution’s requests in light of their role and 
mission, goal of preventing unnecessary duplication, improvements in efficiency and 
effectiveness, and accountability for additional funding. 
 
 As the Commission makes these budget recommendations, it is aware that 
there are many funding demands being placed on the state. The Commission 
recognizes that the Legislature and Governor will have to make some very difficult 
decisions regarding the best use of the state’s resources. However, the 
Commission understands that it has Constitutional and statutory responsibility to 
judge the merits of the budget requests using the criteria mentioned above. 
Therefore, the recommendations herein are based on the results of that evaluation, 
separate from the availability of state funds. A recommended dollar amount from the 
Commission does not mean the Commission believes the request should be funded 
solely from state appropriation dollars. Actual levels of appropriation are determined 
by the Governor and Legislature. 
 
 For each request, the Commission made one of five recommendations. This 
structure will assist the Governor and Legislature in identifying funding priorities.  
 
 The five categories are as follows: 
 
Strongly Recommend New General Funds 
 
 Signifies that the institution provided supportive information to justify the needs, 
identified results and how they will be measured, and demonstrated consistency 
with the Comprehensive Plan. Requests strongly recommended are ones the 
Commission believes are most beneficial to students and/or the state and have the 
greatest urgency. There may be some requests that do not present evidence to 
support the requested level of funding, but the priority remains high. The 
Commission might strongly recommend some funding at an appropriate level for 
those types of requests. 
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Recommend New General Funds 
 
 Signifies the institution provided sufficient information regarding need, results 
and consistency with the Comprehensive Plan to enable the Commission to make a 
recommendation in funding as state revenue is available to accommodate the 
requests. 
 
Recommend Some New General Funds 
 
 Signifies the Commission supports parts of the request or a level of funding 
below what is requested when and if state revenue is sufficient to support such 
requests. 
 
Recommend No New General Funds this Biennium 
 
 Signifies the Commission may support the concept of the request, but does not 
believe the request is of a nature to justify state funding in this biennium. In some 
instances, there may be alternative sources of funds to support requests, such as 
the Nebraska Research Initiative, private funding, third-party funding, federal 
government or reallocation. 
 
Recommend Funding From Other Sources of Revenue 
 
 Signifies the Commission may support the concept of the request, but believes 
there may be alternative sources of funds that would be more appropriate to support 
the request. 
 
No Recommendation due to Inadequate Information 
 
 Signifies the Commission may support the concept of the request, but has not 
received sufficient information to justify funding in this biennium. In some instances, 
there may be other sources of funds to support the requests, such as the Nebraska 
Research Initiative, private funding, third party, federal government or reallocation. 
 
The Commission’s recommendations follow. 
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University of Nebraska Sector 
 
 The University of Nebraska’s fall headcount enrollment has increased 9.5% 
over the past 8 years. UNK increased enrollment by 11.3% during this 8-year 
period. UNL experienced an increase of 9.0% and UNO increased 5.1%. The 
Medical Center showed an increase of about 26%. (See 2012 Nebraska Higher 
Education Progress Report-www.ccpe.state.ne.us) 
 
 The University’s enrollments over the past five years have improved when 
compared to the prior five years. The University’s headcount enrollment in fall 2011 
was 9.8% higher than in fall 2006. This compares to a 1.1% increase in enrollment 
from 2001-2006. The latest figures released by the University of Nebraska indicate 
that enrollments for fall 2012 may have increased for some campuses, but 
decreased for UNL.  
 
 Interestingly, the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) numbers present a slightly 
different picture. From 2006-07 through 2011-12, UNL’s FTE count increased by 
11.9%. The prior five years, UNL’s FTE numbers increased 2.8%. UNO’s FTE 
enrollment from 2006-07 to 2011-12 increased 7.1%, which could be the result of 
UNO attracting more full-time students. UNK’s FTE enrollment increased 3.4% 
during this five year time period. 
 
 The following chart shows the University campuses and their level of state 
appropriation per FTE. This metric is strongly affected by institutional mission and 
program mix. 
 
 

Appropriation per FTE Student 2011-12 
Institution 2001-02 2007-08 2009-10 2011-12 
UNL $9,929 $11,113 $11,004 $10,379 
UNO $4,848 $5,034 $5,016 $4,609 
UNK $5,490 $6,098 $6,373 $5,857 
UNMC $32,706 $33,227 $37,344 $33,462 

  
 
 From this analytical perspective, UNO’s appropriation per FTE is lower than the 
average of its Commission designated peers and at the lowest level per FTE of all 
other University and State College campuses. Even when analyzing the 
appropriation and tuition combined, UNO is still funded at a lower level per FTE 
than its peers and the other University campuses. The Commission believes that, 
lacking evidence to the contrary, all institutions should be funded at a level near or 

http://www.ccpe.state.ne.us/�
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at the average of their respective peers and appropriate within the context of 
funding for all other campuses. University Central Administration (UNCA) has 
advised CCPE staff that funding allocations to their campuses do not take into 
account state appropriation per FTE. UNCA allocates the total state-aided less 
revolving budget (state appropriation and tuition) to each institution on an 
appropriate share basis. 
 
 This year, as in prior years, the Commission examined the relationship between 
state general funds appropriated to each public institution and the number of 
degrees awarded by the institution. The Commission considers this evaluation one 
among many possible measures of efficiency, but one that many states and 
educational research entities are using extensively. (Appendix 7) 
 

Appropriations per Degree Awarded 
Institution 2003-04 2008-09 2010-11 
UNL $42,999 $51,613 $45,896 
UNO $21,290 $22,556 $20,338 
UNK $27,947 $29,719 $30,690 
UNMC $71,485 $83,317 $84,938 

* For a comparison with peers, see Appendix 7. 
 
 The University’s yearly increase in degree production has been modest in 
comparison to appropriations. In the past five years, the University’s number of 
degrees awarded increased about 9.5%, or about 1.8% a year. Appropriations 
increased about 14.7% or about 2.9% per year during this same time period. 
 
 Nebraska’s economy will demand more college graduates for it to be healthy 
and competitive. Several education and economic experts indicate that Nebraska 
needs to increase its degree production by 4.6% per year through 2025. Over 66% 
of all Nebraska’s jobs will require postsecondary education by 2018. The University 
needs to increase its degree production to contribute to this increased need for 
college graduates. 
 
 The table on the next page provides campus expenditures of E&G (Educational 
and General dollars per FTE) for instruction. All the University campuses are 
spending more per FTE on instruction than in 2006-07, except for UNMC. 
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E&G Expenditures per FTE for Instruction 

Institution 2006-07 2008-09 2010-11 
UNL $9,072 $8,305 $9,187 
UNO $6,292 $6,677 $7,019 
UNK $5,589 $6,156 $6,930 
UNMC $52,747 $43,084 $50,773 

*For a comparison with peers, see Appendix 5. 
 
 A number of the University’s requests have been addressed in the 
“Continuation Budget” section and the New Building Openings. The University’s 
requested continuation funding for the biennium was $16.2 million plus another 
$1.32 million for new building openings. The Commission modified the requests for 
a total modified recommendation of $10.8 million. New building openings added 
another $291,577, after Commission modifications. 
 
 This year the University’s budget request did not specifically request salary 
increases. The University states it will submit its salary needs after the collective 
bargaining negotiations are near finalization. Statues require that any request for 
state funds must be submitted to the Commission for its review and 
recommendation prior to submitting the request to the Governor. Therefore, the 
Commission’s recommendation on salary requests will be submitted later. 
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Strongly Recommend New General Funds 
 

University Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

 2013-14 2014-15 

None $0 $0 None 
 

Total Request $0 $0  
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Recommend New General Funds 
 

University Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

 2013-2014 2014-2015 

Programs of Excellence  $2,500,000 $2,500,000 
The Commission recommends the 
requested funding 

 
Total Request $2,500,000 $2,500,000 

2013-2014 2014-2015 
$2,500,000 $2,500,000 

 
 
 
Programs of Excellence 
 
 The University is requesting $2,500,000 in 2013-14 and $2,500,000 in 2014-15 
for academic Programs of Excellence. According to the University, the new funds 
will be focused on priorities identified by the Board of Regents and on campus plans 
and initiatives that support premier programs and leverage research growth. Some 
examples of areas the University has invested in are water research at UNL, public 
health at UNMC, information technology at UNO, and undergraduate research at 
UNK. 
 
 The University states it has made a concerted effort to set priorities and identify 
academic areas in which it can be a regional or national leader, and then 
strategically invest in those areas. Funding to these identified areas and programs 
supports premier educational programs and leverages research growth. The 
University believes in investing in excellent programs that are a priority to the state 
and has expressed this belief in its strategic framework goals. The University’s goal 
number two states “build and sustain undergraduate, graduate, and professional 
programs of high quality with an emphasis on excellent teaching.” 
 
 The University submitted information regarding the current expenditures for the 
Programs of Excellence. A few examples of the University’s prior expenditures for 
Programs of Excellence are:  
 

UNL – Water Resources Initiative 
To build upon existing expertise and efforts in water at UNL, and expand water-
related research, Programs of Excellence (POE) funds were committed in 2004 
for a cluster hire (three tenure-track faculty, 1 staff). Today, the initiative 
receives $300,000 annually of POE investments which fully or partially 
supports eleven faculty. This investment builds upon water research efforts 
initiated at UNL in 1964 through the Nebraska Water Center. (The Nebraska 
Water Center was one of 54 Congressionally-mandated Water Resources 
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Research Institutes nationwide, most at land-grant universities.) Since 
receiving this POE funding, UNL has invested $1.9 million in faculty and staff 
support, equipment and internal competitive funds in the POE, and the 
University of Nebraska central administration has awarded $699,800 in 
Nebraska Research Initiative (NRI) funds to faculty associated with the POE. 
 
Water resources initiative faculty have attracted $14.3 million in competitive 
external funds and awards, and generated 131 publications, grants and 
awards. Additionally, faculty expertise in water at UNL and across the system, 
were, in large part, responsible for the $50 million Robert B. Daugherty Water 
for Food endowment. The Water for Food Institute is a research, education and 
policy analysis institute committed to helping the world efficiently use its limited 
freshwater resources, with particular focus on ensuring the food supply for 
current and future generations. 

 
 UNO – Information Technology 

In 2003, the University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO) received the first of seven 
Programs of Excellence (POE) awards to expand the College of Information, 
Science and Technology to meet the continued demand for information 
technology professionals. Annual POE investments fully or partially support 
nine faculty, five staff, and two graduate assistants. UNO, the Peter Kiewit 
Institute and system wide competitive funds from the Nebraska Research 
Initiative and the Nebraska Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive 
Research (EPSCoR) invested in the College of Information, Science and 
Technology total an estimated $1.0 million. 
 
To date, faculty associated with the POE have obtained $20.1 million in 
external competitive funds and produced 737 publications, papers, grants, and 
awards. They also filed five patents with three additional patents under review. 

 
 UNK – Undergraduate Research 
 Three Programs of Excellence (POE) investments totaling $367,000, the first 

made in 2003, helped the University of Nebraska at Kearney (UNK) expand its 
undergraduate research program in which students design, conduct and 
disseminate original scholarly projects consistent with the methods of their 
disciplines and in collaboration with their mentors. On average, annually, six or 
more students present research papers at their disciplinary conferences and, 
over the last five years, 123 UNK student presentations were made at the 
National Conference of Undergraduate Research. Overall, undergraduate 
research has resulted in 188 publications and presentations, and led to the 
filing of two provisional patents. 
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 UNMC – College of Public Health 
 A Programs of Excellence (POE) investment in 2008, helped the University of 

Nebraska Medical Center launch the College of Public Health through hiring six 
tenure-track faculty. The college was established to meet the state’s needs for 
trained public health professionals (graduates), train and update those in public 
health professions, and research and disseminate new knowledge about public 
health issues. Today, the POE investment of $663,600 fully or partially 
supports 17 faculty; POE funds have been complemented by the investment of 
$2.5 million in Tobacco Settlement funds to the college. 

 
 In Fall, 2008 when the college first opened, 47 students were enrolled in their 

programs; in Fall, 2011, 156 students were enrolled in College of Public Health 
programs. The College of Public Health was accredited by the Council on 
Education for Public Health in October 2011. Today, the college has five 
academic departments and offers six certificate programs, as well as three 
Masters and six doctoral programs. Additionally, the College of Public Health 
faculty hired with the 2008 POE funds have been responsible for obtaining 
$38.7 million in competitive external funds and generating 329 publications, 
papers, grants, etc. 

 
 UNL – Nanoscale Science 
 A Programs of Excellence (POE) commitment in 2003 allowed UNL to expand 

the Center for Materials Research and Analysis [later renamed to the Nebraska 
Center for Materials and Nanoscience (NCMN)] through hiring seven tenure-
track faculty and two staff in nanomaterials, nanoscience and nanotechnology 
to create and utilize materials, devices and systems through control of matter 
on the nanometer scale. 

 
 Today, over 90 faculty members from 12 departments at UNL, UNMC, and 

UNK campuses are part of the NCMN; seven faculty and five staff are fully or 
partially supported through annual POE funding. In 2007, UNL broke ground on 
a Physical Science building and, by matching a $6.9 million grant, also 
constructed a Nanoscience Metrology facility. These facilities house many of 
the NCMN’s faculty, staff, students and equipment. In addition to these 
facilities, UNL has invested an estimated $5.3 million in the program for 
equipment and support of faculty partially funded through the POE. Faculty and 
staff associated with the Nanoscale science POE have garnered $81.4 million 
in external funding, are responsible for 2,260 publications, papers, grants, and 
awards as well as 8 patents, and established six “spinoff” companies. 
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Outcome: 
• Add to the value of a University of Nebraska degree and increase the 

University’s contribution to the well-being of the state. 
 

Recommendation:  
 The Commission recommends state general funds of $2,500,000 for 
Programs of Excellence in 2013-14 and 2014-15. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 In 2001, the University began a process of prioritizing academic programs into 
“Programs of Excellence” and began allocating their operating funds in 2002-03 to 
those programs. The University has committed over $20 million for enhancement of 
University programs in an effort to develop programs with a national reputation and 
other important benefits. It has been shown that nationally recognized programs 
result in increased outside funding and improvement of enrollment of high-caliber 
students in those recognized programs. 
 
 In the Comprehensive Plan, the Commission states that institutions are 
encouraged to become exemplary institutions and to focus energy and target 
resources on areas of excellence in teaching, research, and public service that 
benefit the students and the state and enhance the institution’s regional and 
national reputation. Also pertinent to this request is another statement in the 
Comprehensive Plan regarding research. “Public institutions with major research 
roles are to set goals and prioritize areas of research to become more prominent 
and nationally competitive for research funding and to meet the health and 
economic needs of the state.” 
 
 The University has identified several areas where the allocation of Programs of 
Excellence funds produced additional research dollars and enhanced related 
programs. The University identified UNL’s water initiative, that helped lay the 
groundwork for a $50 million gift to establish the global water for food institute, and 
bring in over $14 million in competition grants; UNO’s Program of Excellence 
funding has strengthened the College of Information, Science, and Technology to 
meet the demands for information technology professionals resulting in over $20 
million in external funding for research; and UNMC’s College of Public Health to 
help meet the state’s need for trained public health professionals, resulting in over 
$38 million in external grants. 
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 It appears from information provided this year and two years ago by the 
university that targeting funds to specific academic and research areas has been 
successful.  
 
 Focusing energy and resources on areas of excellence or potential excellence 
has great potential for the University and the state. Students will be well-served by 
teaching programs that incorporate research experiences and enhanced teaching 
methods including the latest technology. The future economic development of the 
state depends upon a strong research University with programs of national 
distinction, which can seed entrepreneurial activity and serve as a magnet for more 
spin-off technology and science-centered ventures. The focusing of resources also 
has great potential to improve recruitment, retention and graduation rates. It is 
expected that this targeting of resources will produce many more benefits for the 
University, its students, and the state.  
 

The state has not specifically funded any of the prior biennial requests for 
Programs of Excellence funding. Because the state does and will continue to benefit 
from the University’s prioritization of programs, it may be prudent for the state to 
invest some new state funds in Programs of Excellence. In fact, the Commission 
suggests that the Governor and the Legislature work cooperatively with the 
University to identify programs that could be developed or enhanced and would 
move the state forward in economic development and contribute to increasing 
Nebraska’s educated workforce. The identified programs should, then, be funded by 
the state with the University reporting its accomplishments at the beginning of 
subsequent biennia. 

 
 This approach could eliminate the “nickel and dime” funding of small 

operating requests and concentrate state funding on larger, more productive uses of 
state funds. This would also encourage the University to identify and concentrate on 
programs supporting the state’s identified needs. 

 
 The state’s economy is improving and this may be the time for the state to 

step forward with a different method of funding the University for the benefit of all. If 
this method is of interest to the Governor and the Legislature, the Commission 
would recommend funding Programs of Excellence at $10 to $11 million and not 
fund any of the other requests for continuation or new and enhanced funding, 
except for some additional funding for salaries when that request is submitted. 
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 If the Governor and the Legislature do not choose to pursue a more 
targeted method of funding at this time, the Commission recommends state 
general funds of $2,500,000 for Programs of Excellence for each year of the 
biennium. 
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Recommend Appropriation to Already Established Program 
 

University Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

 2013-2014 2014-2015 

Need-based Aid $1,000,000 $1,000,000 

No funding recommended to separate 
NU program – however, strongly 
recommend additional funding to the 
state’s established financial aid 
program. 

 
Total Request $1,000,000 $1,000,000  

 
Need-based Aid 
 
 The University is requesting $1,000,000 in 2013-14 and $1,000,000 in 2014-15 
to support need-based aid at the University. As stated by the University, it seeks 
additional aid to ensure affordable access for all Nebraskans. 
 
 The University is requesting increased dollars for need-based aid to help 
ensure that no student who is academically prepared to attend college will be 
denied the opportunity to do so because of the cost of attendance. In 2008-09, the 
University expanded its Tuition Assistance Program beyond Pell Grant eligibility so 
more students from middle class families with financial need would receive tuition 
assistance. 
 
Outcome: 

• Ensure that no student who is academically prepared to attend college will be 
denied the opportunity to do so because of cost. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission does not recommend that any state funding for 
additional need-based financial aid go directly into the University budget. The 
Coordinating Commission recommends that the state provide the additional 
funding to the Commission administered financial aid program that serves all 
Nebraska students. The Commission has made its own request for additional 
funding, but would fully support additions to the Nebraska Opportunity Grant 
(NOG) program that would net the University an additional $1 million for its 
students. For the University to net $1 million, the state would need to add 
about $2.4 million to the Commission administrated financial aid fund. 
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Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 The Commission has always been a strong supporter of financial aid for needy 
students. Each biennium since 1992, the Commission has requested more financial 
aid for needy students. Again this biennium, the Commission has requested an 
increase in state general funds to help cover the increase in tuition and fees for 
Nebraska’s needy students, in both its budget request and in its recommendations 
for Statewide Funding Initiatives. 
 
 The Legislature established and the state already supports a need-based 
financial aid program administered and audited by the Commission, and which 
serves all 13 public institutions in Nebraska, as well as the independent colleges 
and private career schools. Consequently, the Commission does not support 
splintering of need-based financial aid. Nebraska provides a very low level of need-
based aid, ranking 33rd in the country. The Commission cannot support funding 
several programs that are meant to accomplish the same purpose. The state’s 
current need-based program, the Nebraska Opportunity Grant (NOG) Program, 
which is administered by the Commission, serves the truly needy students in the 
state as defined by state statutes. 
 
 It has been the practice of the Commission to support new financial aid, and 
particularly need-based financial aid being allocated to all campuses, through the 
existing need-based allocation system – the Nebraska Opportunity Grant (NOG). 
The state’s current need-based program has established procedures and guidelines 
that focus on needy students and require the Commission to audit the institutions 
for compliance with established procedures and statutes. These funds are 
distributed according to Pell Grant guidelines and Nebraska statutes so that the 
money goes to the institutions low-income students attend. The program does not 
give preference to particular campuses or sectors; it serves students at many 
campuses, it allocates aid fairly following criteria established in statute, and it 
provides for an audit process that assures needy students benefit. The University 
request focuses only on its students. 
 
 Presuming sufficient eligible students would enroll, for the University to receive 
an additional $1 million from the NOG financial aid program, the state would need to 
increase funding by approximately $2.4 million, because the University receives 
43.6% of all funds in the NOG program based on 2012-13 allocations.  
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 For 2010-11, there were approximately 44,476 Nebraska resident students that 
qualified for need-based Pell Grants. Due to the lack of state funding, only 35% 
(15,556 students) actually received state financial aid designated for needy 
students. 
 
 The University has set aside some of its own funds for needy students. The 
Commission supports the University’s commitment and believes it is appropriate to 
use institutionally generated funds to help needy students attend the University. 
 
 The University has another pool of funds already provided by the state in the 
form of tuition remissions. Those funds are allocated to students at the University’s 
discretion. Less than 15 percent of remissions appropriated to the University are 
provided  by the University to its needy students. More of this substantial pool of 
funds could be designated and allocated to needy students if the University so 
wishes. 
 
 The Commission is very concerned about needy students and has requested 
increases to financial aid for 18 years. The Legislature and the Governor have 
increased funding for financial aid and, due to the additional funding, the state is 
serving more needy students than ever before. The Commission believes the state 
should provide funding for all needy students, not just students at a specific 
institution. Consequently, the Commission recommends that any additional 
financial aid for needy students be allocated to the Nebraska Opportunity 
Grant (NOG) program. 
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Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture (NCTA) 
 
 The Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture (NCTA) focuses on agriculture 
and the agricultural industry — key components of Nebraska’s economy. The 
institution offers two-year degrees and certificates in those and related fields. 
Historically, NCTA’s graduates have been in high demand, and over 90% have 
remained in the state. 
 
 NCTA is the state’s smallest public campus, and maintaining stable enrollment 
has been a challenge. In 1993 the Legislature directed the Coordinating 
Commission to study NCTA and make recommendations as to its future. Among 
other points, the study suggested that an enrollment of at least 300 students would 
support long-term institutional viability and fit available resources. As the following 
data show, NCTA’s enrollment has fluctuated in recent years, but has finally moved 
above the target of 300 students. (The numbers in the following table indicate fall 
headcount enrollments.) Enrollment fluctuations make budgeting and resource 
planning difficult for any institution and especially so for small, rural campuses.  
 
 

Nebraska College of Technical 
Agriculture at Curtis 

Headcount 
Year Headcount 
1999 252 
2000 234 
2001 234 
2002 253 
2003 215 
2004 220 
2005 262 
2006 272 
2007 327 
2008 289 
2009 425 
2010 383 
2011 333 
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 As enrollment fluctuates, measures such as state appropriations per FTE 
student also change, as the following data show. 
 

Nebraska College of Technical 
Agriculture at Curtis  
State Dollars per FTE 

Year State $ per FTE student 
FY 2001-02 $8,182 
FY2002-03 $7,651 
FY 2003-04 $6,976 
FY 2004-05 $8,595 
FY 2005-06 $8,450 
FY 2006-07 $7,956 
FY 2007-08 $7,639 
FY 2008-09 $9,286 
FY 2009-10 $8,625 
FY2010-11 $6,773 
FY 2011-12 $7,727 

 
Retention (year-to-year) and graduation rates are as follows: 
 

 
Both retention and graduation rates fluctuate by year, but all are well below 2004 
and earlier. 
 
 This year, as in prior years, the Commission examined the relationship between 
general state funds appropriated to each public institution and the number of 
degrees awarded by the institution. NCTA’s data in this regard is contained in the 
chart below. In 1995, the state appropriated $20,382 per degree conferred by the 
institution. By 2010-11 (latest verified data), the appropriation per degree was at 
$32,434 or above the 1995 level, but below the 2002-03, the 2004-05, and the 
2005-06 appropriation per degree awarded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Retention Rates  Graduation Rates 
2006 2009 2011  2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
76% 77% 63%  45.2% 53.7% 47.0% 50.5% 
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Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture at Curtis 

Appropriation per Degree Awarded 
 

Year 
Appropriation per Degree 

Awarded 
1995 $20,382 

2000-01 $22,967 
2001-02 $32,778 
2002-03 $40,803 
2003-04 $29,937 
2004-05 $33,573 
2005-06 $38,799 
2006-07 $23,102 
2007-08 $24,251 
2008-09 $30,234 
2009-10 $28,686 
2010-11 $32,434 

  
In summary, enrollments continue to fluctuate. Students are returning, but many 

are not staying until graduation (retention and graduation rates continue to 
fluctuate). Significant fixed costs result in overall financial performance inefficiency 
on measures such as the appropriation per degree. The appropriation per degree 
has decreased from its high in 2002-03 but is still relatively high, as are those for 
the other two-year institutions in western Nebraska (WNCC and MPCC.)  
 
 The Commission believes that NCTA must continue to attract more students 
and significantly increase the number of graduates and degrees awarded. 
Nebraska’s economy requires it.  

 
Because of NCTA’s small size, the fixed costs of the institution are high relative 

to the number of students served. And low tuition revenue (and other factors) 
means that the amount of funding is not fully sufficient to bring about the changes 
needed to attract and keep more students. The town of Curtis offers limited 
activities attractive to students; and academic resources (such as elective courses, 
the library and computing facilities) are limited. In recent years, NCTA has 
requested some funding for renovations, a new livestock teaching facility, an 
education center, and new dormitories that offer amenities found on many other 
campuses competing for students. However, other than the livestock teaching 
facility and the education center, the campus has not received sufficient state 
funding to enhance programs and attract high quality faculty. 
 
 In the past couple of years there have been encouraging developments. The 
campus leadership at NCTA and closer ties between NCTA; the West Central 
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Research and Extension Center in North Platte and IANR are providing new energy 
and promising opportunities for institutional growth and program enhancement. The 
state of Nebraska has provided funding for a new education center and it is now 
operational. In addition, a private donor agreed to fund a 144-bed residence hall on 
campus and it is now accepting students. Further, a new Curtis Community Center 
has been built and is only a half a mile away from the campus. The city of Curtis 
has agreed to allow NCTA to use the Community Center for college activities. 
 
 Agriculture is of extraordinary importance to the state, and NCTA continues to 
make many useful and important contributions to the education and training of 
future practitioners. However, the Commission believes NCTA will need significant 
additional funding to allow the institution to revise and re-engineer existing 
programs to make those programs effective in educating agricultural and 
agricultural related students in the latest methods dictated by a dynamically 
changing agricultural industry. 
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Biennial Budget Request: 
 
 For the 2013-15 biennium, NCTA requested new or expanded funding beyond 
its continuation budget. Most of the funding requests are for items considered 
continuation funding such as health insurance, utilities, and workers’ compensation.  
 
 A request for salary increases will be submitted after the University finishes 
salary negotiations. 
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Strongly Recommended New General Funds 
 

NCTA Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

 2013-2014 2014-2015 

Programs of Excellence   $40,000 

The Commission strongly recommends 
funding of $40,000 each year of the 
biennium 

Addition to base budget -- -- 
The Commission recommends at least 
$500,000 be added to the base budget 

 
Total Request  $40,000 

2013-2014 2014-2015 
$540,000 $40,000 

 
Programs of Excellence: 
 
 NCTA is requesting $40,000 in 2014-15 for Programs of Excellence. 
 
 According to NCTA, the Programs of Excellence funding will be used for 
boosting salaries in specific program areas, creating a strong farm/ranch practicum 
program and strengthening collaboration with UNMC. 
 
Outcome: 

• Recruitment and retention of quality faculty and staff. 
• Provide increased agricultural education experiences for students. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission strongly recommends funding the requested $40,000 of 
funding, but recommends the $40,000 be funded for both years of the 
biennium. 
 

Further, the Commission recommends that the state consider increasing 
NCTA’s base budget by at least $500,000.  

 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 Agriculture is still extremely important to the state of Nebraska and NCTA has a 
strong role to play in educating future agricultural practioners. For many years, 
NCTA has not been funded sufficiently to allow it to strengthen its programs or 
provide the latest innovative methods to farm and ranch the land in Nebraska. 
 
 The State of Nebraska has provided some new funding for NCTA to build an 
education center and others (private donors and industry) have provided improved, 
basic amenities to attract more students. 
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 The Commission believes it is now time for the state to provide significant new 
dollars for NCTA to improve programs, support innovation at the campus, and 
attract new faculty to further the mission of NCTA.  
 

Although NCTA has requested $40,000 in 2014-15, the Commission 
recommends funding of $40,000 in 2013-14 and $40,000 in 2014-15. 
 
 The rationale for recommending a one-time state-appropriated base adjustment 
for NCTA is multifaceted. A comparison to other University campuses or the 
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources (IANR) at UNL is probably not 
appropriate because of the depth of programs and additional outside funding 
available to those entities. However, a comparison with rural Community Colleges, 
and to some degree the State Colleges, appears to be reasonable. 
 
 NCTA’s state funding has fluctuated the past few years. From 2008-09 to  
2009-10, NCTA’s state funding increased by 1.5%; 2009-10 to 2010-11 it decreased 
by 1.7%; 2010-11 to 2011-12 it decreased by 1%; and 2011-12 to 2012-13 it 
increased by 1.8%. The Community Colleges have had a similar pattern of 
increases and decreases, but the decreases have been to a lesser degree and the 
increases have been slightly larger. 
 
 NCTA’s appropriation per FTE in 2011-12 was $7,727. At the Community 
Colleges the appropriation per FTE ranged from $1,620 at Metro to $5,613 at 
Western Nebraska Community College. However, the Community Colleges have 
another source of operating income in the form of state property tax revenue. When 
looking at all tax funds for the Community Colleges, the funding ranges from $2,649 
at Metro to $9,242 at Mid-Plains Community College. This comparison could 
indicate that NCTA is in need of some additional state appropriations. 
 
 Another big issue for NCTA is its ability to attract quality faculty, because others 
in the area and across the state are competing for the same faculty. NCTA’s 
average faculty salary is 11.7% below the Community College faculty averages. To 
move to the average would require additional funding of $140,555. In comparison to 
just Mid-Plains Community College and Western Nebraska Community College, 
NCTA’s salaries are 10.9% below those institutions’ average salaries. However, the 
Community Colleges generally employ, recruit, and hire lower-credentialed faculty 
than does NCTA. 
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  The Community Colleges hire some bachelor degreed faculty, mostly master’s 
degreed faculty, and a few PhDs. In contrast, NCTA hires a majority of faculty with 
Master’s degrees plus additional study, and a high number of PhDs. This is 
necessary for the types of programs NCTA offers, and enables and supports its 
strong affiliation with UNL and UNMC. This increases competition and adds to the 
cost of faculty. 
 

A reasonable comparison of faculty salaries would be the State Colleges, who 
are rural, have some comparable programs, and hire similarly credentialed faculty. 
The State Colleges’ average faculty salary is $61,979 in contrast to NCTAs’ 
average salary of $46,419, or 25.1% below the State College average. To move 
NCTA near the average of the State College faculty, NCTA would need at least 
$320,000. Without some significant additional state funding, NCTA cannot 
hope to attract the type of faculty it needs to improve its program offerings 
and attract more students. 

 
Even if NCTA receives $300,000 to $500,000 for improving the depth and 

numbers of faculty, it also needs additional funding for updates to its teaching 
equipment and programs. State funding has not been sufficient the past ten years to 
do more than pay for inflation on operating costs and normal faculty and staff salary 
increases. 

 
Therefore, the Commission recommends that the State increase NCTA’s 

base budget by at least $500,000 in 2012-13. 
 
 For the first time in many years, the state has invested dollars in NCTA to 
improve facilities and encourage improvement in student living conditions. Those 
were much needed improvements. It is now time for the state to provide sufficient 
operating dollars for NCTA to effectively utilize the new buildings through improved 
programs and increased enrollment, and build the campus to accomplish its role 
and mission targeted toward Nebraska agriculture. 
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State College Sector 
  
 In 2001-02, the state appropriation for the State College System was 
$35,710,964. For 2012-13, the appropriation is $45,450,893. The increase for this 
ten-year period was $9,739,929 or 27.3%, which is approximately 2.7% a year. The 
prior five years showed an increase of 28.4%. 
 
Over the past ten years, enrollments have increased at the State Colleges. 
 

Headcount Enrollments 
Fall 2001 Fall 2011 10 Year Difference 

7,744 8,986 16% 
 
 Actual FTE enrollments for 2001-02 were 6,526 and FTE enrollments for  
2011-12 were 7,227, an increase of 10.6%. Two years ago, the ten-year increase 
was 11.4%. 
 
 For 2011-12, Chadron State College’s appropriation per FTE student was 
$6,728, which was significantly ($1,870) above the mean of its peer group. Peru 
State College’s appropriation per FTE student is $4,720, a decrease per FTE of $75 
per student from the 2009-10 level. Peru’s appropriation per FTE is about $1,000 
per FTE above its peers’ average. Wayne State College’s appropriation per FTE 
student in 2011-12 was $6,247, or about $2,000 per student above the peer 
average. (See CCPE, Tuition , Fees and Financial Aid Report 2012) 
 

Freshman – Sophomore 
Retention Rates 

 Graduation Rates 

 2008 2009 2010   2008 2009 2010 
Chadron 64% 66% 70%  Chadron 49.3% 38.2% 45.7% 
Peru 64% 63% 61%  Peru 32.7% 38.3% 36.9% 
Wayne 65% 67% 68%  Wayne 47.5% 50.2% 47.5% 
 

The following chart shows the level of state appropriations per FTE at each of 
the State College campuses. 
 

Appropriations per FTE Student 
Institution 2004-05 2007-08 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 
Chadron State College $5,579 $6,934 $6,933 $6,991 $6,728 
Peru State College $5,070 $4,768 $4,795 $4,887 $4,720 
Wayne State College $4,779 $5,903 $6,141 $6,202 $6,247 
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 All three state colleges’ appropriations per FTE student are significantly above 
the average of their peers. The Commission believes that, absent factors leading to 
other conclusions, institutions should be funded at approximately the level of their 
respective peers. In the past two years, however, many states have experienced 
greater financial difficulties than Nebraska and have cut appropriations to their 
higher education institutions by larger amounts than Nebraska, resulting in 
significant decreases in appropriations per FTE student. This is likely a factor in the 
State Colleges being significantly above their peers in appropriations per FTE over 
this period. 
 
 Each year the Commission evaluates another measure, which it considers a 
performance and efficiency indicator — state dollars appropriated per degree 
awarded. Chadron State College’s appropriation per degree awarded is near the top 
of its peer group. 
 

Appropriation per Degree Awarded 
Institution 2002-03 2006-07 2008-09 2010-11 
Chadron State College $30,871 $33,526 $35,512 $32,934 
Peru State College $25,462 $20,393 $16,500 $17,586 
Wayne State College $26,338 $22,931 $25,914 $24,999 

  
 While Peru State increased in the “dollars per degree awarded” measure, 
Chadron and Wayne State decreased in the cost to produce a degree in 2010-11. 
Some of this change is a result of state funding increasing from 2003-04 to 2010-11 
by 31.3% while degrees awarded increased by 28.1%. 
 
 The average increase in degrees awarded per year is about 3.9%. Greater 
improvement would help move Nebraska’s economy ahead and help it be more 
competitive in the future. Encouraging former students who have accumulated 
some college credit, but have not completed a degree, to complete their degrees 
could significantly increase degrees awarded. 
 

Expenditures of E&G (Educational and General) dollars per FTE for instruction 
are provided in the following table. 
 

Instructional E&G Expenditures per FTE 
Institution 2004-05 2006-07 2008-09 2010-11 
Chadron State College $4,333 $5,382 $5,318 $4,834 
Peru State College $2,936 $2,874 $3,156 $3,525 
Wayne State College $3,936 $4,466 $5,490 $5,089 
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 Peru State College has increased spending on instruction per FTE student 
while receiving less in appropriation per FTE for 2010-11.  
 
 The State Colleges’ request did not specifically request salary increases. As 
stated by the State Colleges, they do not include salary request funding as part of 
the initial biennial request, but rather follow up later after the bargaining process is 
complete and they know the impact of negotiations. Statutes require that any 
request for state funds must be submitted to the Commission for its review and 
recommendation prior to submitting the request to the Governor and the 
Legislature. Consequently, the Commission’s recommendation on salary requests 
will be submitted later. 
 
 The State Colleges requested new funding for eleven items considered part of 
its Strategic Initiatives. Only one – Student Retention Initiatives – is a request 
applicable to all three State College campuses. 
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Strongly Recommend New General Funds 
 

State College Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

  2013-2014 2014-2015  
 None   None 

Total Request $0 $0  
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Recommend New General Funds 
 

State College Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

  2013-2014 2014-2015  
WSC Music Theory 

Faculty 
 

$67,756 
 

($2,676) 
Recommend funding of the 
request. 

PSC Instructional Design 
Coordinator 

 
$89,529 

 
$0 

Recommend funding of the 
request. 

WSC Coordinator of 
Multicultural Affairs 

 
$50,480 

 
($2,676) 

Recommend funding of the 
request. 

CSC  
*Security Proposal 

 
$680,638 

 
($460,454) 

Recommend funding of 
$475,000 plus $102,800 for 
security personnel. 

 
Total Request 

 
$888,403 

 
($465,806) 

2013-2014 2014-2015 
$785,565 ($465,806) 

 *modified 
  
Music Theory Faculty – (Wayne State College) 
 
 Wayne State College (WSC) is requesting funding in 2013-14 of $67,756 to add 
a full-time, tenure-track position in Music (Theory). According to WSC, the Music 
department has been significantly increasing the number of majors over the past 
decade. The number of majors has increased from 26 in 2001 to over 70 in the past 
few years. 
 
 WSC indicates that its Music Department is currently understaffed when 
comparing its staffing to national data for Music departments of the size and scope 
of Wayne State’s. According to Wayne, the addition of the Music Theory faculty 
member would move WEC’s student/full-time faculty figure closer to the national 
median for similarly sized departments. 
 
Outcome: 

• Improved student to faculty ratio. 
• Provide for growth of majors in music. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends funding to add one full-time, tenure-track Music 
Theory faculty to Wayne State College’s Music department. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 The Commission reviewed the Music program at Wayne State College in 
November, 2011. At that time, the number of graduates was improving from a low of 
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one in 2005-06 to ten in 2009-10. Wayne State indicated in the program review, it 
was initiating steps to increase enrollment. Two of those steps were development of 
a recruitment plan and obtaining accreditation by the National Association of 
Schools of Music.  
 
 It appears the initiatives to increase enrollment in the music program have been 
successful. WSC states that the number of music majors has increased to over 70 
per year. It is reasonable to believe this increase in majors will lead to an increase 
in graduates. According to Nebraska education data, Music teachers are in high 
demand in Nebraska. Graduates of WSC’s music program are qualified to receive 
an endorsement to teach music in Nebraska’s K-12 system. According to WSC, its 
graduates are in high demand and the music program has an excellent reputation. 
 
 The Commission believes this new faculty member added to the Music 
department could help increase enrollment in the music program and accommodate 
needs that additional students place on the program.  
 
 The Commission recommends state general funds sufficient to support a 
full-time, tenure-track faculty member at WSC for the Music department. 
 
 
Instructional Design Coordinator – (Peru State College) 
 
 Peru State College (PSC) is requesting $89,529 in 2013-14, and no additional 
funds for 2014-15, to fund a 1.0 FTE Instructional Design Coordinator. It is the intent 
that this additional position will provide leadership and technology expertise in a 
rapidly changing environment of online education. Peru hopes to increase student 
success through providing a supportive environment for learning, particularly online 
learning. 
 
 According to Peru, the instructional design coordinator would design, develop 
and support technology-based instruction, including working with faculty to enrich 
course content, maintaining media-rich classrooms, and developing a focused set of 
student support services. 
 
Outcome: 

• Increase retention and graduation rates. 
• Graduates will possess technology skills that employers expect. 
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Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends state general funds for the Instructional Design 
Coordinator. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 The Commission strongly supports technology, connectivity, and 
telecommunication. 
 
 The Comprehensive Plan speaks to increased uses of technology being the key 
to preparing Nebraskans for the 21st century. Some excerpts include: 

• In this “Information Age,” higher education and technology are more 
important than ever before. 

• Postsecondary institutions will need to respond rapidly to employer needs 
and become increasingly flexible in course content and in the uses of 
technology in delivery of instruction. 

• A growing disparity in the use of technology exists between the metro/urban 
areas and other areas of the state, partly due to uneven availability of 
technology and connectivity (rural areas are less likely to have access to 
high-speed technology and wireless communication). 

• Technology will provide students with access to programs and courses not 
otherwise available through Nebraska institutions. 

• Higher education institutions will work as partners with one another and with 
other entities wherever appropriate to share resources and deliver programs 
cooperatively to enhance learning opportunities for Nebraska residents. 

 
The Commission is encouraged by the increase of students participating in 

online courses at Peru State College. It is apparent that PSC is aggressively 
pursuing students to participate in online courses. 

 
 In the 1998 study regarding Peru State College, the Commission recommended 
that Peru address the higher education needs of southeast Nebraska. According to 
the report, “There needs to be a stronger presence of two-year and four-year 
educational offerings in the far southeast section of Peru’s service area.” 
 
 Providing online courses has the potential to meet the needs of place-bound 
and time-constrained people within Peru’s service area. It may enhance the 
education level and access to education in the southeast section of Peru’s service 
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area, which may improve the rural workforce and provide benefits to rural 
employers. 
 
 As online courses and students increase in number and the demand for even 
more online offerings continues, it becomes difficult to manage the rapidly changing 
environment. As of 2010-11, Peru offered 339 courses online and had 6,894 
students participating. 
 
 The Commission believes the addition of an online Instructional Design 
Coordinator would be beneficial to Peru’s online operations and appears to be a 
needed addition to the staff. 
 
 The Commission recommends state general funds to support the position 
of Instruction Design Coordinator for $89,529 in 2013-14. 
 
 
Coordinator of Multicultural Affairs – (Wayne State College) 
 
 Wayne State College (WSC) is requesting funding of $50,480 in 2013-14 to add 
a new position to support Multicultural Affairs programs and services. According to 
WSC, the coordinator would create and coordinate leadership and cultural 
competency opportunities to support student learning and development; organize 
multicultural workshops for staff, faculty, and students; coordinate mentoring, 
academic and personal support programs; and provide advising support for 
multicultural student groups. 
 
 Wayne State indicates the current director of Multicultural Affairs is providing 
essential services, but is unable to fully meet student needs. The new coordinator 
would be able to increase the frequency and quality of direct assistance to students 
and provide the ability to respond to future college and student needs. 
 
Outcomes: 

• Creation of a mentoring program. 
• Expand existing academic and personal support services for students. 
• Assist with student leadership. 
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Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends funding of $50,480 in 2013-14 to employ a 
Coordinator of Multicultural Affairs. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 Nebraska’s population is becoming more diverse, and the fastest growing 
population in Nebraska is the Hispanic population. 
 
 The state college campuses, including Wayne State College, have increasingly 
devoted time and resources to diversifying their campuses. However, issues and 
barriers – real or perceived – still exist for many minorities. 
 
 The Comprehensive Plan makes several statements about promoting diversity: 
(1) target recruitment plans to attract minorities and other under-represented 
students and help prepare them for college, (2) support special activities such as 
mentoring programs and peer counseling that help students from under-represented 
populations succeed in the campus environment, and (3) promote an awareness 
and appreciation of cultural and racial diversity through curriculum and student 
campus activities. The Plan also states that there should be encouragement for 
allocations of state funds for achievement of these objectives. 
 
 The Commission has, in prior years, encouraged all the state colleges to recruit 
more minorities and under-represented students and help prepare them for college 
and work. Overcoming barriers to enrollment through targeted recruitment, campus 
programs, and other means of welcoming minorities will benefit minority students as 
well as others on campus. 
 
 Wayne is located in an area of the state that contains an increasing number of 
Native Americans and Hispanics. Wayne also continues to attract minority students 
from Omaha and its surrounding communities.  
 
 Since 2006, Wayne State’s minority population has increased by 71 students 
(36%). The largest increase has been in Hispanic students, while the number of 
black students has remained the same, and, unfortunately, the Native American 
students decreased by ten students. It would appear more coordination in 
multicultural affairs would be a positive step for Wayne State College and minority 
students in Wayne’s service area. 
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 The Commission recommends funding $50,400 in 2013-14 and continuing 
$47,804 funding for 2014-15 to hire a coordinator to assist with the needed 
service of recruiting and welcoming minorities and advising those students to 
help them succeed. 
 
 
Security Proposal – (Chadron State College) 
 
 Chadron State College (CSC) is requesting funds of $680,638 in 2013-14, and 
continuation of $220,184 for 2014-15 to improve campus security. According to 
CSC, it has had a series of events that have highlighted the need for additional 
security personnel, the use of building access devices, and the use of cameras. 
 
 Chadron also is requesting state funding for four additional security personnel 
for the purpose of providing 24-hour security coverage of the campus. Currently, 
Chadron’s security consists of one full-time security worker (40 hours), a city police 
officer assigned to campus for 40 hours a week, and student patrol workers. The 
remaining hours of the week are covered by Chadron State calling local law 
enforcement personnel. 
 
 Chadron State College proposes to add 235 cameras, a storage device, and 
five card access security devices for a total one-time cost of $475,000. In addition, 
the four new security personnel is proposed to cost $205,638 per year. 
 
Outcome: 

• Reduction in serious security events. 
 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends one-time funding of $475,000 for the security 
devices. Further, the Commission recommends the state fund two new security 
personnel and the revenue bond program fund the other two requested security 
workers. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 The Commission refers to the importance of safe and secure campuses in its 
Comprehensive Statewide Plan. The Comprehensive Plan states: 

“Parents and students rank personal safety as a priority. Fortunately, 
students on Nebraska college campuses are far more secure than at many 
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campuses in other states. Reports of assaults and violent crime on 
Nebraska campuses are rare and below national averages. In recent years, 
many Nebraska institutions have undertaken measures to make their 
campuses even more secure through better lighting, emergency phones, 
additional security personnel, etc.” 

 
 The Commission strongly supports campus facilities and grounds being well 
maintained to assure the safety of students. Even though Nebraska campuses are 
regarded as safe and have fewer violent crimes than the national average, this does 
not reduce the need for campuses to monitor and guard the safety of students and 
increase security measures when appropriate. 
 
 The Commission agrees with Chadron State College’s statement that campus 
safety and security has taken on a new sense of urgency in the past few years with 
incidents that have demanded the attention of colleges and universities across the 
nation. We can no longer presume our rural colleges are immune to the potential 
threats of individuals wishing to cause harm. The colleges have improved crisis 
planning and, in the process, have identified the need for improvements to campus 
security. 
 
 For the 2011-13 biennial request, Chadron State cited several incidents that 
had occurred on the Chadron State College campus in the past several years. A 
professor did not show up for class and was missing for months. Having security 
cameras could have helped police and search crews determine the professor’s 
movement to the south of the campus. This could have helped direct searchers to 
the location of the professor. Another incident was the lock down of the Chadron 
campus when armed gunmen were on campus trying to elude law enforcement. 
Because no cameras are installed, every room on campus had to be searched by 
law enforcement. It was not known if the fugitives had forced their way into a 
residence hall room, had broken into a classroom, or had stolen a car and left the 
area. While the college was fortunate, the incident could have ended up with 
casualties, as has happened nationally on other college campuses these past two 
years. 
 
 Chadron stated that the requested funding for improved security will 
complement current initiatives such as the purchase of a Criscom Warning System, 
rekeying of campus, 30 exterior cameras, and 70 interior cameras. 
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 Security is a national concern and should prompt educational institutions to 
review their campus environments to assure students are safe. It is encouraging 
that Chadron State is taking this issue seriously, has identified needed improvement 
to safety and security, and has requested funding for improvements as a priority. 
 
 The Commission recommends $475,000 one-time funding for 
improvements to Chadron State’s campus safety and security. 
 
 Security on campus also involves security to revenue bond facilities. Security 
for the residence halls and other such revenue bond facilities should also be 
improved and should be funded from revenue bond operating funds. The four 
requested security personnel will also provide security to revenue bond facilities. 
Consequently, the Commission recommends state general funds of $102,800 
to support two (2) new security workers and the other two (2) to be funded 
with revenue bond funds. 
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Recommend Some New General Funds 
 

State College Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

  2013-2014 2014-2015  
All 

Campuses 
and 

system 
office 

Student Retention 
Initiatives 

 
$159,033 

 
$458,967 

Recommend no more than 
$50,000 for each campus in 
2013-14 with none of the 
funds being used to provide 
foundations/remedial 
courses. 

WSC Enhance Athletic 
Programs and 
Women’s 
Opportunities 

 
$291,410 

 
($6,873) 

Recommend some funding 
for an assistant coach or 
golf coach 

PSC Faculty to support 
growth at Peru 
State College 

 
$170,884 

 
$170,884 

Recommend funding for 
one faculty 

 
Total Request 

 
$621,327 

 
$622,978 

2013-2014 2014-2015 
$297,412 $0 

 
 
Student Retention Initiatives – (Chadron State, Peru State, and Wayne State) 
 
 Each State College is proposing its own approach to improving student 
retention: 
 
 Chadron State proposes to strengthen its academic interventions for at-risk 
students through offering transitional courses in college-level reading and writing; 
mandatory Life Skills seminars that will address substance abuse prevention, 
behavioral issues, time management, stress management, and financial issues; and 
implementing a comprehensive student health program. Chadron believes this will 
increase the number of freshmen who progress to the sophomore year. 
 
  Peru State proposes to implement a one-stop service center for student 
success, diversity enhancement efforts, and further emphasis on the first-year 
experience. Peru would employ additional recruitment efforts such as purchasing 
lists of prospective students and increased military recruiting. 
 
 Wayne State proposes to enhance the first-year advising program as an 
attempt to increase first-to-second-year retention rates. The proposed program 
would increase the number and quality of the contacts between first-year students 
and faculty and staff who have chosen to specialize in advising. Wayne believes 
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this enhanced program will increase the number of contacts with first-year students 
to five per year, with the expectation of increasing retention of first-year students. 
 
Outcomes: 

• 50% increase in freshman to sophomore retention. 
• 100% identification of at-risk students. 
• 100% increase in use of intervention services for at-risk students. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends no more than $50,000 of general funds for each 
campus to begin to develop and implement the proposed retention strategies. 
NONE of the funds should be used by the State Colleges to develop and offer 
remedial/transition/foundation courses. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 All three of the State Colleges are requesting state funds to develop 
approaches to increase the freshman to sophomore retention rates. They are 
requesting an increase of 7.5 FTE professional staff to implement the three different 
retention approaches identified by each campus. There is no indication of how 
many staff would be utilized by each campus. 
 
 From the Commission’s most recent review of retention rates, Chadron and 
Wayne have improved their college retention rates over the past three years, going 
from 64% to 70% at Chadron, and 65% to 68% at Wayne. Peru’s retention rate has 
decreased the past three years, going from 64% in 2008 to 61% in 2010. 
 
 It is evident that Peru State needs to increase its retention rates. It is puzzling to 
see a decline in retention rates at Peru when they have had an Academic Resource 
Center (ARC) for a number of years. The ARC was designed to help students who 
may be unprepared to succeed in college. Peru states that new funding would 
support retention-driven initiatives involving implementation of a one-stop service 
center. There was no information provided to indicate the difference between the 
ARC and the one-stop service center, if there is any.  
 
 The Commission believes it is important for Peru State to increase its retention 
rates and, ultimately, increase graduation numbers. Although it was not clear how a 
one-stop service center might increase retention differently than is done by the 
ARC, the Commission believes Peru may need to look at some additional initiatives 
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to stem the tide of decreasing retention rates. Therefore, the Commission 
recommends $50,000 for Peru to help it begin to develop methods to increase 
retention rates. 
 
 Chadron State and Wayne State have increased retention rates in the past 
three years. Chadron moved from 64% in 2008 to 70% in 2010. Wayne moved from 
65% in 2008 to 68% in 2010. However, these rates are still below the average of the 
state’s other 4-year institutions – 82% at UNK, 73% at UNO, and 84% at UNL – and 
below Southeast Community College (74%). 
 
 Wayne is proposing to use additional funding to enhance the first-year advising 
program. Those enhancements would be more and better contacts between first-
year students and faculty and staff. It was unclear why new funds would be needed 
for enhancing an already established program. Wayne did indicate, however, that it 
would be training student support staff as first-year advising specialists. This may 
be of some benefit to struggling students because additional staff will be trained to 
advise those students and assist them in moving in the right direction. Therefore, 
the Commission supports $50,000 of new state general funds for Wayne to 
train staff to become advising specialists. 
 
 Chadron’s proposed “Academic Intervention for at-risk students” presents an 
array of initiatives. Some would appear to have a potentially positive impact, while 
others are less clear to the Commission. Chadron’s proposal to require all students 
to attend a Life Skills Development seminar that addresses substance abuse 
prevention, behavioral issues, time management, stress reduction, and financial 
issues may result in some positive outcomes that could increase retention. 
Chadron’s implementation of a comprehensive student health program that targets 
mental and physical health of students who exhibit risky behaviors might also have 
outcomes that could increase retention. 
 
 One intervention that concerns the Commission is the instructional intervention 
that provides transitional courses in college-level reading, writing, and math. 
According to Chadron’s information, Chadron would develop basic competencies in 
reading, writing, and math into transitional course content. This type of structuring 
basic content into transitional course content appears to actually be developmental 
or foundational courses. 
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 The Commission is concerned about Chadron developing and offering 
foundational/remedial courses. The state and the Commission assigned the 
Community Colleges the primary responsibility for developmental/remedial courses. 
It is part of the Community Colleges’ role and mission as defined in statute. 
Developmental/remedial education is not part of the State Colleges’ role and 
mission statutes. 
 
 Part of the Commission’s responsibility is to avoid unnecessary duplication. For 
Chadron to develop and implement foundations/remedial courses at Chadron would 
constitute unnecessary duplication in funding and programmatic offerings due to the 
fact that the Community Colleges have already developed and offer foundations 
education, and the state provides support for Community Colleges to do that work. 
 
 Chadron has the benefit of having Western Nebraska Community College 
(WNCC) relatively close, and able to offer remedial courses to Chadron students. 
Several years ago Chadron and WNCC developed a mutually beneficial agreement 
and WNCC was offering foundations education on the Chadron campus. If this 
agreement is no longer in effect, it should be reinstated for the efficient and effective 
offering of foundations/remedial courses. Consequently, the Commission does 
not support any funds for Chadron to develop and implement transitional 
courses. The Commission would support, and recommends, $50,000 for 
Chadron to begin implementing a comprehensive student health program and 
offering Life Skills seminars. 
 
 
Enhance Athletic Programs and Women’s Opportunities – (Wayne State 
College) 
 
 Wayne State College is requesting funding for three enhancements at the 
college. One enhancement would be the hiring of a golf coach for the men’s and 
women’s golf program. The golf teams are currently coached by a volunteer. Wayne 
states that students leave the program and the college because of a lack of a full-
time coach and the perceived lack of support for the program. 
 
 Another enhancement is to add an assistant coach for women’s and men’s 
cross country and track and field. According to Wayne, the current coach has 
coaching responsibilities for six sports and has 50 to 60 student athletes to coach. 
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The requested assistant coach would assist the head coach in the sports programs 
and in overall operations of the athletic programs. 
 
 The third enhancement request is to add a new women’s varsity intercollegiate 
sport. Potential sports programs under consideration at Wayne are women’s rugby, 
women’s swimming, and women’s tennis. Wayne states that to ensure continued 
compliance with federal regulations, it is critical that additional athletic opportunities 
for women be provided. 
 
Outcomes: 

• New coach would recruit and field full men’s and women’s golf teams. 
• The proportion of females and males on the track and cross country teams 

would be consistent with the proportion of females and males in the overall 
student population. 

• A new women’s sport will provide 25 new opportunities for female athletes. 
 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends some funding to hire an assistant coach or a golf 
coach. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 In prior biennial recommendations, the Commission has not supported funding 
for athletic personnel. However, Wayne State did present information demonstrating 
the need for an additional coach. 
 
 There is apparently a need for a full-time coach for the golf program. It would 
present a significant difficulty to students to have a volunteer, part-time person 
acting as head coach. 
 
 Wayne’s information on the cross country program also indicates a difficulty for 
students in the program, namely, having 50 to 60 athletes coached by one coach. 
 
 The purpose of Wayne requesting funding for a new women’s sport at Wayne is 
to help maintain compliance with federal Title IX requirements. However, the 
Commission does not believe the addition of a new women’s sports team is critical 
to maintaining compliance with Title IX. 
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 The Commission recommends state funding for one additional coach at 
Wayne State. The college should determine which coach to hire, if funding is 
provided. 
 
 Providing additional funding for athletic programs should principally be the 
responsibility of the institution. The Commission believes a lump-sum appropriation 
allows the institution to fund those items and programs that best address its 
priorities and needs. 
 
 
Faculty to Support Growth at Peru State College – (Peru State College) 
 
 Peru State is requesting funding to hire 4.0 FTE faculty due to significant 
enrollment growth the past ten years. According to Peru, enrollment has increased 
55% during the ten years. On-campus enrollment has increased 14% in the past 
few years. 
 
 Peru states that just over 50% of total credit hours of instruction are provided by 
full-time faculty members. Peru believes full-time faculty members are important for 
student retention and success. 
 
 Peru has collaborated with UNMC in offering the Rural Health Opportunity 
Program (RHOP) to PSC students. The RHOP program will eventually require 
additional faculty in STEM areas. 
 
Outcomes: 

• Improved instruction. 
• Improving student retention. 
• Improved advising. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends the funding of one full-time, tenure-track faculty 
member for 2013-14. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 The request asked for funding to increase full-time faculty by four during the 
2013-15 biennium. The faculty are to be allocated to specific programs experiencing 
growth. 
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 Analysis of Peru’s enrollment growth over the past ten years indicates that Peru 
had a 3.3% growth from 2001 to 2004. From 2004 to 2010, Peru had an enrollment 
increase of 49.6%. Enrollment in 2011-12 decreased by 6.4%. The ten year 
enrollment increase was 44.8%. 
 
 Since 2007, enrollment at Peru has only increased by 11% with the largest 
increase occurring in 2009. 
 

2008 2009 2010 2011 
Increase of  
21 students 

Increase of  
164 students 

Increase of 
26 students 

Decrease of 
160 students 

 
For 2008 and 2010, the increase was 21 and 26, respectively. The large 

decrease in 2011 almost offsets the increase in 2009. It appears enrollment 
increases the past few years are probably closer to 20 to 30 students, on average. 

 
 Another component of enrollment growth is the growth in faculty for the same 
ten year period. Full-time instructional faculty at Peru have increased 17.5% during 
the past ten years (seven faculty). This does not include the part-time adjunct 
faculty that, according to Peru, teach a little less than 50% of the credit hours of 
instruction. The Commission does not have access to data on the number of 
adjunct faculty at the State Colleges. 
 
 The Commission has continuously expressed concern about over reliance on 
part-time and adjunct faculty to teach significant numbers of student credit hours. 
While use of adjunct faculty can improve an institution’s cost efficiency, provide 
access to outside expertise, and help meet student needs, the possible over-use of 
adjunct faculty could threaten access of students to the best-prepared faculty and 
diminish program direction, counseling, and support for struggling students. 
 
 It appears enrollment at Peru has not stabilized, and it is difficult to predict 
whether enrollments will grow or decline in the next biennium. Peru faculty did grow 
by one person in 2011, while student enrollment decreased by 160 students. It does 
appear enrollment may have increased some in 2012, but available figures are 
estimates and won’t be final until next year. 
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Therefore, it seems there is not a convincing enrollment growth justification or a 
compelling argument for an increase of four faculty. The Commission does, 
however, recommend funding for one new full-time, tenure-track faculty 
member in 2013-14. 
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Recommend No New General Funds This Biennium   
 

State College Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

  2013-2014 2014-2015  
WSC Emergency 

Management and 
Campus Security 

 
$91,669 

 
($2,541) 

 
No funding recommended. 

PSC Institute for 
Community 
Engagement 

 
$92,861 

 
$50,000 

 
No funding recommended. 

CSC New Market 
Development 

$648,820 ($75,000) No funding recommended 

 
Total Request 

 
$833,350 

 
($27,541) 

2013-2014 2014-2015 
$0 $0 

 
 
Emergency Management and Campus Security – (Wayne State College) 
 
 Wayne State College requested $91,669 in 2013-14 for a new position to direct 
emergency management and campus security. According to WSC, the person 
would be responsible for oversight and coordination of all emergency and risk 
management functions to include emergency preparedness, crisis planning 
response, and recovery, as well as all campus security including safety and 
security, building access and control, and parking. 
 
 According to Wayne, there is a need on campus to be prepared for 
emergencies, ranging from weather-related to person-related threats. Currently, the 
V.P. and Dean of Students and the V.P. for Administration and Finance have 
responsibility for these operations resulting in the threats not receiving as much 
dedicated attention as they should. 
 
Outcomes: 

• Improvements to emergency preparedness manual. 
• Enhanced working relationships with county, state, and federal emergency 

preparedness personnel. 
• Completion of a comprehensive risk control and management program. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission does not recommend state general funds for this request. 
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Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 The Commission strongly supports campus security and grounds being well 
maintained to assure the safety of students. However, this request did not indicate 
the requested funding would be used to improve security on campus. 
 
 Wayne State proposes to hire one faculty person to direct its emergency 
management and campus security. Hiring a faculty person to direct emergency 
management seems unusual. It appears this person would be updating manuals 
and developing new programs. 
 
 Compelling evidence was not provided to support this request. Consequently, 
the Commission does not recommend funding for this request. 
 
 Providing funding for emergency management and/or campus security is the 
final responsibility of the institution and its management of resources. The 
Commission believes a lump-sum appropriation allows the institution to make 
management decisions to support its priorities. 
 
 
Institute for Community Engagement – (Peru State College) 
 
 Peru State College is requesting $92,861 in 2013-14 and an additional $50,000 
in 2014-15 to add 1.0 FTE Office Assistant (to support the institute’s director) and 
operations funding. The goal of the request is to enhance the operations of the 
Institute for Community Engagement that is part of Peru’s 2011-2017 
Sesquicentennial Strategic Plan. 
 
 The Plan is to promote community partnerships and service learning; work with 
advisory boards; identify and secure funding; develop and reward research; and 
support activities of community development courses. The purpose of the Plan is to 
enhance the student experience through distinctive engagement. 
 
Outcomes: 

• Increased student retention. 
• Increased enrollment. 
• Improved graduation rates. 
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Recommendation: 
 The Commission does not recommend state general funds for this request. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 There was no information provided as to the necessity of hiring an office 
assistant for the Institute for Community Engagement, and insufficient supporting 
information to indicate the proposed use of operating funds for the Institute. 
 
 The Commission cannot make an informed decision on the need for the 
requested dollars with the information submitted. Therefore, the Commission 
does not recommend funding this request. 
 
 
New Market Development – (Chadron State College) 
 
 Chadron State College is requesting $648,820 in 2013-14 to begin the “re-
imaging” process of its campus. Chadron has begun to focus heavily on innovative 
concepts, programs, and activities intended to maintain a stable traditional campus 
and, at the same time, become an educational provider of choice for current and 
emerging non-traditional niche markets. Chadron is looking at establishing new and 
entrepreneurial approaches to accommodate previously overlooked, underserved, 
or ignored opportunities. The request includes funding to hire seven professional 
staff, but no new faculty. 
 
 Chadron states it will focus on four promising markets: (1) international students 
(2) dual credit programming, (3) corporate markets, and (4) military markets. 
Chadron believes the impact will be increased enrollment and increased revenue for 
Chadron. One initiative Chadron is working on is adding 300 or more part-time, non-
degree seeking international students per year. Another initiative is adding 20 online 
international MBA students with projections to increase the number as the market 
develops to full capacity. Chadron also is proposing to increase on-campus 
international students by two and one half times. A corporate and military initiative is 
under investigation. 
  
 According to Chadron, the requested funding is to support initial development 
and early-stage, ramp-up funding. The initiatives are intended to become self-
supporting and revenue generating. 
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Outcomes: 
• Increased enrollment. 
• Increased revenue. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission does not recommend state general funds for this request. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 Chadron indicates several initiatives it would implement with the requested 
$648,820. One of those initiatives listed was dual credit programming for high 
school students. Chadron provided substantial information on how it was going to 
accomplish the other initiatives, but never mentions dual credit again in the request. 
 
 Chadron is minimally participating in dual credit/dual enrollment and has 
approximately 108 students enrolled. The Commission believes it would cost 
relatively little for Chadron to offer more dual credit/dual enrollment courses to high 
schools in its service area. Peru State is a significant provider of dual enrollment 
and could provide the expertise to Chadron so it could enroll more dual enrollment 
students at minimal cost. 
 
 From the information provided, it appears that Chadron State is mainly 
concentrating on international endeavors for the purpose of increasing revenue. 
While enrolling 300 part-time, non-degree seeking international students would 
generate revenue for CSC, it is not clear how that would benefit the state and 
Nebraska students. It is conceivable such an endeavor could actually hurt Nebraska 
students because Chadron’s limited faculty would be engaged with a significant 
number of international students and have less time for Nebraska students.  
 
 The Commission has a difficult time recommending using state funds to support 
educational endeavors that have little direct value to Nebraska or its students. 
Chadron does need to increase enrollments and could do that by offering dual 
enrollment courses. The Commission’s data shows that high school student who 
accumulate ten or more college credit hours from a particular higher education 
institution before they graduate from high school tend to enroll in the institution 
where they accumulated the college credits. 
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 The Commission finds no compelling argument to warrant supporting the 
request for state dollars and actually sees a potential distraction for the state in 
supporting the use of state dollars for this request. 
 
 Therefore, the Commission does not recommend funding this request for 
state dollars. 
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Recommend Funding from Other Sources of Revenue for This Biennium  
 

State College Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

  2013-2014 2014-2015  
PSC Marketing 

Initiatives 
 

$50,000 
 

$50,000 
Recommend alternative 
funding. 

 
Total Request 

 
$50,000 

 
$50,000 

2013-2014 2014-2015 
$0 $0 

 
 
Marketing Initiatives – (Peru State College) 
 
 Peru State College is requesting $50,000 in 2013-14 and an additional $50,000 
in 2014-15 to increase the prominence of the college by attracting and enrolling 
promising students. Peru State indicates it will attract more promising students by 
improving its marketing efforts. 
 
Outcome: 

• Improved knowledge of Peru State by individuals in the service region. 
• Increased applications. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends alternative funding and not state general funds. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 Peru State is requesting funding to improve its image by increased marketing 
initiatives. There was very little supporting documentation provided and no 
indication of how the $50,000 request would be used to improve the college’s public 
relations and marketing efforts. 
  
 While the Commission cannot support state general funds for the request, it 
does not suggest this endeavor is unwarranted. The Commission believes 
marketing the uniqueness and strengths of each state college is important and may 
help in increasing enrollment. However, the Commission does not believe this is a 
necessary use of limited state resources. 
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Community College Sector 

 
 The Community College sector budget request is usually a consolidated 
request for additional funds submitted by the Nebraska Community College 
Association (NCCA). Unlike the university and the state colleges, state 
appropriations for the community colleges were historically distributed through a 
formula. Currently, there is no formula distribution of state aid. Each Community 
College receives a fixed percentage of the funds available. As will be discussed 
later, this year both NCCA and Metropolitan Community College submitted a budget 
request and supporting information to the Commission. 
 
 The 2011 passage of LB 946 created a new method for the allocation of state 
funds to the Community Colleges. It also made membership in NCCA voluntary. As 
a result, five Community Colleges are members of NCCA and Metropolitan 
Community College chose not to be a member. Consequently, NCCA submitted a 
single budget request to DAS/Budget Division for the five colleges and Metropolitan 
Community College submitted the required budget outline to the Commission, plus 
the DAS/Budget Division budget request forms. 
 
 The Community Colleges’ fall headcount enrollment has increased 33.5% over 
the past 10 years. However, the greatest increase occurred in the last eight years of 
this 10-year period. Fall enrollment after 2006 has increased over 17.6%.  
 

Fall Headcount Enrollment 
Institution  2001 2006 2009 2010 2011 
Central Community College 6,399 6,543 7,320 7,527 7,521 
Metropolitan Community College 11,704 14,098 17,003 18,523 18,518 
Mid-Plains Community College 2,816 3,030 2,765 2,988 2,623 
Northeast Community College 4,600 5,261 5,205 5,377 5,161 
Southeast Community College 7,935 9,594 11,556 12,242 11,479 
Western Nebraska Community College 2,150 1,918 2,304 2,395 2,240 

Totals 35,604 40,444 46,153 49,052 47,542 
 

 
 FTE enrollment at the Community Colleges increased significantly in 2009-10, 
but has declined slightly (about 3%) in 2011-12. From 2004-05 to 2009-10, FTE 
enrollment increased 2.4% with the majority of the increase (19.5%) occurring from 
2007-08 to 2009-10. Headcount in fall, 2011 and FTE for the 2011-12 academic 
year have decreased. This could indicate that Community College enrollments have 
peaked, or this may be a one-time correction due to the fact that it appears 
enrollments for fall, 2012 (preliminary data) have increased slightly (less than 1%). 
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FTE Students 
Institution 2004-05 2007-08 2009-10 2011-12 
Central Community College 3,859 3,821 4,431 4,555 
Metropolitan Community College 8,623 10,164 13,317 13,344 
Mid-Plains Community College 1,605 1,627 1,814 1,919 
Northeast Community College 3,145 3,193 3,374 3,283* 
Southeast Community College 9,208 8,776 10,335 10,020 
Western Nebraska Community College 2,050 1,976 2,049 1,962 

Totals 28,490 29,557 35,320 35,083 
 *Northeast’s FTEs do not include the Tribal Colleges. 

Community College enrollment has slightly outpaced the other public sectors in 
number of headcount enrollment growth. 
 

Total Fall Headcount Enrollment 
Institution Fall 2009 Fall 2011 % Change 
University of Nebraska 49,032 50,363 2.7% 
State Colleges 8,890 8,726 -1.8% 
Community Colleges 46,153 47,542 3.1% 

 
 
 The appropriation per FTE for the Community Colleges also includes local 
property tax, since state appropriation and local property taxes are all considered 
tax revenue sources.  

 
 
 As in prior years, the Commission evaluated the relationship between state 
funds appropriated and local property tax income in regard to the number of 
degrees awarded (for the Community Colleges, this includes associate degrees, 
diplomas and certificates). The Commission considers this evaluation one of many 
possible measures of efficiency. Community Colleges maintain that many of their 
students enroll for short periods of time, with no intention of earning a degree or 
certificate. The Commission fully understands that point. But the Community 
Colleges are the first line of education for many going into the workforce, and 
having some type of degree or certificate is critical in today’s economy and for the 
future.  
 
 

                                                                                                   Appropriation per FTE 
 
Institution 

2004-05 2009-10 2011-12 
State State & 

Local 
State State & 

Local 
State State & 

Local 
Central Community College $2,519 $6,352 $2,012 $7,162 $1,688 $8,059 
Metropolitan Community College $1,858 $4,876 $1,634 $5,418 $1,724 $4,440 
Mid-Plains Community College $3,564 $6,846 $4,555 $8,938 $4,091 $8,723 
Northeast Community College $2,278 $4,742 $3,868 $8,165 $3,699 $7,859 
Southeast Community College $1,815 $3,647 $2,716 $5,039 $2,447 $4,615 
Western Nebraska Community College $2,846 $4,674 $6,313 $10,131 $5,866 $9,318 
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(See Appendix 7 for detail.) 
 
 The appropriation per degree awarded is greatly influenced by the number of 
degrees conferred. In the above chart, the lowest cost per degree at Central 
Community College reflects a significant decrease in state appropriation in 2010-11 
and an extraordinary effort in 2004-05 and forward to increase graduation rates and 
degrees awarded through identifying students nearing degree completion and 
encouraging them to complete their studies. The very high cost per degree for 
Western Nebraska Community College reflects to some degree the distribution of 
state funds through formulas, the inability to take advantage of economies of scale, 
and the very low degree completions, plus other factors. This variance is 
unacceptable and unsustainable. 
 

For fall, 2010, Metropolitan Community College had the lowest retention rate 
(53%) of all public postsecondary institutions in Nebraska. In 2010-2011 Western 
Nebraska Community College awarded fewer degrees, certificates and diplomas 
(269) than any other Nebraska postsecondary institution, except for NCTA (80), a 
much smaller institution. For 2009-2010 (latest available data), Metropolitan 
Community College had the lowest graduation rate of all public postsecondary 
institutions in Nebraska (11.3%) and also is lower than all public and independent 
institutions. These factors weigh heavily in the cost per degree awarded 
calculations. Several national organizations are correctly drawing attention to the 
need to increase certificate and degree attainment rates in community colleges. 
 
 Expenditures of educational and general dollars per FTE for instruction are 
provided in the table on the next page.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appropriation & Local Tax Funds per Degree Awarded 
 
Institution 

2003-04 2008-09 2010-11 
State 

Funds 
per 

Degree 

State & 
Local Tax 
Funds per 

Degree 

State 
Funds 

per 
Degree 

State & 
Local Tax 
Funds per 

Degree 

State 
Funds 

per 
Degree 

State & 
Local Tax 
Funds per 

Degree 
Central Community College $8,430 $19,480 $6,910 $16,171 $4,997 $22,042 
Metro Community College $19,386 $42,817 $18,435 $44,764 $12,604 $32,751 
Mid-Plains Community College $16,196 $29,100 $25,505 $44,518 $17,048 $34,525 
Northeast Community College $11,517 $22,483 $15,236 $27,600 $15,725 $34,038 
Southeast Community College $9,197 $18,695 $11,933 $26,317 $16,209 $29,291 
Western NE Community College $26,450 $41,184 $55,162 $75,798 $43,552 $69,798 
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2010-11 – Instructional E&G Expenditure per FTE 
Institution 2004-05 2006-07 2008-09 2010-11 
Central Community College $3,774 $4,396 $4,456 5,185 
Metropolitan Community College $2,874 $3,117 $3,068 3,112 
Mid-Plains Community College $4,329 $3,931 $4,238 4,193 
Northeast Community College $3,756 $3,675 $4,281 4,782 
Southeast Community College $3,612 $4,029 $4,024 4,552 
Western Nebraska Community College $3,386 $2,831 $4,310 4,940 

  
Enrollment by Age 
 

The Community Colleges experienced enrollment increases until Fall, 2011, 
when enrollment decreased by 3.1%. Of particular interest is the increased 
enrollment in students under the age of 25 (56.1% to 59.7%) and the 10-year 
enrollment decrease of students 25 or older (43.9% down to 40.3% of enrollment). 
 
Academic Transfer Enrollments 
 
 The enrollment growth in students age 25 and under also has contributed to the 
number of student credit hours generated in academic transfer courses. In 1993-94 
(Commission authorized expansion of academic transfer courses), about 12.6% of 
the FTE generated at Community Colleges was in academic transfer. By 2011-12, 
the FTE in academic transfer was 22.7%. (See Appendix 8) 
 
 

Percent of FTE in Academic Transfer Courses 
Institution 2007-08 2009-10 2011-12 
Central Community College 16.0% 16.4% 17.7% 
Metropolitan Community College 15.1% 14.7% 13.4% 
Mid-Plains Community College 46.3% 48.8% 40.9% 
Northeast Community College 32.5% 32.7% 38.1% 
Southeast Community College 25.1% 27.3% 26.9% 
Western Nebraska Community College 29.2% 30.6% 32.5% 

 
 
 The high percentage of academic transfer courses at Mid-Plains Community 
Colleges probably reflects the fact that it is the only postsecondary institution 
serving its service area. 
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Background 
 
 The Community Colleges’ state aid portion of funding was distributed to the 
colleges through two formulas until fiscal year 2007-08. Starting in 2007-08, state 
aid funds were distributed by a single formula that incorporated many of the 
features of the prior two formulas: equalization, Reimbursable Educational Units 
(REUs), projected growth, and sources of revenue. The prior formula allocated was 
based on 18% of the funding split equally between the six colleges, 12% based on 
percent of REUs at each college, and 70% based on three-year average of REUs. 
 
 Beginning in 2010-11, state aid was not distributed by a formula. The 2011 
Legislature passed LB 59 that specified the amount each institution was to receive 
for 2010-11, regardless of FTE growth and prior equalization measures. It was the 
same allocation to each Community College as distributed by the prior year’s 
formula. In addition, LB 59 specified the percentage of state aid each Community 
College was to receive for 2011-12 and 2012-13, based on the amounts allocated 
the prior year. 
 
 The 2012 Legislature passed LB 946 that specified a base amount of state aid 
($87,870,147) to be allocated to the Community Colleges based on the percentage 
of state aid received by each Community College in 2012-13. If the state provides 
funding in excess of the $87,870,147, the excess is distributed accordingly: 

1) Up to $500,000 is transferred to the Nebraska Community College Student 
Performance and Occupational Education Grant Fund. 

2) Any amount provided by the Legislature and the Governor over the 
$87,870,147, and the $500,000 is to be distributed based on a formula. 
 
The new formula is based on the following parameters: 

a) 25% of available funds is to be divided equally among the Community 
Colleges. 

b) 45% of available funds is to be divided based on each Community 
College’s proportionate share of a three-year average of full-time 
equivalent (FTE) student enrollment. 

c) 30% of available funds is to be divided based on each Community 
College’s proportionate share of a three-year average of reimbursable 
educational units (REUs). 

 
The excess over the 2012-13 base, up to $500,000 is to be transferred to 
the Nebraska Community College Student Performance and Occupational 
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Education Grant Fund. Dollars in the fund are to be used to provide aid or 
grants on a competitions basis to any Community College or group of 
colleges for (1) applied technology and occupational faculty training, 
instructional equipment upgrades, employee assessment, pre-employment 
training, employee training, and dislocated worker programs; (2) programs 
or activities to enhance student performance, diploma completion, retention, 
foundations education, and the collection, reporting or analysis of student 
data. 

 
The 2013-15 biennium will be the first year additional funds may be available to 
implement the competitive grant process and provide some funding based on the 
new formula. 
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Recommend New General Funds 
 

Community College Request 
 

 
CCPE Recommendation 

 2013-2014 2014-2015 2013-2014 2014-2015 
Nebraska Community College 
Association and Metropolitan 
Community College 

$13,500,000 $0 $3,959,000 $4,046,000 

 
*Total Request $13,500,000 $0 $3,959,000 $4,046,000 

 *modified 
 
Formula Funding 
 
 The Nebraska Community College Association (NCCA) and Metropolitan 
Community College are requesting a 15.4% increase to current state aid ($87.8 
million). The amount requested by both entities, representing an amount for all of 
the colleges, is $13,500,000 for 2013-14 and no additional funds for 2014-15. 
 
 The Community Colleges who are members of the NCCA, propose to use the 
additional funding to cover a number of increased expenses. One of those needs is 
salary increases of about 3.0%. Many of the colleges have two- or three-year-long 
agreements so they already know the increased salary expense. Additional funding 
will also be used for increased energy costs, health insurance, foundations 
education, and equipment to keep the technology programs current. 
 
 In addition, NCCA member colleges indicated the  main reason for requesting 
the additional $13,000,000 was to gauge the effects of the new funding formula and 
test the funding provisions to make sure those provisions adequately fund a college 
that is either increasing its enrollment, experiencing static enrollment, or dealing 
with a decline in enrollment. 
 
 Metropolitan Community College, not a member of the NCCA, submitted a 
request for a $13,500,000 increase to the current level of funding for all colleges – 
identical to NCCA’s request. Metro states the increase is necessary to return the 
State’s contribution to an amount per full-time equivalent student that was 
approximately the same as funded in the 2007-08 fiscal year. According to Metro, 
the primary purpose for returning funding to the 2007-08 per student level is to 
maintain a healthy financial partnership between the state, property taxpayers, and 
students. Other purposes are to help ensure Community Colleges remain strong 
enough to respond to evolving educational needs and to assist with improvements 
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in tools and facilities, latest technology, “just as needed” education delivery options, 
and reduction of barriers to education while increasing outcomes. 
Outcome: 

• Contribute to economic development of the state by providing educated 
workers. 

• Continue outreach to education entities and businesses and industry. 
• Improvement in graduation outcomes. 

 
Recommendation: 
 The Commission recommends $3,959,000 new state dollars for the 
Community Colleges for 2013-14, and $4,046,700 for 2014-15. 
 
Rationale for the Recommendation: 
 The current base amount allocation of $87,870,147 of state aid to the 
Community Colleges was originally determined by a formula that split 18% of the 
funds equally among the six colleges (equalization), allocated 12% in proportion to 
each Community College’s share of statewide total REUs, and allocated 70% based 
on each Community College’s three-year average REUs in proportion to the 
statewide average per REUs. This formula was used until 2010-11, when the 
Legislature set a specific amount of allocation for each Community College based 
on the prior year’s formula distribution. 
 
 For 2011-12 and 2012-13, the Legislature determined the percentage of the 
total Community College state aid each Community College received in 2010-11 
and applied that percentage to the distribution of state aid to each Community 
College for 2011-12, 2012-13, and into the future. For 2012-13, the Community 
Colleges received the following allocations: 
           Formula Allocation  % of Total Allocation 
 Central Community College     $ 7,785,295      8.86% 
 Metropolitan Community College    $23,294,376    26.51% 
 Mid-Plains Community College    $ 7,952,248      9.05% 
 Northeast Community College    $12,336,969    14.04% 
  minus $37,011 that is passed through to 

the Nebraska Indian Community College  
and Little Priest Tribal College 

 Southeast Community College    $24,840,891     28.27% 
 Western Nebraska Community College  $11,660,368     13.37% 
           $87,870,147   100.00% 
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NCCA is requesting $13.5 million in 2013-14 and no additional funds for 2014-
15. NCCA stated that new funding would be used for salary increases, health 
insurance increases, energy cost increases, providing foundations education, and 
equipment. However, according to NCCA, the main stated purposes for additional 
funding is to gauge the effects of the new funding distribution formula on institutions 
that are increasing enrollment, decreasing enrollment, or remaining static. NCCA 
presented no rationale to indicate how the $13.5 million was determined, as 
opposed to some other amount. Metropolitan Community College determined the 
need for $13.5 million based on the amount of state aid per FTE allocated to the 
Community Colleges, as a whole, in 2008 compared to the amount allocated in 
2013. The amount of state aid for the Community Colleges in 2008 was 
$84,066,476, or $2,898 per FTE. Metro used the following calculation to arrive at 
the $13.5 million request: 
 2008 aid per FTE $2,898 
 2013 aid per FTE $2,511 
      $   387 
 $387/FTE x 35,000 FTE = $13,545,000 
 
 NCCA’s rationale for requesting $13.5 million is to make sure the new funding 
process will adequately fund colleges that are growing, contracting, or remaining 
static. 
 
 If this new formula was the only funding mechanism, a test of outcomes from 
the new formula might be reasonable. However, there is a set amount of state aid 
totaling $87,870,147. Each Community College receives a set percentage that, at 
this point, will not change (see page 130). Within that set amount is 18% that is 
provided for equalization and the remaining funds were based on REU distribution. 
It is reasonable to presume the current distribution of state aid has taken care of the 
equalization issue as shown by the following state aid per FTE for 2011-12 (based 
on 2012 FTEs). 
 

Institution State Aid/FTE State Aid + Local Taxes/FTE 
Central Community College $1,667 $8,038 
Metropolitan Community College $1,620 $4,336 
Mid-Plains Community College $4,610 $9,242 
Northeast Community College $3,430 $7,590 
Southeast Community College $2,278 $4,446 
Western Nebraska Community College $5,613 $9,065 
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 In fact, the current percentage allocation of the $87,870,147 will sufficiently 
compensate those institutions whose enrollment is static or whose enrollment has 
declined. Therefore, what should be tested is whether the institutions that are 
growing are receiving a reasonable amount of funding from the formula. To test this 
outcome, there is no reasonable rationale for needing $13.5 million as opposed to 
some other amount. 
 
 Metro’s rationale for the $13.5 million presumes that the funding per FTE in 
2008 was the optimal level of funding. There was no indication why the Community 
Colleges should be funded at the 2008 level other than that level of funding was the 
all-time high within the past few years and the colleges would like to return to that 
level of funding. Metro’s request does base some of its rationale on the fact the 
Community Colleges have grown from 29,010 in 2008 to 35,000 in 2012-13 
(estimate) or approximately 6,000 FTE. During the same time period, state aid grew 
by $3,803,671, or approximately $634 per FTE. 
 
 The Commission evaluated the need for additional state aid for the Community 
Colleges based on several options different from the ones expressed by NCCA and 
Metro. One option would be the increase in the College and University Higher 
Education Price Index (HEPI). According to HEPI, inflation in 2011 was 2.3%. It 
estimates inflation for 2012 will be about 1.7%, with inflation in 2013 estimated at 
2.1% and 2014 at 2.3%. If the Commission used only HEPI inflation to estimate the 
need for additional state funding for Community Colleges, it would recommend 
$3,339,100 for 2013-14 and $2,097,800 for 2014-15. 
 
 Another option would be enrollment growth. It is difficult to determine the 
headcount or FTE growth for the Community Colleges in future years. In 2010, the 
Community Colleges reached an all-time high of 49,052 in headcount students and 
35,320 FTE. As of fall, 2011, headcount enrollment had decreased to 47,542 and 
FTE decreased to 35,083. This latest look at Community College enrollment may 
indicate enrollment at the Community Colleges has peaked and future enrollments 
will increase at a slower pace than the past five or six years. The Commission 
estimates enrollment at the Community Colleges will increase 2.5% to 2.7% for 
each year of the biennium. At the current per FTE funding level plus inflation on that 
funding level of 2.5%, the Commission would recommend $2,258,300 in 2013-14 
and an additional amount of $2,560,800 for 2014-15. 
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 A third option would be straight consumer inflation or CPI increases. According 
to the Consumer Price Index data for August 2012, the 12-month change in the 
index for all items was 1.7% in August, up 0.3% from the prior 12 months ending 
July, 2012. The CPI forecast for the full year of 2012 is 2.3%. The Consumer Price 
Index forecast for 2013 and 2014 are very much an estimate based on changes in 
the market basket that shows energy costs increasing around 5%, but other items 
decreasing, such as electricity by 1.2%, and fuel oil by 0.8%. Netting all the 
estimated increases and decreases, the forecast is for the CPI to increase about 
2.6% in 2013-14 and 3.1% in 2014-15. Understanding these are truly estimates that 
may change dramatically due to economic factors, these estimates are the best 
view into the future that is available. Using the CPI estimates to determine the 
amount of increase for the Community Colleges, the Commission recommendation 
would be $2,284,640 for 2013-14 and $2,794,800 for 2014-15. 
 
 The final option would be a combination of inflation and enrollment growth. 
Inflation (HEPI) at 2% would be $1,757,400 plus enrollment growth of 2.5% that 
would be funded at the current level would add another $2,202,200, for a total 
recommended amount of funding for 2013-14 of $3,959,600. For 2014-15, using the 
same rationale, the recommended amount would be $4,046,700. 
 

Option  2013-2014 2014-2015 Total 
 
Enrollment only 

Current funding per FTE increased by 
2.5%, multiplied by current FTE 
number increased 2.5% for 2013-14 
and 2014-15 

 
$2,258,300 

 
$2,560,800 

 
$4,819,100 

 
CPI only 

Current total funding increased by 
2.6% for 2013-14 and by 3.1% for 
2014-15 

 
$2,284,640 

 
$2,794,800 

 
$5,079,440 

 
HEPI only 

Current total funding increased by 
2.1% for 2013-14 and by 2.3% for 
2014-15 

 
$3,339,100 

 
$2,097,800 

 
$5,436,900 

HEPI & 
Enrollment 
Combined 

Current total funding increased by 2% 
(HEPI) plus a projected 2.5% 
increase in FTE (877) multiplied by 
current funding per FTE 

 
$3,959,600 

 
$4,046,700 

 
$8,006,300 

 
 The Commission favors the option of using inflation and enrollment 
growth. Therefore the Commission would recommend $3,959,600 for 2013-14 
and an additional $4,046,700 for 2014-15. 
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 Regardless of the method used to determine the amount of increased funding 
or the actual amount of increase for the Community Colleges, the Commission 
recommends that the Governor and Legislature review the new allocation formula. 
The Commission believes the formula should be based on rational, policy-based 
criteria focused on Nebraska’s higher education needs, rather than on political 
acceptability of resulting allocations. It is important that any new allocation of funds 
be based on changes such as growth or significant changes in the market. 
 
 A significant issue with the new formula is the 25% factor for equalization. The 
Commission contends that the issue of equalization has already been sufficiently 
addressed by the 18% in the former allocation formula for the $87,870,147. Current 
funding for each college demonstrates that contention. 
 
 

 2012-2013 
Institution State Tax Dollars 

Per FTE 
State & Local Tax Dollars 

Per FTE 
Central Community College $1,667 $8,038 
Metropolitan Community College $1,620 $4,336 
Mid-Plains Community College $4,610 $9,242 
Northeast Community College $3,430 $7,590 
Southeast Community College $2,278 $4,446 
Western Nebraska Community College $5,613 $9,065 

 
 Because the Community Colleges have two tax funding sources (local taxes 
and state appropriations) and equalization is meant to compensate small 
Community Colleges for less of a tax base and the fact the small colleges cannot 
benefit from economies of scale, an analysis of funding and equalization should 
look at tax funding per FTE for state and local property tax, combined. As is 
demonstrated above, Nebraska’s two smallest Community Colleges are being 
funded at over $9,000 per FTE. Tax funds for UNO ($5,857) and UNK ($4,609) and 
the three State Colleges are much less than four of the Community Colleges, even 
though the four-year publics must fund four-year programs and master’s degrees. 
Only UNL ($10,379) and UNMC ($33,462) receive more tax funds per student than 
Mid-Plains and Western Nebraska Community Colleges. State funding for NCTA 
($7,727) is less than three of the Community Colleges. 
 
 The new formula with the 25% equalization portion would exacerbate this 
situation. Using the $13.5 million requested, the following chart illustrates this issue. 
($500,000 was removed, as per statute.) 
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Institution Current 

Funds 
State Only 

New State 
Funding 
Per FTE 

Total New 
Funds 

State Only 

Current Funds 
Per FTE 

State & Local 

Total New 
State & 
Local 

Tax Funds 
Per FTE 

Central CC $1,667 $395 $2,062 $8,038 $8,433 
Metropolitan CC $1,620 $309 $1,929 $4,336 $4,645 
Mid-Plains CC $4,610 $570 $5,180 $9,242 $9,812 
Northeast CC $3,430 $438 $3,868 $7,590 $8,028 
Southeast CC $2,278 $331 $2,609 $4,446 $4,777 
Western NE CC $5,613 $545 $6,158 $9,065 $9,610 

 
 
 The Commission recommends that the equalization portion of the new formula 
be removed. Equalization has already been addressed in the prior formula. Once 
equalization is removed, the state can determine whether new funding should be 
divided equally between FTE and REU growth or whether one should be weighted 
more heavily than the other. If REUs and FTEs were weighted the same – 50% 
each – and the state funded the new formula at $6 million, each Community College 
would receive between $165/FTE to $172/FTE more instead of the $143/FTE to 
$263/FTE represented with equalization as part of the formula. 
 
 As mentioned earlier, the Commission believes strongly that the Community 
College’s new allocation formula should be rational and policy-based, using added 
funds to address changes and the needs of Nebraska higher education. 
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  Appendix 10 

Facility Renewal and Adaptation Needs at the 
Nebraska State Colleges, University of Nebraska and NCTA 
October 11, 2012 

 

 
 

  Facility Maintenance Expenditures   

 
 
 
 
 
Annual Expenditures 

for Facility 
Maintenance and 

Routine 
Maintenance 

Deferred 
Repair 

Renovation/ 
Remodeling 

Renovation/ 
Remodeling 

 

 Ongoing Funding   One-time Funding   One-time Funding  
 

Systematic day-to- 
 

Major repair and 
 

Work that is 
day work funded by replacement of building required because 
the annual operating systems needed to retain of a change in use 
budget to prevent or the usability of a facility. of the facility or a 
control deterioration Work includes items such change in 
of facilities. Includes as roof replacement, program. 

repetitive masonry tuck-pointing, Renovation/ 
maintenance window replacement, etc. remodeling work 

including These items are not may also include 
preventative normally contained in the deferred repair 

maintenance, minor annual operating budget. items such as roof 
repairs and routine  replacement, 

inspections.  masonry tuck- 
  pointing, window 
  replacement, etc. 

Primary Source Inst. operating funds Cigarette taxes and State approp. and 
of Funds: (state approp & tuit) institutional operating funds operating funds 
 
Recommended 
Funding: 1

 

 
1% to 1.5% of 

replacement value 2 

 
0.5% to 1% of replacement 

value 

 
0.5% to 1.5% of 

replacement value 

 
2% to 4% of 

replacement value 

2009-2011 0.6% of LB309-0.1% & Inst.-0.1% 1.7% of 2.5% of 
Expenditures: replacement value of replacement value replacement value replacement value 
 
10-yr. Mid-term 

 
1.0% of 

 
0.75% of 

 
1.25% of 

 
3.0% of 

Goal: replacement value replacement value replacement value replacement value 

Long-term 
Solution: 

1.25% of 
replacement value 

 

2% depreciation charge 3 
3.25% of 

replacement value 
 
 

1 Source: Financial Planning Guidelines for Facility Renewal and Adaption , A joint project of: The Society for 
College and University Planning (SCUP), The National Association of College and University Business Officers 
(NACUBO), The Association of Physical Plant Administrators of Universities and Colleges (APPA) and Coopers 
and Lybrand, 1989. 
2 Replacement value for the Nebraska State Colleges, the University of Nebraska and the Nebraska College of 
Technical Agriculture state-supported facilities is estimated at $2.8 billion in 2011 dollars. 

 
3 LB 1100, enacted into law in 1998, required all capital construction projects (excluding revenue bond facilities) to 
be assessed an annual 2% depreciation charge. Funds accumulated with the depreciation charge were used for 
building renewal and renovation/remodeling work. LB1100 assessments were repealed by the Legislature in 
LB380, 2011. 
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Facility Maintenance Expenditures for the 
Nebraska State Colleges, University of Nebraska and NCTA 
October 11, 2012 
 

Institutional Facility Maintenance Expenditures System-wide 
Total-General  Gen/Cash Funds 

Fiscal & Cash Fund Expended for 
Institution Year Expenditures Fac. Maint. 

% State Funds 
Expended for 

Fac. Maint. 

State Maint. 
Fac. Area 

(GSF) 

Facility 
Maint. 
$/GSF 

% of CRV* % of CRV 
Expended for  Expended for 

Fac. Maint.   Facility Maint. 
CSC 

2007-08 $21,983,284 $681,389 
2008-09 $22,211,412 $685,813 
2009-10 $22,841,883 $979,283 
2010-11 $22,997,080 $760,572 

2-Yr. Avg. $22,919,482 $869,928 

 
3.10% 
3.09% 
4.29% 
3.31% 
3.80% 

 
504,119 
504,119 
504,119 
504,119 
504,119 

 
$1.35 
$1.36 
$1.94 
$1.51 
$1.73 

 

 
 
 
 

1.19% 

PSC 
2007-08 $12,983,170 $985,081 
2008-09 $15,355,879 $1,363,471 
2009-10 $16,549,348 $776,248 
2010-11 $17,549,735 $829,550 

2-Yr. Avg. $17,049,542 $802,899 

 
7.59% 
8.88% 
4.69% 
4.73% 
4.71% 

 
290,281 
301,386 
301,386 
301,386 
301,386 

 
$3.39 
$4.52 
$2.58 
$2.75 
$2.66 

 

 
 
 
 

1.68% 

WSC 
2007-08 $29,425,221 $1,101,700 
2008-09 $30,154,897 $1,249,341 
2009-10 $31,572,249 $877,797 
2010-11 $31,295,847 $805,638 

2-Yr. Avg. $31,434,048 $841,718 

 
3.74% 
4.14% 
2.78% 
2.57% 
2.68% 

 
570,997 
591,019 
608,648 
608,648 
608,648 

 
$1.93 
$2.11 
$1.44 
$1.32 
$1.38 

 

 
 
 
 

0.96% 1.20% 

UNK 
2007-08 $52,019,275 $1,014,070 
2008-09 $54,516,503 $1,031,727 
2009-10 $55,328,898 $990,101 
2010-11 $58,583,141 $1,122,055 

2-Yr. Avg. $56,956,020 $1,056,078 

 
1.95% 
1.89% 
1.79% 
1.92% 
1.85% 

 
1,046,042 
1,038,182 
1,056,493 
1,056,493 
1,056,493 

 
$0.97 
$0.99 
$0.94 
$1.06 
$1.00 

 

 
 
 
 

0.48% 

UNL 
2007-08 $346,043,297 $6,695,656 
2008-09 $355,198,347 $6,717,250 
2009-10 $360,956,440 $7,307,616 
2010-11 $406,382,898 $6,856,361 

2-Yr. Avg.    $383,669,669 $7,081,989 

 
1.93% 
1.89% 
2.02% 
1.69% 
1.85% 

 
6,733,777 
6,847,926 
6,770,330 
6,951,575 
6,860,953 

 
$0.99 
$0.98 
$1.08 
$0.99 
$1.03 

 

 
 
 
 

0.50% 

UNMC 
2007-08 $184,360,560 $5,030,391 
2008-09 $198,124,181 $5,205,208 
2009-10 $198,929,722 $6,027,327 
2010-11 $209,001,008 $5,709,141 

2-Yr. Avg.    $203,965,365 $5,868,234 

 
2.73% 
2.63% 
3.03% 
2.73% 
2.88% 

 
1,729,730 
2,125,804 
2,087,572 
2,131,229 
2,109,401 

 
$2.91 
$2.45 
$2.89 
$2.68 
$2.78 

 

 
 
 
 

1.25% 

UNO 
2007-08 $103,405,697 $2,016,068 
2008-09 $108,043,819 $2,669,816 
2009-10 $108,116,001 $2,710,487 
2010-11 $113,546,197 $3,662,472 

2-Yr. Avg.    $110,831,099 $3,186,480 

 
1.95% 
2.47% 
2.51% 
3.23% 
2.88% 

 
1,732,390 
1,748,127 
1,733,045 
1,829,679 
1,781,362 

 
$1.16 
$1.53 
$1.56 
$2.00 
$1.78 

 

 
 
 
 

0.85% 0.69% 

NCTA 
2007-08 $3,688,136 $235,542 
2008-09 $3,305,292 $217,689 
2009-10 $3,254,813 $269,286 
2010-11 $3,568,605 $261,852 

2-Yr. Avg. $3,411,709 $265,569 

 
6.39% 
6.59% 
8.27% 
7.34% 
7.78% 

 
171,624 
171,624 
171,624 
170,464 
171,044 

 
$1.37 
$1.27 
$1.57 
$1.54 
$1.55 

 

 
 
 
 

1.24% 

Univ./St. College/NCTA Totals 
2007-08 $753,908,640 $17,759,897 
2008-09 $786,910,330 $19,140,315 
2009-10 $797,549,354 $19,938,145 
2010-11 $862,924,511 $20,007,641 

2-Yr. Avg.    $830,236,933 $19,972,893 

 
2.36% 
2.43% 
2.50% 
2.32% 
2.41% 

 
12,778,960 
13,328,187 
13,233,217 
13,553,593 
13,393,405 

 
$1.39 
$1.44 
$1.51 
$1.48 
$1.49 

 

 
 
 
 

0.73% 
 

Min. Recommended Expenditures: $18,265,213  (Using 2.20% of General/Cash Fund Expenditures) 
* Recommended Expenditures: $34,030,624  (Using 1.25% of Current Replacement Value) 

Facility Maint. Expenditures as % Current Replcmnt. Value 
 

CSC 

PSC 

WSC 

UNK 
1 

UNL 

UNMC 

UNO 

 
0.0%  0.5%  1.0%  1.5%  2.0% 

NCTA 
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Facility Maintenance Expenditures for the 
Nebraska State Colleges 
October 11, 2012 
 

Institutional Facility Maintenance Expenditures 
Total-General  Gen/Cash Funds 

Fiscal & Cash Fund Expended for 
Institution Year Expenditures Fac. Maint. 

% State Funds 
Expended for 

Fac. Maint. 

State Maint. 
Fac. Area 

(GSF) 

Facility 
Maint. 
$/GSF 

% of CRV* 
Expended for 
Facility Maint. 

 

CSC 
2007-08 $21,983,284 $681,389 
2008-09 $22,211,412 $685,813 
2009-10 $22,841,883 $979,283 
2010-11 $22,997,080 $760,572 

2-Yr. Avg. $22,919,482 $869,928 

 
 

3.10% 
3.09% 
4.29% 
3.31% 
3.80% 

 
 

504,119 
504,119 
504,119 
504,119 
504,119 

 
 

$1.35 
$1.36 
$1.94 
$1.51 
$1.73 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.19% 

PSC 
2007-08 $12,983,170 $985,081 
2008-09 $15,355,879 $1,363,471 
2009-10 $16,549,348 $776,248 
2010-11 $17,549,735 $829,550 

2-Yr. Avg. $17,049,542 $802,899 

 
7.59% 
8.88% 
4.69% 
4.73% 
4.71% 

 
290,281 
301,386 
301,386 
301,386 
301,386 

 
$3.39 
$4.52 
$2.58 
$2.75 
$2.66 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1.68% 

WSC 
2007-08 $29,425,221 $1,101,700 
2008-09 $30,154,897 $1,249,341 
2009-10 $31,572,249 $877,797 
2010-11 $31,295,847 $805,638 

2-Yr. Avg. $31,434,048 $841,718 

 
3.74% 
4.14% 
2.78% 
2.57% 
2.68% 

 
570,997 
591,019 
608,648 
608,648 
608,648 

 
$1.93 
$2.11 
$1.44 
$1.32 
$1.38 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0.96% 

State College Totals 
2007-08 $64,391,675 $2,768,170 
2008-09 $67,722,188 $3,298,625 
2009-10 $70,963,480 $2,633,328 
2010-11 $71,842,662 $2,395,760 

2-Yr. Avg. $71,403,071 $2,514,544 

 
4.30% 
4.87% 
3.71% 
3.33% 
3.52% 

 
1,365,397 
1,396,524 
1,414,153 
1,414,153 
1,414,153 

 
$2.03 
$2.36 
$1.86 
$1.69 
$1.78 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1.20% 
 
 

Min. Recommended Expenditures: $1,570,868  (Using 2.20% of General/Cash Fund Expenditures) 
 

* Recommended Expenditures: $2,613,664  (Using 1.25% of Current Replacement Value) 
 
 
 

Facility Maint. Expenditures as % of CRV 
 
 

CSC 
 

1.19% 
 

1.68% PSC 
 

0.96% 
 

WSC 
 

0.0% 0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 
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Facility Maintenance Expenditures for the 
University of Nebraska 
October 11, 2012 

Institutional Facility Maintenance Expenditures 
Total-General  Gen/Cash Funds 

Fiscal & Cash Fund Expended for 
Institution Year Expenditures Fac. Maint. 

% State Funds 
Expended for 

Fac. Maint. 

State Maint. 
Fac. Area 

(GSF) 

Facility 
Maint. 
$/GSF 

% of CRV* 
Expended for 
Facility Maint. 

 

UNK 
2007-08 $52,019,275 $1,014,070 
2008-09 $54,516,503 $1,031,727 
2009-10 $55,328,898 $990,101 
2010-11 $58,583,141 $1,122,055 

2-Yr. Avg. $56,956,020 $1,056,078 

 
 

1.95% 
1.89% 
1.79% 
1.92% 
1.85% 

 
 

1,046,042 
1,038,182 
1,056,493 
1,056,493 
1,056,493 

 
 

$0.97 
$0.99 
$0.94 
$1.06 
$1.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0.48% 

UNL 
2007-08 $346,043,297 $6,695,656 
2008-09 $355,198,347 $6,717,250 
2009-10 $360,956,440 $7,307,616 
2010-11 $406,382,898 $6,856,361 

2-Yr. Avg. $383,669,669 $7,081,989 

 
1.93% 
1.89% 
2.02% 
1.69% 
1.85% 

 
6,733,777 
6,847,926 
6,770,330 
6,951,575 
6,860,953 

 
$0.99 
$0.98 
$1.08 
$0.99 
$1.03 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0.50% 

UNMC 
2007-08 $184,360,560 $5,030,391 
2008-09 $198,124,181 $5,205,208 
2009-10 $198,929,722 $6,027,327 
2010-11 $209,001,008 $5,709,141 

2-Yr. Avg. $203,965,365 $5,868,234 

 
2.73% 
2.63% 
3.03% 
2.73% 
2.88% 

 
1,729,730 
2,125,804 
2,087,572 
2,131,229 
2,109,401 

 
$2.91 
$2.45 
$2.89 
$2.68 
$2.78 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1.25% 

UNO 
2007-08 $103,405,697 $2,016,068 
2008-09 $108,043,819 $2,669,816 
2009-10 $108,116,001 $2,710,487 
2010-11 $113,546,197 $3,662,472 

2-Yr. Avg. $110,831,099 $3,186,480 

 
1.95% 
2.47% 
2.51% 
3.23% 
2.88% 

 
1,732,390 
1,748,127 
1,733,045 
1,829,679 
1,781,362 

 
$1.16 
$1.53 
$1.56 
$2.00 
$1.78 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0.85% 

University Totals 
2007-08 $685,828,829 $14,756,185 
2008-09 $715,882,850 $15,624,001 
2009-10 $723,331,061 $17,035,531 
2010-11 $787,513,244 $17,350,029 

2-Yr. Avg. $755,422,153 $17,192,780 

 
2.15% 
2.18% 
2.36% 
2.20% 
2.28% 

 
11,241,939 
11,760,039 
11,647,440 
11,968,976 
11,808,208 

 
$1.31 
$1.33 
$1.46 
$1.45 
$1.46 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0.69% 
 

Min. Recommended Expenditures: $16,619,287  (Using 2.20% of General/Cash Fund Expenditures) 
 

* Recommended Expenditures: $24,919,904  (Using 1.25% of Current Replacement Value) 
 
 

Facility Maint. Expenditures as % of CRV 
 

 
UNK 

 
0.48% 

 
0.50% 

 
 
UNL 

 

 
 

0.85% 

 
1.25% 

 

 
UNMC 

 

 
0.0% 0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 

UNO 
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Facility Maintenance Expenditures for the 
University of Nebraska 
October 11, 2012 
 

Institutional Facility Maintenance Expenditures 
Total-General  Gen/Cash Funds 

Fiscal & Cash Fund Expended for 
Institution Year Expenditures Fac. Maint. 

% State Funds 
Expended for 

Fac. Maint. 

State Maint. 
Fac. Area 

(GSF) 

Facility 
Maint. 
$/GSF 

% of CRV* 
Expended for 
Facility Maint. 

 

NCTA 
2007-08 $3,688,136 $235,542 
2008-09 $3,305,292 $217,689 
2009-10 $3,254,813 $269,286 
2010-11 $3,568,605 $261,852 

2-Yr. Avg. $3,411,709 $265,569 

 
 

6.39% 
6.59% 
8.27% 
7.34% 
7.78% 

 
 

171,624 
171,624 
171,624 
170,464 
171,044 

 
 

$1.37 
$1.27 
$1.57 
$1.54 
$1.55 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.24% 
 
 

Min. Recommended Expenditures: $75,058  (Using 2.20% of General/Cash Fund Expenditures) 
 

* Recommended Expenditures: $213,664  (Using 1.25% of Current Replacement Value) 
 
 
 
 
 

Facility Maint. Expenditures as % of CRV 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.24% NCTA 

 
 
 
 

0.0% 0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 
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